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ABSTRACT

Stroke couples are confronted with socíaI problems

related to the ilLness that drastically changes their

lifestyle and interpersonal- relationship. A review of the

literature revealed that problems in the area of

dependence/overprotectiveness, role reversal /role change and

social isolation/loneliness are especially troublesome to

these couples. This practicum involved the delivery of

assertiveness and conflict management training to a group of

elderly couples where one spouse had experienced a stroke.

Group members assertiveness and conflict management skills

were assessed before and after treatment. Upon evaluation and

analysis of this intervention, stroke couples were able to

benefit from treatment. By applying the skills learned in the

group experience, most members v/ere able to make some positive

changes towards resolving conflict with their spouse.

Recommendations for a similar type of group approach were

offered.
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INTRODUCTION

hlhen a person experiences a stroke, especially if the

damage is moderate to severe, a stroke could lead to major

changes in a person,s lifestyle. These changes could result
in strained interpersonal relationships, especially with a

spouse.

The problem that the writer addressed in this practicum

is that stroke couples are confronted with several problems

related to the il1ness, that drastically change their
Ìifestyle and interpersonar relationship. These probrems can

be very difficul-t to cope with and overwhelming at times.

After discharge from hospitar, the sociar and emotional

problems may be shelved due to the heavy demands of physical

care required by the stroke survivors and their.spouses. Tf

these problems are not deatt with the couple are not l-ikely to
make a good adjustment, life at home would be difficult to
tol-erate and the survj-vor might end up institutionalized
prematurefy. How courd we as professíonar helpers intervene

to assist people in this area?

The present literature on stroke rehabilitation,
suggests that stroke couples are confronted with several

common problems once the survivor returns home from hospital.
These problems put strain on the marital relatj-onship. The

conmon problems couples attenrpt to cope with are

dependence/over protectiveness, roÌe change/reversal and

social- isoratíon/loneriness. As a result of the stroke, the

couple experiences a drastic change in their lifestyle and



interpersonar relationship. The literature suggests that
couples need help in adjusting to these lifesty]-es and

rerationship changes forced upon them due to the stroke.
This practicum addressed these common problems in a group

setting. The interventions utilized in the group \^rere aimed

at developing assertiveness and confl-ict management skirls.
OBiTECTIVES ÀND RÀTTONALE

The overall objectives of this practicum hras to irnplement

and evaluate a group intervention aimed at herping stroke
coupres dear with the problems of dependence/over

protectiveness, rore change/roJ-e reversal and social
isolation/loneliness which have changed their lifestyle and

caused differences/confl-ict between them.

The writer assumed that problems which were not deal-t

with could hinder the rehabilitation process. The type of
adjustment the coupre made was a determining factor in whether

or not the survivor courd l-ive at home or require
institutionarization in a personal care home or gerj_atric
centre.

The proposed benefits to all- cl-ients of Èhe intervention
v/ere:

(1) To enhance their sociar functioning and interaction
through assertiveness training. Assertiveness training woul-d

assist clients in learning to communicate their thoughts,
feelings, needs and wishes openly and directly.
(2) To enhance their confl-ict management skil-l deveropment.



(3) To provide mutual support to the clients by developing a

safe pÌace such as a group setting that would permit and

support expressions of ambivalent and resentful feelings about

their problems, losses and offer empathic responses..

(4) To provide an opportunity for crients to ventilate their
negative feelings, such as anger, grief, frustration.
(5) To decrease social isol-ation by providing an opportunity
for sociar contact and encouraging sociar interaction.
(6) To leave a program in place for the agency to use after
the writer's final- report has been approved by the MSúi

committee.

Some of the expected educational benefits to the student
h/ere:

(1) To gain first hand knowledge about the problems stroke
couples have to cope with in adjusting and adapting to thei_r

nevr lifestyle with the iIl_ness.

(2) To learn how to help these clients cope.

(3) To gaì-n experience working with the e1derly.
(4) To gain experience establishing a couplers treatment group

and learning and appJ-ying group leadership skil_ls and the
other skills necessary to operate an effective treatment
group.

(5) To gain practicar experience in apprying assertiveness and

confl-ict management skil-Is to enhance the erderly client's
ability to cope with i1lness.
(6) To gain knowledge in evar-uating a group intervention and



its results.
This practicum report is organj-zed as fol-Iows. Chapter

l- provides a revj-ew of the literature pertaining to the

problems stroke couples are confronted with and how this
affects their interpersonal relationship, disrupts the

rehabilitation process and interferes with adjustment to the

stroke. Adjusting positively to the changes in their lives is
especially important for the elderty as the ill spouse rnight

remain at a lower Ievel of functioning.

It is assumed that by gaining an understanding of how

people express their feeLings, thoughts, needs and interests
regarding pertinent problems that affect their lives and try
and resolve differences and alteviate conftict between them,

one can see what is needed for them to have a better
relationship.

There are interventions that have helped people be

expressive and resolve their differences. The writer wanted

to try these with stroke couples Lo see if they could be

effective.

The writer sav/ the social- worker's major role as helping

the spouse and survivor adjust to living with the stroke at
home and in the community at the highest possible functioning
leveI. Another role was to be supportive to the coupJ-e as the

difficulties of the stroke and its likeIy consequences r^rere

faced.

There are several- physical and cognitive problems and



personal-ity changes as a result of stroke which are a source

of psychological stress to the couple Binder (1983), Dudas

(1-986), Gibson and Caplan (Ig84) , KeJ-ly and Intinograd (l-985)

and Ripeckyj and Lazarus (L980). These problems and changes

that affect functioning are described in the literature review

that follows in Chapter l-. Chapter l- also describes the usual

adjustment process an individual with a chronic illness faces.

Chapter 2 presents a literature review of group work and

the stroke survivor and his/her spouse. AIso, Chapter z

presents a review of the literature on Assertiveness Training

and Conflict Management. Chapter 3 describes the methods used

in this practicum. The couples, their goals and the outcomes

are described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents the student's
practicum experience in relation to the Stroke Survivorrs

Group. The beginning, middle and ending phases are incl-uded

plus a synthesis. Evaluation results are provided in this
chapter. Chapter 6 presents the experience in relation to the

Spouse's Group. The beginning, middle and ending phases are

incl-uded pJ-us a synthesis. Evatuation resul-ts are provided in
this chapter. chapter 7 contains a discussion of findings of
the practicum in relation to the major hypotheses of this
practicum. chapter I summarizes the wríter's practicum

experience and contaíns recommendations.



CHAPTER ].

THE THREE COUMON PROBIJEIIIS

DEPENDENCE/OVER PROTECTMNESS

In their articl-e Gibson and Caplan (J.984) point out that
the goals of rehabilitation for the stroke patient are

compensating for the intellectual and physical loss and

minimizing the social and financial- l-oss. Compensating for
the intellectual- and physical- loss refers to maximization of
the survj-vor's independence in self-care skilts and ambulatíon

and progress in communication skill-s. Minimizing the sociar-

]oss concerns reintegration of the survivor into his home and

community. Both the survivorrs and communityrs fj_nancial

resources are conserved if s/he can return and remain living
in her/his own home. Hence, a principaJ- rehabi'litation goal

shoul-d be to have stroke survivors discharged home if at arl
possible.

According to Gibson and Cap1an (t984) once in the

cornmunity, the process of reintegration into the community has

its difficulties. Survivors often find themselves dependent

on others to meet their transportation needs. Resumption of
driving is not always possible due to significant visuar or
vi-sual-perceptuar dif f icu]ties and Loss of physical

functioning. rn the writer's opj-nion, being unable to drive
increased the feeJ-ings of frustration and isoration the
survivor inight arready have felt. This in turn, might put an

additional strain on his/her interpersonar- rer-ationships.



According to Ripeckyj and Lazarus (1980), social and

psychological factors are critical to the success of

rehabil-itation efforts. They point out that the survivor has

a poor mental state at first. The survivor may have bowel and

bladder dysfunction. Having no control over these emotj-onalIy

charged functions rend.ers him dependent on others. No doubt

this dependency affects his sel-f esteem. Loss of mental

function, such as the inability to pay attention, speak or

remernber, are a threat to the stoke survivor¿s self esteem.

AII- these difficulties have serious effects on the survivor's
interpersonal relationships with significant others. He will
be socially withdrawn because of the embarrassment of his

decreased functioning, and others will withdraw from him.

When one looks at how the devastating effects of stroke

damages the survivor's sel-f esteem, it is very important in
the writer's opinion that the survivor gets assistance, to
heJ-p him deal with his negative feelíngs about himself and the

pain associated with these feelings. Ripeckyj and Lazarus

fail to address this crucial need.

Litman (1-966) found that the fanily had a positive role
in rehabilitation. However, Labi, Phil-lips and Gresham (t-980)

found that stroke survivors who lived wiÈh their famil_ies

tended to decrease outside socializing more than those who

lived alone. The overprotection of fanily members and the

stroke survivor's reliance on the spouse for social
interaction deter the survivor from seeking social activities



outside the home. The psychosocial difficulties survivors

experience as a result of stroke must be addressed, so that

survivors do not become socially isol-ated. In the writer's

opinion it is not enough to say that families tend to

overprotect their members who have experienced a stroke. I^Ihat

is needed is some practical strategies to deter family members

from overprotecti¡rg survivors.

Binder (1983) describes more of the conmon emotional

difficulties patients experience after stroke. Frustration,

anxiety and depression, as well as irritability,
ì-mpulsiveness, impatience, and over-dependence on others are

frequently observed in stroke patients. The loss in

cognitive, physical and social functioning are great, and

patients who confront these may question their self-worth.

Cognitive difficul-ties contribute to emotional difficulties,
for example:

...brain-damaged patients rnay jump to
conclusions after considering only part
of the relevant data. Such behaviour
often l-eads to rnisinterpretation of the
emotions of others and erroneous
conclusions. fmpaired initiative and
lack of empathy can contribute to insen-
sitive, demanding behaviour and a result-
ing breakdown in interpersonal relation-
ships. (p. 17 )

Goodstein (1983) talks about some of the commonest

disabling responses of the elderly stroke survivors. I,lhat was

most ernotionally upsetting vras the unexpected onset of the

stroke. Lack of control over their robustness and over what

will- occur is especially distressing. with this feeling of



l-ack of control, patients experience fears of losing their
physical and sexual abilities and sanity. Loss of dignity and

sel-f-esteem is a common response. Anxiety about losing the

accustomed relationship with their spouse because. of their
dependence on others is not unusual. Gooàstein states that
many elderly stroke survivors do not want to go home after
their hospital treatment is terminated because they will have

to face their functioning, role and responsibilities there.

This frightens them.

Goodell (1,975) states that when a formerly healthy person

becomes dependent on others this alters his interpersonal

rel-ationships, especially at home. Frequentl-y, the

breadwinner and financial manager is forced to give up his
role to a spouse who is not ready or trained to assume such

responsi-bil-ities. This sudden role reversal is stressful and

difficult to accept.

It rÁ/as the experience of Mykyta, Bowling, Nelson and

Lloyd (L976) who instituted a group for relatives who were

caring for day hospitat stroke patients, that those relati-ves
having communication difficul-ties with the survivor found this
stressful and lead to open conflict. Secondly, role change

rÁ/as an issue. Rel-atives, not just wives, felt guilty about

taking over the dominant rol-e in the farnily and their changing

to a decision-making rol-e v/as a problem. They were reluctant
to become assertive. spouses tended to be overprotective
because they \4rere fearful that distress would befarr their



mate.

There j-s much preoccupation about the
aetiology of stroke. This is coupled
with some guilt feelings where the
stroke is related to some physical or
emoti-onaL stress f or which the
relative feels responsible. It is
also a contributing factor in over-
protectiveness. ttwill getting him up-
set cause another stroke?r' This causes
relatives to protect the patient from
normal human emotions and e¡¡en the most
basic decision-making. (p.89-90)

Lowry (l-985) states that the majority of adul-ts want to

be independent but when illness strikes this desire is in
conflict with their wanting to be l-ooked after. It is

necessary to know how independent the survivor was prior to

the stroke to set reaÌistic goals for his i-ndependence that
are within his capabilities. Providing supports at home will

make his goal a reality. The elderJ-y are especially fearful-

of becoming unproductive, a burden to others, completely

dependent and ending up institutional-ized.

Often a chronicalì-y dependent and demanding
person will respond to firm realistic limits
when they are combined with regular,
consistent care and attention that is freely
offered before it is requested. This cuts
down on the intensity and number of frantic
attempts to become inappropriately dependent.
(p. i"e2 )

Lowry (1985) goes on to say in the case of the survivor

who is capable of independent functioning but thinks he is
not, or who is not capable but thinks he is, assessing these

survivors functional- capacity and working through the

different versions between the survivor's view of his ability

t-0



and real capacities is problematic. It is important that the

purpose of caring for the survivor be remembered, namely to

assist him to preserve as much rnastery over his own life as

his potential all-ows, compensati-ng only where he is incapable.

The spouse needs to be subjective and objective simultaneously

in her caregiving role and this is difficult. The subjective
rrWhat should I do f or my mate? l^Ihat can f do f or my mate?rl

The objective - t'What does my mate need?rr What is best for my

mate?' V'Ihat can my mate do f or hirnsel-f ?" (p .255 ) The

objective and subjective must be blended. Separating an

emotional attachment with your spouse from an objective

assessment of his needs is not easy. rn the writer's opinion

hope and motivation on the part of the survivor are critical

if he is to make progress in rehabil-itation.

Evans and Mil-ler (:-984) stated the following:

The origin of social dysfunction for stroke
patients lies in the discrepancy between what
they can do and what is expected bY
significant others. Attitudinal responses
vary from avoidance of the patient to
protectiveness. The situation becomes stress-
ful to patients when fanily and friends fail-
to al-ter situational demands, or do not
psychoJ-ogically relieve the patient of the
discrepancy. Relationships are strained
because of inappropriate expectations and
demands from others. (p.247)

Evans and Miller did not take into consideration the

survivors readiness to partake in therapy and how insightful

the significant others are regarding the survivors

capabilities. These are irnportant considerations.

Jarman (L982) interviewed 200 stroke survivors and their

t_ t-



famj-lies in their own homes to determine how they had adapted

to l-ife after the first year of stroke. Common complaints

v/ere that the survivor had become more anxious and irritable,

and less vigorous and sociable, which made living with him a

burden. Some spouses find this intolerable and pursue a

divorce or separation.

According to Jarman these factors cause far great'er

difficulties and emotional upsets for the fanily than the

difficul-ties and upsets surrounding the survivor's physical

needs. Those with more sedentary pastirnes do better. If the

spouse makes realistic demands on the survivor, he l^/il1

progress more quickly toward self-sufficiency.

In M. Holbrook's (L982) study on stroke, she described

some of the emotionaJ- adjustments that are inevitable in

stroke recovery both for the patient and family. She stated:

Interruptions to the accepted pattern of
adjustment are less likeJ-y to occur , if
the role changes experienced by the
fanily are those that can be taken on
without trauma, for it must be
remembered that a spouse who has always
assumed the dominant role i-n the
marriage will find it very difficult to
change from being breadwinner, driver
and maker of executive decisions to a
more subservient ro1e, and to being
dependent upon spouse and children for
most activities. Similar1y, a dependent
spouse may find that taking over the
executive role in the household, dealing
with all the business and finances, is
so worrying that she may need consider-
able help over a long period of time,for
she has .also to love and encourage her
unhappy spouse. (p. l-02 )

fn this same study, Holbrook (L982) asked stroke patients

L2



if they had come to terms with their illness or had adjusted

to the stroke. She asked them if the stroke had adverse

effects on their relationships, if it had altered their social

life, and if they were anxious about their heal-th, finances

and ambulation. Fear of having another stroke \¡.las common.

Probl,ems with frustration, depression, their new life-sty1e,

communication, loss of confidence, concentration and

independence, being a burden to their spouse, lack of progress

and feeling useless hlere expressed.

Harris (l-980) makes a number of important points

regarding negative adjustment to stroke. Fol-Iowing the stroke

the survivor who is overly dependent usually takes control in

the family. The survivor who refuses to do anything on his

own makes sure that someone wi]I be there to assist him at all

times. Harris (l-9BO) goes on to say this extreme dependency

may be encouraged by the spouse who disapproves of the

survivor,s independent efforts. Where dependency becomes an

issue family members feel angry. The extremely dependent

survivor can be angry at his mate who remains capable of doing

everything on her own. The survivor can control- her

independence by needing her with him constantly. According to

Harris (1980) one spouse had very angry feelings towards the

dependent mate due to his incessant orders however would not

permit him to try anything on his oI^In. This anger is not

always expressed verbatly by the spouse but is usually

demonstrated non-verbalIy by her while attending to his

1_3



orders. Harris (1-980) pointed out that this aÌso applies if

the survi-vor is the wif e.

Harris (l-980) goes on to say that role reversal can

result in over-reaction by the spouse who is forced out of the

dependency role. For example, prior to the hospitalj-zation

for stroke the survivor made all the decisions throughout

their marital rel-ationship. When the survj-vor is discharged

home, the previously dependent spouse takes over new roles and

responsibilities and may overreact to the changed relationship

and start rnaking all the decisions for the survivor. This

controlling behaviour increases the survivor's dependent

behaviour and both partners are inclined to feel strong anger

toward one another.

Harris stated that the survivor may deter home

visits from others and refuse to venture outside the home.

This extreme withdrawal is often observed in survivors who are

ashamed of their disability. ff isolation is a choice by

either spouse or survivor it j-s usually because they are very

depressed. These feelings are reinforced by isolation from

others. The couple need to express their feelings of

depression, anger and discouragement which are essentÍal to

the adjustment process. Harris discusses in detail- how the

stroke affects one's lifestyle but discussion about

interventions which will assist people to cope is lacking.

According to Ke1ly and Winograd (1985) in the chronic

phase of stroke care, the goal is to enhance and maintain the

14



patj-ent's functioning. In the area of mental- functioning,

depression in the patient can be a serious difficul-ty in this

phase. The burden of caring for the patient, role changes

since the stroke, and social isolation can cause conflict in

the family, which in turn contributes to'depression in the

patient.

Social functioning'needs to be assessed. Good family

support may discourage the patient from involvement in

activities in the community. Kell-y and Winograd (1985) point

out that due to the loss of function, the patient often cannot

\trork or do the homemaking, so role reversal happens. As a

result the patient becomes frustrated, sad and angry, which

leads to further dependency.

Kelly and Vlinograd used the medical- model but stated that

this model does not go far enough so they include some aspects

of psychosocial functioning in their framework. They discuss

sexual dysfunction but not relationships in general- which are

an important part of rehabilítation.

Several authors have shown how the survivors' dependency

can be a problem for both the survivor and other people.

(Gibson and CapJ-an (l-984), Harris (1-980), Ripeckyj and Lazarus

(l-980) . Goodstein (l-983) points out how survivors fear losing

their relationship with their wives because of being dependent

on their wj-ves. Goodelt (1,975) emphasized that survivors'

dependency on others alters their interpersonal relationships

at home. Lowry (l-985) stated that most adults do not like to
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be dependent when they are ilI and fear becoming a burden on

others. Lowry emphasized how important it is to let survivors

do things for themselves when they are capable. Jarman (1-982)

al-so emphasized how important it is to make realistic demands

on survivors so they will- become self sufficient more quickly.

Holbrook (l-983) stated that a person who was independent

before the stroke would find it very difficult to be dependent

on others. Also, survivors did not want to be a burden on

their spouses. Harris (L980) pointed out how angry feelings

can develop in both survivor and spouse when dependency on the

part of the survivor is a probJ-em.

Ripeckyj and Lazarus (l-980) emphasize how dependency

affects the survivor's self esteem. Mykyta et al- Q976)

stated that overprotection is rel-ated to the spouses fear of

the survivor having another stroke while Labi et aI (1-980)

points out that overprotection on the part of the farnily

members deters survivors from getting re-involved in social

activities in the community.

ROLE REVERSAL/ROLE CHANGE

Fengler and Goodrich (I979) assessed the needs and

difficulties of elderly wives who looked after their

chronically iII husbands at home. lVives with low morale

needed outside support if institutionalization of the husband

r{ras to be prevented. The wives' median age \,Jas 67 and the

husbandst 73. Most r¡/ere working class couples. The sample

sj-ze was smalI, thus resul-ts can only be suggestive. Morale
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v¡as higher when wives saw their income as satisfactory and

when they lrere employed only part time. The degree of the

spouse's incapacitation v/as only significant if he was

aphasic.

Support from significant others, i.e. children,

contributed to raising moral-e. Rol-e overload was related to

Iow moral-e. Working full time and fulfilling the heavy

physical care demands of the spouse was exhausting. Townsend

(L957) found it to be common for roles to be segregated in
workj-ng class marriages and remaj-n so after retirement. RoIe

reversal- in such marriages is even more burdensome. A1so,

Townsend, (1957) found that sharing and communication do not

occur as frequently in segregated role situations.
Fengler & Goodrich (1-979) found that low morale wives

did not value their spouses as confidants and companions

nearly as much as high moral-e wives. They confided in friends

and relatives instead thus the extra time they spent with

their husbands resulted in social isolation and fess contact

with more significant confidants. Friends drifted away from

the couple after the spouse became i11. Low morale wives

wanted more time for expressive and personal endeavors.

Fengler and Goodri-ch (1,979) point out that both the low

morale husbands and wi-ves wanted to see their close friends
more frequently. This foss r^ias qreater for the husband. The

couples stated, ttW€ would like to see more friends. We always

had a lot of company before the stroke. I miss that. tl
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(p. l-l-8 )

Lowry (l-985) stated that functional loss or decline in a

spouse's abilities causes marital relationship problems. In

some cases the spouse is left without a mate who can

participate meaningfutly in the activities of life. This

disruption means a drastic role change in the long-established

vray the couple relate to each other and to outsiders. The

spouse who assumes the care provider rol-e no longer receives

emotional support from the mate and must change their

lifestyle to fulfill increased responsibilities. Maintaining

contact with social- networks and social- supports ís not

possible because of these increased responsibilities.

According to Lowry (1985) anger and depression can result

because the caretaker feels burdened. It is a huge adjustrnent

over tirne to conform to a different lifestyle and learn nehl

skills required to perform rol-es which the survivor did prior

to the il-Iness. Also, the caretaker spouse is required to

face uncertainty, a possible deterioration in her matets

condition and accept that she cannot expect from hirn the kind

of support he used to give. A1so, she needs to separate her

feelings about her mate's condition from her feelings towards

him as a mate and person. Lowry (l-985) enphasized that it is

i-mportant that she spend tine talking with her mate, sharing

experiences and upholding the kind of emotional involvement

that \,/as present prior to the illness. The writer concludes

that Lowry sees that there is a need for open communication
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between the spouses concerning their problems but does not

state any specific intervention methods to assist couples in

this area of need.

That role reversal /roLe change is a problem for survivors

and their spouses has been well documented by several other

authors (Goodell (L975), Harris (L980), Holbrook (L982), Ke1ly

and I^li-nograd (l-985) and Mykyta et al- (1976).

Fengler and Goodrich (L979) found that wives who \^rere

employed fuI1 time and caring for their spouses hrere

exhausted. Lowry (1985) basically said the same when he said

that due to the drastic role change the caretaking spouse

f eel-s burdened.

Goodell (1,975) found that the breadwinner is forced to

give up his role to a spouse who is not ready .or trained to

take over these responsibil-ities. Mykyta et a1 (1-976) found

that many wives felt guilty taking over the dominant role and

making decisions hlas a problem for them. Holbrook (L982)

pointed out that the female dependent spouse may find taking

over the executive role in the household very stressful and

may need lots of assistance over a long time period.

Harris (l-980) stated that the previously dependent spouse

may not only take over neid responsibil-ities but begin to make

all the decisions for the survj-vor. Both spouse and survivor

can feel anger towards each other about this. Ke11y and

Winograd (1-985) also stated that confl-ict can result because

of role changes in the home.
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SOCIÀL ISOLÀTION/LONELINESS

coughlan and Humphrey (L982) surveyed 1-7o spouses of

stroke patients v¡ho had had their stroke up to eight years

earlier. All patients were under 65 years of age. Their

findings stated the following:

A third of aII spouses as r4le11 as patients
had received treatment for depression
or tension during the folÌow-up period.
Unhappiness over the loss of their
companion in social activities and feelings
of being tied to the home with l-ittIe
opportunity to relax hlere frequently voíced
by spouses, of whom one in three considered
their enjoyment of life to be much fess
than previouslY. (P. 121-)

Lar¿rence and christie (1,979) looked at the quality of

life after stroke. They examined 45 stroke survivors' 3 years

after they were stricken. They examined how the.patients v/ere

coping and how this related to the extent of their

disabil-ities. The results pointed to the fact that the extent

of the patient's rehabilitation hlas a function not only of his

own physical condition, but also of psychological and social

factors as we]l. A person's psychological and social-

dysfunctioning following stroke is often underestimated, in

comparison with this physicat dysfunction. They suggest the

difficulties in social and psychological adjustment

experienced by these Patients.
Lawrence and Christie go on to say that one-haIf of the

most severely physically disabled survivors, although

previously involved in leisure activities, had withdrawn

entirely from such activity. The greatest concern to
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survi-vors \i/as their perception that their interpersonal

rel-ationships in their home had deteriorated markedly. One-

third of the minimally affected and two-thirds of the severely

affected stated that this was the case

Beaver and Miller (1-985) describe a'sociaI1y isolated

individual as deprived of constant and significant

interpersonal interaction. When an individual does not have

any socially exciting activity and mutualty satisfying

interpersonal rel-ationships s/he is loneIy. Regular, close

interaction with significant others is required by the elderly

if the consequence of social isolation, namely loneliness, is

to be avoided.

The process of resocialization is extremeJ-y upsetting for

many stroke survivors. According to Gibson and'Caplan (l-984)

it is often sel-f-consciousness related to defective

ambulation, speech difficulties and other negative

consequences of stroke that hinder survivors from resuming

their former social- involvements. This sel-f-consciousness

also presents a sturnbling bl-ock to the survivors being

reintegrated into the community.

In Dudas's (1-986) discussion about resocialization issues

concerning stroke survivors, she said:

Deficits such as gait, speech and facial-
changes are visible and obvious, often
making other people uncomfortable and
resultj-ng in isolation for the patient
with a stroke. One of the most frustrat-
ing situations is coping with emotional
liability sometimes present in stroke
patients. lr]hen patients are unabl-e to
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control their emotions such as laughing
or crying inappropriately, âD effectj-ve
intervention to teach the fanily is to
divert the patient's attention to
J-nterrupt the patient' s behaviour . (p. 3 55 )

The most helpful interventions are those related to

assisting the survivor to his maximum independence potential

and increasing his sense of sel-f-esteem which will affect the

resocialization process positively.

Evans and Miller (1984) indicated that it is an

expectation that stroke survivors wil-l- withdraw from

significant others. Alienation might fol]ow due to his

withdrawing, however, elements of alienatj-on can be stopped by

increasing supports to the family. It is helpful if the

social- worker interprets this withdrawal to family and fríends

as limitations and loss of function in the survivor due to his

stroke. Evans and Milter do not extend their research far

enough in that they do not recommend or address the need for

educational and support groups for the familj-es of survivors

and for social and recreational groups for the survivors.

According to Hartshorn (L967) if the spouse has good

insight and is sure that the survivor's behaviour change is

the resul-t of physical change due to his stroke, the spouse is

better equipped to fight against the stress and handle her own

feelings. Good insight results in good understanding of the

survivor's needs. The inability to accept changes in the

survivor's condition and abilities for what they are means the

inability to adjust one's own responses agreeably. In the
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writer's opinion if one cannot accept these changes in their

spouse's condition and capabitities and the consequent

adjustments one has to make in one's relationship, living

together will be a constant struggle.

Shadden (L987) found that stroke famil-ies cornplained of

a constant disintegration of their social support network as

neighbours and friends slowly decreased the number and quality

of social contacts once the survivor is discharged home.

Mailick (1,979 ) ernphasizes that the chronically i11

individual- has a great fear of loneliness. Any form of

isolatj-on whether it be his o\^In withdrawal- from others or

others discontinuing their rel-ationships with him is difficult

to have to cope with for the stroke survivor. It is difficult

to continue communicating as the ilf may be arnbivaJ-ent,

fearing that if they express their anxiety about their ill-ness

to people, they may not be accepted. Likewise spouses may not

feel- comfortable revealing their negative feeJ-ings to him.

Mailick discusses a conceptual model for coping and

adaptation and puts the chronically iIl within a framework

which includes the family and other social networks. She

emphasizes how the itl face a series of adaptive tasks forced

upon them due to the illness. The first group of tasks are

related to the beginning of the illness, second set of tasks

are connected to the adaptation of the disabling nature of the

illness and final set deals with the termination of the

i1lness.
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The social worker's rol-e in the beginning of the illness

is described by Mailick (L979) as follows:

The social- worker facil-itates the expression
of f eelings, provi-des and/or helps the
patient and farnily to seek appropriate
informationrencourages their active invol-ve-
ment in the diagnostic process, suggests
resources that might be useful and helps
them to understand and accept the diagnosis.
Perhaps most importantly, the social worker
encourages the maintenance of the self-
esteem and emotional- integrity of the
patient and the family. (P.L22)

In the adaptation stage, Mailick stresses that changes in

interpersonal- relationships and role expectations that give

the survivor the largest degree of self-sufficiency, need to

be addressed. The survivors of illness have the task of

adapting to pain and loss of physical control and appearance.

Farnily members have to deal with all their feelings related to

the survivor's suffering and their sense of powerlessness.

The survivor and family have the task of managing role shifts

and the survivor has the task of accepting his revised self-

image. The task of grieving is associated with the final set

of tasks when the i]Iness is terminated.

That social isol-ation/loneliness is a common problem for

stroke couples has been well documented by several other

authors Fengler and Goodrich (L979) t Harris (1-980), Kelly and

Winograd (l-985), Labi et aI (1-980) and (Ripeckyj and Lazarus

(r_e8o).

Coughlan and Humphrey (L982) found spouses to be grieving

over the l-oss of their companion in social activities. Kelly
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and Winograd (l-985) found that social isol-ation can create

conffict in the family.

Lawrence and Christie (1'979) found that one half of the

most severely disabled survivors had withdrawn completely from

social activities. Gibson and Caplan G984) stated that this

social withdrawal that Lawrence and Christie talk about is due

to the survivor,s self consciousness rel-ated to his various

defects. Sinilarly, Harris (L980) found that survivors may

deter home visits from others and refuse to go out because

they are ashamed of this disability. Also, Ripeckyj and

Lazarus (1-980) stated that survivors become socialÌy withdrawn

because of their decreased functioning. Dudas (1986) stated

that these defects result in isolation for the survivor

because other people feel uncomfortable being in'his presence.

Shadden (1-987 ) found survivors' social contacts decreased

in quality and number. The findings of Fengler and Goodrich

(L979) were the same, friends drifted av/ay from the couple

after the spouse became iII.

The preceding literature on stroke rehabilitation

suggests that if a spouse has experienced a stroke, the couple

struggle with a changed relationship and lifestyle. The

l-iterature also il-l-ustrated how the stroke has affected the

relationship with regards to the three conmon problems,

namely, dependence/overprotectiveness, role reversal/role

change and social isol-ation/Ione1iness. It was important to

the writer, that stroke coupJ-es' relationship concerns were
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addressed.

INDIVIDUAL ÀDiTUSTMENT TO CHRONIC ILI,NESS

Stroke is a chronic illness. Although different

illnesses have different physical natures and therefore

requj-re dissirnil-ar adaptations, the literature implies there

are common elements in the psychoJ-ogical adjustment.

one common element is the need to complete the task of

reorganizíng the self-image. Schmale (1-979) índicated that

this reorganization starts with a grief process. The patient

experiences a sense of l-oss in regards to a damaged or changed

body part. After the initial shock, the patient gradually

develops a personal sense of injury. The grief process Ís

finished with the acceptance that the particular aspect of

functioning is permanently lost and will never be like it was

before the damage occurred. Engagement in this grief process

is viewed as an essential first step before the patient is

able to finish the reorganization process. It appears to the

writer that the survivor must go through the grief process in

order to accept and adjust to his altered state of heal-th and

being.

The process persists with attempts to incorporate the new

real-ities and to preserve a f eeling of sel-f esteem and

optirnism. Krupp (1-97 6 ) stated that this is accomplished

through reaching an adaptational- compromise. This means

strivJ-ng for the highest functioning and comfort all-owed by

the ill-ness. This compromise necessarily demands acceptance
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of the illness and complete and realistic knowledge of its
visibility, prognosis and notivation to be oneself in spite of

the timitations. For Krupp letting go of what is l-ost is

essential for the patient to go ahead with rehabi.litation.

Krupp \^rarns that professional caregivers can fail to recognize

the extent of this compromise and can becorne critical- of the

patient when he encounters difficulties.
Another common el-ement in the psychological adjustment to

chronic il-lness is the need to learn to live with the

uncertainty. There is the uncertainty of the unknown resul-t

of the rehabilitation process.

Another common element is the need to move out of the

sick ro1e, Parsons (1951-). In this rol-e, the patient must

give up the responsibilities and obligations of his former

roles and must al-Iow hirnself to be cared for by heaJ-thier,

more competent people. Finally, he is to give up the rol-e as

quickly as he can.

Contrary to Parsons, Mail-ick (L979) stated that the sick

role is not temporary but the patient with a chronic

disability must accept a revised self-irnage and lowered

personal aspirations. Professional caregivers can help the

patient accept this revision and the reality of the ongoing

illness therefore, promoting healthy coping.

Unlike Parsons, Feldman (L974) suggests replacement of

the sick role with a "di-f ferent roler'. This role is a

recognj-tion that a ne\4r meaning of life has been formed after
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the dissolution of the old one. In the 'different' role

patient can accept the differences imposed by the illness

can preserve a feeling of dignity and worth.

In conclusion, the literature indicated that the onset of

a chronic illness triggers a process in which the patient

incorporates the changes brought about by the illness. Ïn

this chapter, the writer has cited the l-iterature pertaining

to the common problems stroke couples face and how these

problems affect their rel-ationships and lives. It also

described the usual adjustment process an individual with any

chronic illness encounters.

the

and
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CHAPTER 2

OVERVIEW OF TIIE INTERVENTTON STRATEGIES

GROUP WORK WITH THE STROKE SURVIVORS ÀND THEIR SPOUSES

Field, Cordle and Bowman (l-983) found that most of the

problems confronting the spouse, family and survivor were

related to finding out about the stroke and coping with its

conseguences. The researchers concluded that the hospital

counsell-ing helped the spouse, family and survivors cope with

the practical aspects of care, but did nothing to help them

cope with the emotional aspects of dealing with the stroke

survivor, and with the changed relationships.

The writer's rnajor criticism of Fie1d et aI is that they

do not provide the reader with any specific interventions to

help people cope llùith their relationship concel?ns.

Bukowski, Bonavolonta, Keehn and Morgan (l-986) see the

psychosocial- difficulties facing stroke survivors and their

families as destructive in the early stage and if not

addressed often results in obstacles to adjustment. They

stress the need for a psychosocial assessment and the role of

the social worker in assisting the survivor and family through

the adjustment period. The adjustment process is facilitated

by the family and survivor ventilating their feelings and

concerns about the stroke. The writer believed this could be

accomplished in a group setting.

Harris (1980) stated that for the majoríty of stroke

survivors, returning home is associated with a positive
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adjustment to the crisis of stroke. The survivor may protect
himself by avoiding activities that are too fatiguing or

stressful. Survivors who accept their limitations in terms of
energy and tirne may be more willing to accept the needed help

from others, which is a positive adjustrnent for themsel-ves and

their families. Identifying with another person who has had

a stroke and is faced with the same difficulties can be a

positive adaptation. Getting together with other families who

have experienced stroke offers support, and a chance to
observe role models which helps the survivorrs psychosocial-

adjustment. To facilitate the psychosocial- adjustment of the

survj-vor, Harris suggests to find out from the survivor and

his f arnily what their main dif f icul-ties and concerns are.

Here Harrj-s is suggesting a group approach to assist survivors
and family members in coping and adjusting to the after
effects of the stroke.

social workers Mirl-er and sol-omon (1980) cite one of the

reasons for giroup work with the elderly is to assist them to
exercise greater contror over their lives through confronting
their difficul-ties living i-n the community. Ihey are

confident that whatever dilemmas there are in working in
groups with the elderly, that the elderly are able to
confront, cope with and endure the human relations issues.

D'Afflitti and weitz (i,974) noticed that in their nursing

and social work with stroke survivors, these individuals were

fearful that any disability meant that they wourd be unable t,o
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function at home. Relatives often had the same concern but

the survivor and his rel-ative were unable to communicate their

feelings. Poor communication resulted in a tense relationship

between survivor and relative. Good interpersonaÌ

rel-ationships with cl-ose relatives is essential for successful-

rehabilitation of the chronically ilt.

In order to assj-st the survi-vors, D'Aff]itti and Vteitz

set up pati-ent f amily groups airned at encouraging

communication and the use of community services after

discharge. The stroke survivor had to be competent verbally

and mentally to be a member. One of his relatives had to be

willing to be involved in the group and the plan was for the

stroke survivor to be discharged home. Both open and closed

groups \,rere tried

D'Afflitti and Weitz (L974) set up four groups with three

to five survivors and their relatives. Relatives included

spouses, siblings, chil-dren or friends. They trusted that the

group process would facilitate communication so that the

feelings about the stroke and its conseguences could be

discussed more easily. Further, they hoped thÏs would result

in a more realistic view by the group members of the degree of

disability and linitations associated with the stroke.

Planning could then fit with these l-imitations therefore, the

closed group v¡as more cohesive and more productive in the work

of confronting and living with the losses created by the

stroke.
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Survivors feared becoming totally dependent and loosing

their family as they míght see him as a burden. DrAfflitti
and Weitz (1-974) found that rrthe family also feared the total
loss of a loved one as they had once known him and as he

had once functioned in the family.tr (p.328)

Group members struggled with their grief in the group and

D'Afftitti and l,Íeitz pointed out that this strugrgle could be

observed in the framework of Engelrs (L964) process of
grieving.

l-. Shock and Denial

Members expressed their doubt and hoped for the loss to
go away. D'Afflitti and Weitz (L974) heard comments like:

Some nights I'm sure when I awaken in the
morning it will be gone as quickly as it
came, I just can't believe it! Irm
getting better every day. Soon f'11- be
good as ne\,¡. This arm will be fine if I
just exercise it enough. You can do any-
thing with witt pov/er, yoü know. f r11 be
back working and fishing in a few weeks.
(p.328)

2. Developing Atrareness

According to D,Af f l-itti and Weitz (L97 4) anger r¡¡as

expressed by the survivors; t'Why did this happen to rne? What

did I do to deserve it? Hospital staff don't take good care

of me. The physical therapists donrt tell me how to get this
arm moving." ip.sze)

Family members r,t/ere angry at the survivor for having a

stroke and being a burden. Guilt over their anger stopped its
direct expression. Instead members v/ere frequently
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overprotective of the survivor. rrI wouldn/t think of leaving

him at home alone rr rrlt took me three hours to

get hin dressed this morning" (D'Afflitti and Weitz | 1-9741

p.329) (the survivor is capabJ-e of dressing hinsetf)

3. Restitution and Resolution

Members shared with each other what their life style used

to be like. This helped them start to resolve their loses.

They talked about the good times they had shared in the past.

DrAf f litti and Weitz (1"97 4) f ound that occasionally this

reminiscing proceeded to an effort to reconcile the past and

present, for example:

I know we wontt be able to go out as
much, but do you think we could go out
to dinner sometimes?
Maybe f can't do my old job, but there
are some things around the house .I
could manage.
I can't fish anymore, but the boYs
could put rne in the boat and take me
with them any\,üay. (p.329)

Members moved in and out of these phases and feelings of

grief over the 3 months the group existed. Engel says

successful grieving takes at least a year.

Group members vlere supported in confronting their

problems. The f arnil-ies had the chance to deal with the

emotional side of restructuring their lives. Survivors shared

the hopel-ess - helpless feelings they were experiencing. The

majority of the group members shared difficult feelings

especially about their losses. There was a sense of relief

associated with this experience.
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Accordj-ng to D'AffIitti and Weitz once comrnunication was

open, members started to be more realistic about their

expectations. Wives often think their husbands will be more

helpless than they reallY are.

DrAffl_itti and vJeitz saw the rol-e of the group worker as

a support to the members so that, with their empathy and

acceptance, members could express their emotions and be worked

with toward a more constructive and comfortable emotional

condition. D'Afflitti and Weitz (L974) stated:

Although research needs to be done to
evaluate such groups, w€ feel that the
patient-family group described has
been a positive force in the rehabili-
tation of stroke patients and their
families toward a more independent and
satisfying adjustment. (P.332)

peterson (:-973) recommends the use of elderly couples

groups to deal with marital conflict. Peterson states that

when people are in confl-ict intervention required that each

otherrs j-nterests and needs be clearly interpreted to the

other and understood bY same.

The literature cited on group work with the elderly

supports using a group work approach with this popuJ-ation. It

indicates that the elderly can and do benefit from being

involved in a group situation.

ASSERTIVENESS TRI\INING ÀI'ID CONFIJICT !,ÍA¡ÙAGEI,ÍENT TR¡\INING

In the writer's opinion elderly couples can find

themselves in conflict over many aspects of marital life.

Couples need to resolve the interpersonal confl-icts that
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distance themselves from each other. Both or one of the

spouses may make demands or maintain expectations that cause

resentment and/or confl-ict. For example, a couple may have

repeated disagreements about how often to visit friends.

Working out a compromise between them is possible sometimes

however, some couples are unable to talk honestly and openly

to each other about their thoughts and feelings, i.e.

disagreements, hurts, etc. Rather than communicating in a

cl-ear direct wây, they atternpt to get what they want by

ineffective methods. The couple needs to effectively express

their wants and needs to one another. Good communication

skil-ls wiIl f acil-itate their ability to bring about a

compatible and gratifying relationship. The writer maintains

that assertiveness training will increase their ability to

successfull-y relate to each other.

In the writer's perspective, communication difficulties

affect the whole adjustment process negatively. Effective and

open communication is important for stroke adjustment and

marital harmony not only because of the exchange of

ínformation but through the achieving of empathetic

understanding. As D'Afftitti and Weitz (L974) have pointed

out, some survivors and their rel-atives cannot express their

feelings and concerns to each other. This creates emotional-

distance between them and prevents their needs from being met.

Keller and Hughston (l-981) point out that the elderly

person's behaviour can be restricted by conflicts between
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hinself and others. Independence needs are prevented from

being met by the want of social skills for asserting himself

when responding to others. With assertiveness development he

can cope better in situations that leave hin angry, anxj-ous

etc. For example, when he feels he cannot express negative

feelings to others, his needs are not being taken into
consideration, he is irritated by someone elsets behaviour.

These authors cl-aim that the elderly need assertiveness

training to handl-e dif f icult interpersonal- situations
competently.

In support of Kel-l-er and Hughston's cl-aim it is the

writer's opinion that the el-der1y need to learn how to act in
their own best interests. They need to express their feelings
openly with ease, stand up to others, ask favours, make

reguests, ask questions and readily give their opinions.

According to Carwood (1983) effective assertive

communication enriches rel-ationships by building trust and

mutual respect with those with whom you interact. Carwood

( 1-983 ) stated:
Trust is based partly on the experience
of col-laborating together and on the
ability to manage confl-ict. Assertive
skill-s contribute to both. You have the
courage and competency to initiate
activities and work through
difficulties with others. (p.21)

Through assertiveness training, the writer believes that
interaction is enhanced as one l-earns to communicate his/her
feel-ings, wants and needs clearly, directly and effectively.
The goal of this training is to develop and sustaín one's
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social- skil-1s so one f eel-s more competent in relating to

others.

Tosel-and and Rose (1-g78) were interested in determining

whether or not the social- skills of the elderly could be

cul-tivated and advanced. They looked at the effectiveness of

three training methods used to advance the social skills of

the elderly in interpersonal interactions. Fifty-three

elderly peopte, with a mean age of 69.2, all residing in the

community, \¡/ere dívided into three groups, each being trained

by one of three methods. A rnodified audiotaped role-play test

based on one of Gotdfried and D'Zuri1la's models and the

Garnbril-Ì-Richey Assertion Inventory were adrninistered prior

to, after and three months after training. Toseland's group

evaluation inventory was administered after training at three

months post training to measure outcome. All of the methods

increased the elder's ability to handl-e difficult

interpersonal interactions, holvever,

...the study's resul-ts suggest that an
active role-play approach ernphasizing
practise is the most effective means
of increasing the competence of older
adults in handling difficult inter-
personal interactions. (p.32)

Fernandez-BaLlesteros, IzaL, Diaz, Gonzalez and Souto

(1-988) conducted a conversational- skil-ls training prograrn in

an institution for the elder1y. Sixteen residents with a mean

age of 79.4 volunteered for the program. They $/ere randomly

assigned to one of three groups. Four residents formed the

experirnental group; six the attention placebo group and six
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the waiting list control group. The sixteen subjects h¡ere

rated on five conversational skills and v/ere adrninistered the

Rathus Assertiveness Schedule , Zung's Self-Rating Depression

Sca1e and the Conflictive Situations in Institutions for the

Elderly Inventory. The experi¡nental group participated twice

a week in 90 minute sessions. The techniques used in the

experimental group l^Iere behavior rehearsal, f eedback,

rnodelling, discriminative reinforcement verbal instructions

and homework. After this training, the experimental group

participants l¡/ere less depressed and increased the frequency

of assertj-ve responses to conflictive situations. Their

conversational skil-l-s also increased. All three groups were

given the above tests at pre and post treatment and also three

months after the program terminated

An investigation regarding the effectiveness of

assertiveness training for adults over the age of 65 was

conducted by Franzke (l-987). Participants were 42 upper

rniddle class adults who were attending a national meeting of

the American Association of Retired Persons and 42 l-ower or

lower middl-e class persons attending a nutrition center for

the e1derly. Their two groups v¡ere each divided into an

experimental and control group similarly formed in

socioeconomic status. Participants l^Iere pre and post-tested

using the Assertiveness fnventory and the Burger Scale for

Expressed Acceptance of SeIf. The experimental groups

completed a six session assertiveness training experience.
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Assertíveness training increased positive sel-f-esteem in both

experimental groups taken as a whole, largely because of gains

by the upper niddle class participants. Both socia] groups

improved on the assertiveness measure. Sex and ethnic group

difference $tere not significant.

Engels and Poser (L987 ) investigated the effectiveness of

social skills training in private therapy with women aged 62-

70 years ol-d who hlere living in the community. Cl-ients stated

that "practising different ways of handling real-life

situationsrt (P.72) was the most he]-pful aspect of training.

Engels and Poser (1-987) found the 'rbrief , structured training

in social skills can be beneficial to moderately distressed

and isolated elderly clients, and well-received by them.rl

(p.72) While Engels and Poser treated the el-derly on an

individual basis, they pointed out that using a group approach

instead would all-ow for social facilitation and group support

along with abundant opportunities for modelling, role playing

and feedback and might be just as effective as individual

therapy.

Summarizing the literature reviewed on assertiveness

training; Keller and Hughston (l-981) claim that the elderly

need assertiveness training to handle difficult interpersonal

situations competently. Ïn the study conducted by Toseland

and Rose (L978) it was found that the social skil-Is of the

elderly could be increased. The active role-play approach

emphasizing practice was the most effective method to
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accomplish this goal. Both Fernandez-Bal-Iesteros et al- (1-988)

and Franzke (1987 ) like Tosel-and and Rose (1,978) found that

the assertiveness responses of the elderl-y could be increased

by training. A study of Engels and Poser (L987) looking at

the effectiveness of structured social skilts training with

elderly v/omen in private therapy also found this training to

be beneficial- to the participants.

Schul-z (l-989) proposed an effective assertiveness style

which allows one to maintain a good relationship with others

when one puts it into regular practice. Schulz's formulae is

called the B.E.S.T. method (Behavior, Express, Specify, Te}I)

(See Appendix L).

Leas (1987) proposed six different conflict management

styles ,' avoiding, persuading, compelJ-ing, supporting,

col-l-aborating and negotiating. In reviewing these styles the

writer has decided that the collaborating and negotiating

styles are the most appropriate for use with those who have a

fairly high commitment to their relationship and 9oa1s. The

basis for the wrj-ter's decision is that the other four styles

are not as committed to both the relationship with the other

person and the individual's own personal- goals.

Collaboration is seen as mutual problem solving. It is

the sharing of the problem by both parties in conflict in an

open and fair vtay. Collaboration as a style means that one

party asserts individual goals while at the same time is

cooperative; concerned l,rith the goats(s) of another. îhere is
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a discussion about the agreed upon joint problem and their
differences are worked through.

Leas (1-987 ) stated that col-l-aboration is useful when:

* There i-s an assumption that solutions can be found

which are mutually satisfying to both parties.
* Stakes are high and the cost of not collaborating

greatly exceeds the costs of directly confronting
people with whom one initially disagrees.

* Commitment to the relationship is high.
* Both parties are willing to stick to the process.

* Both parties are will-ing to play by collaborative
rules.

* Both parties come to collaborative sessions.

Col-laboration is not useful: (Leas L987)

* When time is limited.
* i¡ihen issues are dichotomous.

* I{hen resources are not adequate to meet everyone's

needs.

* In situations of high confl-ict where fear and

distrust are high.

Leas (L987 ) suggested how col-l-aboration is to be used.

He saw coll-aboration as useful- when the parties in confrict
jointly acknowledge the problem, jointly agree on the ground

rul-es and jointly agree on the process for dealing with the
probJ-ems. Leas stated that the identified interests must be

shared jointly. He goes on to say that the parties in
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conflict should do the following three things jointly:

identify options for mutual gain, agree on crj-teria for
choosing among options and choose an option or options.

Leas G9e7) emphasized that the outcomes 1n the use of

collaboration are a feeling of satisfaction by all the parties

ín their success, people's problem-solving abil-ities are

strengthened and the quality of the decisions are increased.

He added that there is a high motivation to cornply with the

joint decisions.

Leas (7987) referred to the Bargaining or Negotiating

style as t'sp1j-tting the dif f erencerr . (P. 2 ) Negotiating is
simil-ar to coll-aborating except that expectations of all
partíes are l-ower. Both parties get some of what they want.

The originat demands are reduced they compromise. The

negotiator wil-l- give up some of these goals if you will give

up some of yours. A middfe ground is sought. In this style
both parties are assertive and cooperative. Adjustment by

both parties leads to a workable sol-ution. Each of the

parties must give up sornething for the good of the whole.

Leas (f987 ) stated that negotiating is useful when:

* There is a wil-l-ingness to bargain.
* There is a high level of confl-ict and collaboration

v/on ' t work.

* Cornmitment to the rel-ationship is good.

* Ir]hen the prize is divisibl-e or you can trade items.
* When cornpelling is inappropriate and col-laboration has
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been tried and failed or In/on't work

Negotiating is not useful: (Leas 1-987)

* Vthen posiLions are dichotomous.

* When compromise is perceived as immoral.

* When there is great power disparity.
* When level- of fear of distortion about the other

is high.

Leas (L987) suggested how to use the negotiating

approach. He stated that the parties in conflict should share

only the information which is helpful to their o\dn case and

stress the desirability of an agreement. Leas (L987)

emphasized starting with easy issues, being specj-fic about

one's own position and presenting one's best points last. He

added that instead of stressing one's ov/n points to

acknowledge the positive points of the other person's

argument.

Leas (7987) emphasized that the outcomes in using the

negotiating approach are that people need to be reminded of

ag:reements, solutions seem to be sufficient and there is the

possible sabotage of decisions to arrj-ve back at points and

positions to futfil our desires.

The No-Lose Problem Solving ModeI for Negotiating

proposed by Adler and Towne (L984) includes eight steps (See

Appendix B). Adler and Towne stated that there definitely

will be times when a v/ay of meeting everyone's needs ís

impossible, so negotiating must include compromising.
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Research to indicate the effectiveness of this model with

etderly couples or any other age group could not be found.l

Friesen (l-990) said that she continues to use Adler and

Tovrne's Model in her workshop, Communicate Effectivefy.

The elderly' s ability to communicate openly is important.

Asserti-veness training encourages people to communicate openly

so they can cope with difficult interpersonal situations more

effectively. Assertiveness skills contribute to one's ability

to handle conflict. The collaboration and negotiating

conflict management styles gives one guidelines for resolving

conflict. One needs to assert oneself when one is

collaborating or negotiating.

An intervention that has proven effective in increasing

the elderrs ability to handle difficult .interpersonal

interactions is assertiveness training using an active roLe-

play approach ernphasizing practise (Toseland and Rose , 1-978) .

Schulz/s assertiveness style known as the B.E.S.T. method is

a useful framework to use to develop assertiveness skiIIs.

Leas (:-987) stated that the use of the collaboration

confl-ict management style resul-ts in feelings of satisfaction

by all parties in success, quality of decision(s) are

increased and there is high motivation to comply with the

joint decj-sions. The outcomes of using the negotiating style

are similar except that commitment to the decisions are not as

1 Lorrie Friesen, (l-990), Communicate Effectively Workshop,
Continuing Education Department, University of Manitoba.
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great and/or lasting. Leas discussed how and when to use each

of these two styles and the expected outcomes of their use

which is helpful information, however, a rnajor weakness stands

out. The weakness in Leas' material is that he. has not

deveì-oped a collaborating and negotiating'framework for use

when trying to manage confl-ict.

Adler and Towne (1,984) developed a practical model- for

negotiating which is very helpful when trying to manage

conflict. This model has been used extensively in workshops

to develop conflict management skil-ls in adults.

In summary, what is apparent in the l-iterature reviewed

is that assertiveness training and conflict management

training can provide valuable assistance to the couples. The

effects of stroke extend well beyond the survivorts
functioning to their rel-ationships with others, especially

their spouse. Assertiveness training can provide the

couples with the tools they need to talk to each other and

conflict management training will give them tools to work

around their problems however, this does not mean that they

will use these tools in their relationships.

The literature cited studies in which assertiveness

training provided in a group setting benefitted elderly
people. (Fernandez-Bal-l-esteros et aI 1-988, Franzke L987 and

Tosel-and and Rose 1978). Two authors (D'Afflitti and Weitz

L974 and Harris 1-980) either have used or suggested the use of

a group work approach with the stroke survivor and his/her
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fami Iy.
Looking at the data on the three conmon problems; namely,

dependency/overprotectiveness, role reversal /role change and

social i-solation/ l-oneliness; it is noted in most of the

literature that these problems are a threat to the stability

of the marital relationship. A1so, they are a threat to the

general welt-being of the individuals in the marriage

relationship.

These findings helped the writer to plan an intervention

that would assist the couples in communj-cating these problems

as they can grieve their losses and try and work around these

problems. Couples cannot communicate problems if they do not

express their thoughts and feelings to each other.

The literature revier.^¡ has provided a' theoretical

framework for using the experience of stroke couples as they

atternpt to adjust to the problems caused by the limitations

imposed by the stroke. The theory available which concerned

the problems and limitations with which stroke couples attempt

to cope, assisted the writer in deterrnining the type of

intervention that would best meet these couples' needs. The

psychological impact of the reality of these lirnitations

continued to be felt as couples faced the on-going struggle of

adjusting to these linitations.

The literature cited supports the need for the type of

intervention developed in this practicum. It is noted in

several- articles in the literature review that these conmon
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problems are causing strained relationships for the survivor

with other people especially his spouse Goodel-l- (1-975) , Harris

(l-980), Jarman (1-9BZ), Kelly and Winograd (l-985), Lowry

(1-985), Mailick (I979) and Ripeckyj and Lazarus (1980). In

searching the various documents the writer did not find any

literature that related to professional- intervention with

elderly stroke couples.

the writers najor criticism of the lj-terature cited is

that the authors repeatedly stated that these problems result

in a strained relatíonship between the survivor and his spouse

and yet no one has stressed that professional- caregivers

should intervene through individual treatment or group work.

The writer maintains that these problems need to be addressed

with stroke couples to ensure that each partner knows how each

other is thinking and feeling and to ensure the couples do not

become ernotionally distant. In the writer's opinion, these

couples need to be given the tools to talk to each other and

work around these common problems.

The conceptual frameworks that the writer used to guide

the practicum interventions v/ere assertiveness and conflict
managernent trainj-ng f rameworks. Specifically, these

frameworks rá/ere ShuItz's assertiveness style formulae and

Adler and Towne's No Lose Probl-em Sotving Model for
Negotiating (See Appendices A and B). Assertiveness training
gives the couple a specific framework to use to express their
thoughts, feeli-ngs and wishes clearly and directly through I
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messages and stating what they want and need. Conflict

management training provides a specific framework to use to

try and v/ork around these conmon probl-ems in a non threatening

way. These interventions \^Jere implemented in a group setting.

The group helped the stroke couples feel less alone and

isolated and provided an opportunity to learn from each other.
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CHAPTER 3

METHOD

SETTING - }ÍEETING PLACE AND TTME

The agency that served as the context for this practicum

was the Lions Place in WinniPeg, Manitoba. The Lions Club of

Winnipeg Housing Centres, in co-operation with Manitoba Health

Services Commission and Office of Continuing Care, Sponsored

two Adult Day Programs. These Adul-t Day Programs were

community based day services for fraiI, aging adults living in

their ov¡n homes in the comrnunity. Day programs v/ere provided

for frail seniors hrho for various health, emotional and social

reasons h/ere unable to get out on their own and participate in

progirams to promote their well-being. These seniors lÀ/ere

ref erred to either Lions Pl-ace or the Village Cl-ub Day

Programs by the Office of Continuing Care. The two clubs

offered a supervised and supportive environment.

Lions Place Adult Day Program | 610 Portage Avenue,

!,Iinnipeg, Mani-toba began in October, 1984. It served seniors

in the Inner City, Fort Rouge and River Heights areas. The

Village Day Club at Augustine United Church, 444 River Avenue,

Winnipeg, Manitoba opened in November t987. It served seniors

in Fort Garry, Fort Richrnond and Charleswood areas.

one or more times a week the seniors participated in a

variety of therapeutic and developmentat activities including

physical fitness, recreation, mental stimulation and

socialization to meet their special needs and interests. A
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nutritious, fulI-course meal vias provided at noon followed by

a half hour period of rest and relaxation.

The outcome of the program's physical and psychosocial

goals were to prevent premature institutionalization of the

elderly by maintaining and/or improving their present leve1 of

functioníng.

The groups agreed to meet in the board room at Lions

P1ace which was centrally located and afforded privacy. The

stroke survivors and the leader decided to meet weekly on

Tuesdays from 1-l-:00 a.m. to l-:00 p.m. and the spouses weekly

on Wednesdays from 1-:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. These vrere the most

convenient days for the members as they did not disrupt their

other activities. The members contracted for eight sessions.

CLIENTS

The clients who utilized these interventj-ons $/ere, four

coupl-es; one partner of each coupJ-e had experienced a stroke.

one stroke survivor was involved without his partner. Month

and year of the occurrence of the stroke and discharge date

from hospitat varied. This wil-1 be discussed further in

Chapter 4.

The survj-vors and their spouses met in two separate

groups. the reason for two separate groups v/as that the

survivors were struggling with cognitive, physical and

emotionaÌ changes in thernselves plus the loss of functioning

that these changes imposed. The survivor's interpersonal

relationships were easily interfered with because of the
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amount of emotional energy that was expended in dealing with

limitations brought about by these changes. The spouses

struggles were different. They struggled with the loss of a

spouse as he once $/as and with the fear that free expression

of emotions could upset him and cause a recurrence. Pressure

built up because she did not feel free to share problems as

she may have done before so managing conflict \Âlas more

difficult. Both husband and wife did not feel comfortabl-e

talking to their spouse about these common problems'

participation in the group/s h/as on a vol-untary basis.

Referral-s came from Brenna shearer, o.T., Director of the

Adu1t Day Programs, Lions Place Club and Village C1ub. Also,

from Ruth Gudgeon, Executive Director of the Stroke

Association of Manitoba, Inc

There was an initial orientation planned for all couples

involved so they would know who would be in the group/s.

Also, to let them know what the group/s v/as all about'

however, only two couples were able to attend'

RECRUITMENT

This was done from the stroke survivors \^tho v¡ere mernbers

of the Adult Day Programs at the Lions Pl-ace Ctub and Village

CIub and the membership of the Stroke Association of Manitoba

Inc. One couple from the Lions Place Club and one stroke

survivor from the ViJ-lage CIub attended this group. The

writer presented this practicun at one of the rneetings of the

Stroke Association of Manitoba Inc. to determine the interest
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of their rnembership in being involved in this group. Three

couples from the Stroke Association of Manitoba Inc. attended

this group.

INCLUSTON CRITERIA

Membersh¡ereage60andover.oneei<ception}IaSmade,

one of the Spouses was under 60 years of age. Members \^tere

competent verbally and mentally, willing to participate and

living in their own homes with their spouses. One spouse had

to have had a stroke.

THE GROUP WORK I,fODEL USED IN THIS PRÀCTICUM

The group intervention rnodel that \,vas used f or this

practicum l^/as developed by Tosel-and and Rivas (l-984). They

conceptualized group work as a series of generic activities

and skills carried out by the leader over the existence of the

group.

Toseland and Rivas (1984) maintained that the various

stages of group development could be broken down into four

stages: planning, beginning, middle and end. During the

planning phase, the leader considered potential membership and

sponsorship and identified the group's purpose. secondly, the

leader composed the group, recruited and orientated members,

and prepared for the first session by finding an appropriate

room and making other essential arrangements. (Toseland and

Rivas l-984 )

The beginning phase occured during the first few sessions

of the group. As group members began to have face-to-face
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interactÍon, the l-eader assisted in building relationships by

clarifying the group's purpose.

Establishing the group/s purpose was one of the most

irnportant aspects of the group. A clear statement of group

purpose should be established by the leader. (Schwartz 1-97L)

This helped to answer the question, I{haÈ were we doing here?

According to Toseland and Rivas (1-984) t'a brief statement of

the group's purpose includes information on why the group is

meeting, how the group might deal with its work and what the

extent of individual goals or tasks might be in the group.rl

p.1-18 The three main group purposes for the stroke couples

were education, growth and socialization.

During the beginning stage, the leader assj-sted members

in getting to know each other (Toseland and Rivas (1984).

During this beginning stage, the group went through a tj-me of

orientation, characterized by a search for structure and goals

(Toseland and Rivas , 1,984)

In the niddle stage, the leader assisted the group in

accomplishing its' tasks. The leader maintaj-ned and enhanced

group dynamics that were conducive to the group's success and

altered dynamics that v¡ere retarding the group's development.

(Toseland and Rivas t 1984)

According to Toseland and Rivas (1,ge4) Ieaders during

this stage \,irere expected to perf orm f our activities. These

activities \â/ere: rt1) preparing f or group meetings; 2)

structuring the group's work; 3) helping members achieve their
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goal-s ì 4) monitoring and evaluating the group, s progress . !l

p.I92

There were several tasks involved in terminating a group.

Leaders assisted the members to adnit that the group v/as

actually endíng and assisted members with their feelings about

the group's termination. The leader also helped in evaluating

the group's work and maintaining and generalizing change

efforts. (Toseland and Rivas, L9g4)

Toseland and Rivas (7984) defined group work as lrgoal-

directed activity with smarl groups of peopJ-e aimed at rneeting

socioemotional needs and accomplishing tasks. This activity
is directed to individual members of a group and to a group as

a whole within a system of servj-ce delivery.tt p.Lz

For Tosel-and and Rivas (l-984) the term treatment group

was usedrrto signify a group whose major purpose is to meet

members' socioemotional needs. tt rrThe purposes f or f orming

treatment groups incrude meeting members, needs for education,

growth, behavior change or socialization. rr p. l_5. The reason

these authors did not incrude support and mutual aid was that
these purposes were basic to atl_ types of treatment groups.

The term treatment group was used by the writer to define

the type of group/s used in the practicum with the stroke

couples. The writer decided that in the group/s for stroke
couples one of the purposes was to assist mernbers to say what

they wanted and needed to say to their spouse and get group

support. The group/s were cl_assified by the writer as
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treatment group/s because they were assembled to meet the

personal needs of their members. Also, because the members

hrere bonded together by their common needs and had common

problems and they v/ere expected to discl-ose their own

probÌems.

In both groups, members were expected to act as resources

in hetping each other in their adjustment to changes in their

lifestyle. Members \À/ere asked to assist each other with

problem-solving. The groups fostered a high level of self-

disclosure because of the homogeneity of the members and the

problems they were dealing with. Members learned that they

hrere not unusual in their situation and that other members had

similar emotions about having their lifestyle changed by

stroke. Roles developed through interaction among the group

members. Patterns of communication focused on the needs of

members and member-to-member interaction. In the evaluation

of the success of the group/s, the leader focused on members'

satisfaction with the group experience and whether or not the

group had met their needs.

In the writer's opinion, groups tike the ones in this

practicum for stroke couples could be classified as having

educational, growth and socialization goals. Groups with

educational goals were aimed at increasing member's

information or skills. Groups with growth goals hlere aimed at

developing members' insight and potential. For stroke

couples, the educational and growth approach was used by the
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writer to help couples deal with the changes. This was

accomplished by deveJ-oping their assertiveness and conflict

management skiIIs. The skills hrere developed by providing

information about assertiveness and conflict management and a

chance to practise these skills in the groups via structured

exercises and role plays. Àccording to Toseland and Rivas

(l-984), socialization groups $/ere aimed at increasing social

skiIls through role playing and structured exercises which

r,,/ere part of the group work in the stroke couples group/s.

A treatment group approach was used for stroke couples

adjusting to a new life styl-e. The group had three primary

purposes, education, socialization and growth. This approach

was chosen for this practicum because the v'¡riter assumed that

the needs of the stroke couples 1^/ould best be met by the

social work approach to groups designed by Tosel-and and Rivas.

The r^¡rj-ter assumed that stroke couples required an environment

that woul-d foster mutual aid and support and provide the

opportunity to develop some useful- ski]Is to work around their

problems (Toseland and Rivas L984 and Shul-man 1-985 /86) -

This practicum \./as viewed by both the Stroke Association

of Manitoba Inc. and the Adu1t Day Programs for the Frail-

Elderly living ín the community sponsored by the Lions Cl-ub of

Winnipeg Housing Centres and funded by the Manitoba Heal-th

Services Commission as filling in a gap in the social-

services. The gap nameJ-y, helping stroke couples cope with

crucial- common problems related to their changed lifestyle due
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to the stroke. Skills learned through involvement in these

groups \dere transferrabl-e to other problems the couple have

not yet dealt with or addressed.

OTHER INTERVENTIONS I'SED IN THIS PRÀCTICUI'Í

The assertiveness framework that the writer used in this

practicurn r^/as that of Schul-z (1989) ca1led the B.E.S.T.

method. See Appendix A for a description of his formulae.

The conftict management framehlork that the writer used in

this practicum \^/as Ad1er and To\,Vne's (L984) No-Lose Problem

Solving Model- for negotiating. A description of their

framework incl-udes eight steps which are included in Appendix

B.

TREATMENT - GROUP INTERVENTION

The group \^Iork practice extended over an eight-week

period, with eight, two hour sessions per group. Part of

these sessions v/ere spent in assisting the members in

developing their assertiveness and conflict management ski1Is.

The ]eader did this by introducing the components of the three

interpersonal- styles; the passive, aggressive and assertive

styles. (See Appendix C). A copy of this \Àras given to the

members. Secondly, by providing a relevant, simple example of

each style and making the topic; assertiveness style versus

aggressJ-ve and passive styJ-es relevant to the members. This

was d.one by asking the members, rrCan you remember a situation

where you acted passively and how you felt about it?tt The

same procedure followed for the other two styles to make the
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topic more meaningful to the members. Thirdly, by introducing

members to the legitimate rights (See Appendix D) and

stimulating discussion among members about these rights. A

copy of these rights was given to the members.

Members $/ere asked to complete an exercise (See Appendix

E) either in pairs or as a group to help them distinguish

among the three styles and realize how the assertiveness style

!',las the most ef f ective to use. The situations in this

exercise were discussed oralIy. The leader presented Schu1z's

(l-989) assertive style formulae (See Appendix À) to the

members and provided a relevant example of how it could be

used. Members received this handout (See Appendix A). The

members completed another exercise (See Appendix F) v¡here they

had to identify the type of response therefore helping them

differentiate among the three styles and a discussion

followed. Members l-ooked at the benefits of learning to be

more assertive and the leader tried to get the members to see

when and how they could be more assertive.

Again, the members looked at the assertive style formulae

and the leader tried to get the members to see how they could

apply it to their own lives and attempted to get thern to role-

p1ay. The l-eader explained the purpose of the interaction log

(Appendix G), how to complete it, the best tine to do it and

handed it out to the members with an example copy attached

(See Appendix H).

The l-eader presented and handed out the No Lose Problem
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Solving Model for Negotiating (See Appendix B) to the members.

Both the goal of this model- was explained and how to convince

one's spouse that it was in their best interest to work

together to try and find a sol-ution that would resolve the

differences between them and woul-d satisfy both of them. The

leader provided a relevant exampl-e of this model's application

to the members (See Appendix I). The members were encouraged

to think of situations where they wanted to try putting this

model- to use. The l-eader encouraged the members to think

about how assertiveness and conflict management fit for them

at the present tirne and what it meant for them in their lives.

They \^/ere asked how they thought they might be abl-e to use it

with their spouses. Members role-pJ-ayed vlith the l-eader using

the model as a guideline. The leader modelled behavior or

asked a member of the group to rehearse what he was going to

say or do through the role-plays. For example, the leader

took the role of the spouse of a member and this member was

asked to rehearse how she might approach her husband about his

dependence on her to do his chores. The l-eader then took this

member's role and modelled various \Âiays to ask her husband to

do his chores. The other members looked on and made comments

about the role-plays. The goal here was to further develop

the members' assertiveness skills. Members \Àrere encouraged to

express their feelings whil-e doing the role-pIays. Members

worked on their o\,rn problems and decided which of their

confl-icts took priority.
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RECORDTNG

Prior to the first group sessions the l-eader interviewed

the couples and completed the necessary questionnaires and the

Rathus Assertj-veness Schedule (See Appendices J, K, L, and M) .

This identified the specific problems each couple were coping

with and the degree of conflict they htere causing. These data

\^Iere recorded on the questionnaire and kept on file for use in

planning the group sessions. The couple's pre-treatment

methods of handling conflict and assertiveness scores were

recorded and these sheets v;ere kept on file.

Monitoring each group's progress after each Session hlas

done by the leader as she recorded the activities and critical

incidents that happened. The leader used a summary recording

form (Appendix N) for these purposes. The contents of this

form v/ere taken from Toseland and Rivas (1-984). The only

modification made was that meeting or meetings hlere referred

to as session or sessions. This form was compl-eted as Soon aS

possible after each session was finished. Also, each session

was video taped which supplied an accurate, unedited record of

all- sessions.

PROGRESS OF CLIENTS

Clients were asked to record data about their or¡{n

behavior outside the group sessions. This was optional. SeIf-

monitoring could be accomplished by clients examining their

own targeted, specific behaviors and maintaining a record of

their efforts of these behaviors on a fog (Bloom and Fischer
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(LgBz) , (Append.ix G). This log was that of Bloom and Fischer

(1-982). The left side of the 1og had to be adapted by the

l-eader to fit for the feader's own use with the stroke

couples. The writer gave the clients a sample copy of a

completed 1og (See Appendix H) so they could understand how to

complete their ov/n 1og. The targeted behaviors for this

practicum hrere assertion, collaboration and negotiation. The

clientrs progress in the group was autornatically recorded by

the video tape recorder.

EVAI,UATION CRITERIA

Evaluation was a way that social workers got feedback and

gained knowledge about their work with a group. This

practicum used the following evaluation methods to determine

the outcome of the intervention

Four instruments ü/ere administered to cl-ients prior to

the start of the groups. The Pre-Stroke, Since (Post) Stroke

Common Problem Questionnaires (See Appendices J and K) were

devetoped specifically for this practicum by the writer.

There was a Pre-Stroke and Since (Post) Stroke Common

Questionnaire for the stroke survivor and one for the spouse

which covered the three common problems the writer addressed

in this practicum. Each questionnaire was one page and the

Likert scale was used to measure the amount of conflict

between the spouses.

Their development was based on the writer's personal

professional involvement with elderly people who

and

had
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experienced a stroke and from general information found in the

existing gerontological literature. The writer developed

specific questions for these questionnaires by thinking about

the literature regarding self care activities, role

obligations and social activities in which healthy, elderly

people were normally involved. These questions measured

dependence/overprotectiveness, role reversal /rol-e change and

social isolation/Ioneliness respectively' The writer

conducted a pretest of the questionnaires to develop the face

validity of these questionnaires by asking two professionals

employed in the geriatric field to complete and comment on the

questi-onnaires .

since these instruments were unique the writer \^ias unable

to comment on their strengths. Since these instruments were

simpte and very brief they may be limited in amount of

information they provided about the extent of the problern the

couple r^ras experiencing with dependence, role change and

social isolation.

The Conf],ict Management Questionnaire (see Appendix L)

was adapted for use with stroke couples from an instrument

used at an assertiveness training workshop given by J. Haid,

M.Ed. ín the falt of l-988. Several minor modifications were

made to suit this practicum. The title of the instrument was

changed from How Do You Usually Handl-e confl-icts? to conflict

Management Questionnaire. A few additions were made at the

Iine for the client's name and
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intervÍew date, after the introductory, general How Do YOU

usually Handle conflicts? with your spouse was added and all

the other v¡ords except how were in small letters ' The scal-e

waschangedfromfrequently,occasionallyandrarelytol-.
never, 2. rarely, 3. frequently and 4' very frequently' The

techniques \¡/ere changed from the second person to the first

person and the verb tenses were changed. The word person in

the techniques was changed to spouse where it was appropriate'

A sixteenth technique was added, namely, MY spouse and I are

abl-e to collaborate.

Haiddevelopedthisi-nstrumentespeciallyforadultsof

all ages who attended her assertiveness training workshop to

assist them in gaining self insight into how they handle

conflict and stimulate discussion. since Haid has not

published on her instrurnent, How Do You Usually Handl-e

conflict?, it vras difficult to assess the validity and

reliability although she has used it in several of these

workshops and continues to use it'

An existing instrument, The Rathus Assertiveness schedule

(Rathus Lg73) (See Appendix M) has been determined to be valid

and reliabl-e. It was used in this practicum. The Rathus

Assertiveness schedule has been tested for reliability and

vatidity. Rathus observed the following:

The schedule is shown to have moderate to high
test-retest rel-iability (r:'78; p<'01) and
split-half reliability (r=.77; p<'01) '
Vãfiait' in terms of Lne impressions _respondents
make on other peopJ-e (.33<rts<'62; p's<'01-) and
in terms of tnäir indications of how they would
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behave in specific situations in which assertive,
outgoing behavior can be used with profit (r:.7O¡
p<.01) is satisfactory. Item analysis shows that
27 of the 30 items correlate significantly with
the total- scale score and L9 of 30 correlate
signif icantly \^/ith external- criteria. (p. 398 )

The Rathus Assertiveness Schedule $tag adapted for this

practicum in that one-ha1f of the questions were omitted as it

I{ras decided that thirty questions ldere too tiring for the

elderly to handle. Only one-hal-f of the questions $tere used

thus the validity of this adapted Rathus Assertivenss Schedule

may have been changed somewhat. The higher the positive score

one obtained on this schedule the higher his assertiveness

leve]. Rathus has not indicated that his scal-e h/as to be used

exclusively with any specific age group of adults. In their

study, Fernandez-Ballesteros et al- (l-988) used the Rathus

Assertiveness Schedule with the elderJ-y. In the writer's

opinion this scale was appropriate for use with all age ranges

of adults of normal intelligence.
EVÀLUATION PROCEDURES

The group leader interviewed the couples individually

either in their own home or at the Lions P1ace club/Village

CIub to complete a Pre-Stroke Since (Post) Stroke Common

Problem Questionnaire prior to the start of the group work

practice. An appropriate amount of time was taken to

establish rapport with the cl-ient, then under each of the

three conmon problems, the l-eader asked a few open ended

questions. (See Appendices J and K). The leader handled these

questionnaires in such a h¡ay that the clients did not have
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access to the actual instruments. The leader let the client

talk and then the leader completed alt the questions and

scal-es according to what the ctient told her.

Also the conflict Management Questionnaire, (Haid' 1-988)

(See Appendix L) and one-half of the questions on the Rathus

Assertiveness Schedule (Rathus Lg73) (See Appendix M) were

completed. Vüith regards to the Conflict Management

Questionnaire (Haid l-988), the leader asked the open ended

question,rrHo\,ri do you usually handle confl-ict vüith your

spouse?ft The leader handled the questionnaire in such a way

that the clients did not have access to the actual instrument.

The leader wrote a summary of the contenÈs of what the client

said on the bottom of this questionnaire and ticked off

information on the 16 techniques if he mentioned any of them.

The leader used cl-ues by saying to the client, avoid,

compromise, fÍght it out to make it easier for the clients to

respond.

In administering the adapted Rathus Assertiveness

Schedule the leader read aloud to the clients all fifteen

questions in the order which they appeared and completed the

scale as they responded. The writer elicited responses from

the clients by reading the Likert scal-e verbatim to the

cl-ients. The writer ensured that the clients understood the

Likert scaling while in the process of completing this

instrument with them. As with the other instruments the

clients did not have access to the schedul-e.
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Data collected from these questionnaires determined

whether or not there hlere conflicts related to the three

common problems in their relationship since the stroke

occurred and how each spouse handled conflict. The Rathus

Assertiveness Schedule measured pre-treatment assertiveness.

Vüithin a two to three week period after the group

terminated, the l-eader made a home visit and had the members

complete the Conflict Management Questionnaire and the Rathus

Assertiveness Schedule. These were adrninistered to members in

the same way and in the same order they v/ere administered

prior to the group. Scores before and after the intervention

were compared to see j-f there was any change in the member's

behavior.

cl_ients monitored the groups progress by completing an

evaluation form (Toseland and Rivas 1-984) (Appendix O) at the

end of each session which provided feedback as to their level

of satisfaction with the group session. fhis form was that of

Toseland and Rivas (l-984). The l-eader had to adapt the first

question to fit for the leader/s ov/n use witn the stroke

coupJ-es group/s. The leader offered help to clients who l^/ere

having difficulty completing this form on their own.

A feedback questionnaire was given to the cl-ients at the

end of the final group session (See Appendix P). The leader

told the members that if they had any difficulty completing it

the leader woul-d assist them. This written feedback indicated

their overall satisfaction with the group and the leader.
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Thewriterdevelopedthisquestionnairebyattemptingto

producequestionsthatwouldaddressimportantissues.Issues

such as strengths and weaknesses of the group' what mernbers

foundhelpfulandnotsohelpful'hot'rtheleadercouldmake
improvementstomeetmembersneedsbetter,qualitiesof

leadership and the varue of the group experience as perceived

bythemembers'Alsortheleader'sobservationsateach

session and the completed session evaluation forms indicated

the members' feelings towards the group'

The monitoring of the leader's work and her skill

development !\Ias done by using videotaped records of each

sessionandregularmeetingswithheradvisor.Theadvisor

reviewedthetapesandofferedsuggestíonson-howthegroup

vras developing and analyzed the intervention and the

effectiveness of the leader's role'
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CHAPTER 4

THE GROUP I.ÍEMBERS

COI,ÍPOSITION

Ages of the stroke survivors ranged from 61 to 77 yeats.

They were five males who came from middle class backgrounds'

The time that elapsed since the stroke ranged from eighteen

months to 5 years. All were retired. There l¡/as a cultural

variety, one survivor was originally from Trinidad.

Ages of the spouses ranged from 47 to 69 years. They

rr¡ere f our f emal-es who came f rom middle class backgrounds. Two

of the spouses \^/ere retired and two \^/ere ernployed'

PRE GROUP INTERVIEWS

At least two personal contacts \iùere made with each couple

and individual about the group prior to the pre group

interview. These contacts occurred during volunteer work,

informal interviews, Ietters, the meeting at the Stroke

Association of Manitoba Inc., the orientation meeting and

telephone discussions.

During these interviews, the Pre-Stroke Common Probl-em

Questionnaires and the Since (Post) Stroke Common Probl-em

Questionnaires \,vere administered f irst, followed by the Rathus

Assertiveness Schedule and the Conflict Management

euestionnaire. tn" individuals were invited and encouraged to

set a goal related to their own situation and work on

achieving it during the group sessions. Individual

preferences regarding meeting days and times and means of
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transportation to the group vJere discussed'

INFOR¡{ATION ABOUT THE COUPLES

CouPle #t

Couple#thadbeenmarriedforover4Syears.The

husband, Stroke Survivor #1 was 71 and his wife' Spouse #1 was

69 years oId. she was setf-employed on a part-tirne basis.

According to stroke survivor #t before the stroke there

hras no conflict regarding the three common problems' Since

the stroke changes had happened. He told the writer of

several changes in his marital relationship' Regarding

dependence/overprotectÍveness, sometimes he demanded his

spouse do and get things f or him which caused a littl-e

conflict. Regarding role change/rofe reversal his spouse was

working and able to earn money teaching piano lessons and he

was not. Thus, some conflict existed. He told the writer he

resented that she could be productive with her talenLs and he

coul-d no J-onger repair engÍnes and clocks. Regarding social

isolation/Ioneliness he indicated there was moderate conflict.

He said he wanted to be more involved with his friends and

especially with his spouse as he felt lonely and that she was

not as interested in having visitors over as he v/as.

According to spouse #t before the stroke there \illas no

conflict regarding the three conlmon problems. Since the

stroke changes had happened. she reported the following

information. There h¡as a litt1e conflict regarding

dependence/overprotectiveness as spouse hlas slow dressing
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hirnself and sometimes he demanded that she get things for him'

Sqmeconflictexistedoverro}echange/rolereversalbecause

her spouse resented all the time she spent playing and

teaching piano. she was productive and able to bring in an

income and he was not even able to do his'hobbies as he did

nothavetheuseofhislefthand.Hercontinuationof
teaching h/as very important to her ' There \t¡as also some

conflict with regard to social- isolation/loneliness' Her

spouse l-iked a lot of people around but she did not like this

somuch.Both].ikedtogotosocialoutingsbutcou]dnotdo

this so much anymore þecause she did not drive and he could

not.SheknewherSpousefeltneglectedbecauseshe\fas
teaching Piano lessons'

ThesourceofconflictfortheSpouseswas'basica}Iythe

same. The major source of conflict between them seemed to be

related to her, ability to work and. use her talents to earn a

living. since the stroke he had not been able to use his

tal-ents. He f elt lonely because of his limited social- Iif e

with his spouse and significant others'

BIOGRAPHY3 stroke survivor #t

Prior to Stroke Survivor #L's retirement' he r^/as

employedasaroughcarpenterandsafetyinspector.

He$/asaveteran.StrokeSurvivor#thadaright

CVA two years ago' Stroke Survivor #t used a

wheelchairbutcou]-dwalkshortdistancesusinga
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quad cane. He was not able to use his left hand

and as a result had difficulty writing'

GoAL:Tobemoreassertivewithspousethatlwantto
spendmoretimewithheranddomorethingswith

her.

To try and do some negotiating with her'

OUTCOÌIÍE: l-. Pre test Score on Post test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness Rathus Assertiveness
Schedul-e Schedule

-9 +5

2. Pre test Scores on Post test Scores on

Conflict Management Conflict Management

O"ä=ii""naire Questionnaire

Avoid mY spouse 3 3

Try to understand
my sPouse's NR* NR

point of view

Give in 3 2

Try to reach a com-
iromise NR 2

Whine/comPlain until
I get mY waY NR NR

Able to coll'
aborate 2 3

*NR: No response

Stroke Survivor #L's score on the Rathus Assertiveness

Scheduleincreasedby:- 4.Hisposttestscoresonthe
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conflict Management Questionnaire indicated that he was trying

to use more adaptive techniques to handle confl-ict' Although'

he continued to avoid his spouse, hê was giving in much less

and was able to collaborate more with his spouse about their

doing more things and spending more tirne together' His goal

was ongoing.

BIocRApIIy3 SPouse #1

spouse #1- taught piano lessons on a part time

basisintheirhome.Shefoundthísvery

rewarding and it provided her with extra

sPending money'

GOAL: To be more assertive with spouse about the fact

that it is important to me to play and teach piano'

To try to negotiate with hin about how $/e could

spend more time together so he does not feel

neglected.

ouTcolfE: 1. Pre test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness
Schedul,e

+9

Pre test Scores on
Conflict Managernent
Questionnaire

Post test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule

+L4

Post test Scores on
Conflict Management
Questionnaire

2.

Avoid mY spouse
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Try to understand
my sPouse's
påi"-t of view NR NR

Give in 4 3

Try to reach a com-
iromise NR 3

Whine/comP1ain until
I get mY waY NR NR

AbIe to coll-
aborate 2 3

Spouse #L's score on the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule

increased by 5. Post test scores on the Confl-ict Management

Questionnaire indicated that she was not avoiding her spouse

as she used to but continued to give in frequently. she told

the writer that she !,/as taking some initiative to try and

reach a compromise with him so he felt less neglected because

of her teaching and she hlas able to collaborate with him

frequently. Both she and her husband were waiting to receive

a scooter from Veteran's Affairs so they could go to the City

park together. This \ñias a pastime they both enjoyed prior to

his stroke. She was more assertive with her spouse about how

important her teaching was to her, CoupJ-e #L were continuing

to work on reaching their goals together'

Couple #2

couple #z had been married for 8 years. This lvas the

second marriage for both of them. The husband, Stroke

Survivor #2 \,{as 62 and his wife, Spouse #Z was 61- years old.

According to Stroke Survivor #2 before the stroke there
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hras no conf l-ict regarding the three common problems ' since

the stroke a change had occurred regarding

dependence/overprotectiveness. stroke survivor #z told the

writer the following information. He could dress hirnself but

did not like doing it or felt like doing it. He saíd he was

s10w with self care activities and thís caused moderate

confl-ict because he kept his spouse waiting and l-ate' Not

being able to drive was very frustrating for him. He depended

on his spouse for transportation. Little or no conflict

existed between them regarding role change/roIe reversal and

social isolation/ loneliness.

According to spouse #z before the stroke there \^/as no

conflict regarding the three common problems. In keeping wíth

her spouse, since the stroke a change had occurred regarding

dependence/overprotectiveness. she reported the following

information. Her spouse was much slower grooming and dressing

hinsel-f thus he kept her waiting and they vüere l-ate getting to

places. He did not care if he was l-ate. Her spouse would not

do things if he could get someone else to do them for hin'

This caused. moderate conflict between them'

This couple reported moderate conflict between them in

the area of dependence. The husband's sl-owness with self care

activities, his preference to have others do things for him,

and his lack of concern with being punctual caused moderate

conflict.
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BIOGRAPHY: Stroke Survivor #2

Prior to Stroke Survivor #2's retirement' he was

employed as a truck driver' He had a right CVA'

twoyearsago.StrokeSurvivor#zlÀ/oreahearing
aid and had difficulty expressing himself in

writing.

GOAL: TO increase assertiveness with spouse when things

are bothering me and see how this works'

To increase negotiating skills in planning

with spouse.

OUTcol{E: L. Pre test Score on Post test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule Schedule

+7

2. Pre test Scores on Post Èest Scores on
Conflict Management Confl-ict Management
Questionnaire Questionnaire

Avoid nY spouse NR NR

Try to understand
my sPousets
piri"L of view NR NR

Give in 4 4

Try to reach -a com- 1 1-

promise

Whine/comPlain until
IgetmYwaY 2 L

Abl-e to coll--
aborate 1 l-
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Stroke Survivor #2's score on the Rathus Assertiveness

schedute decreased by 7. His post test scores on the confl-ict

Management Questionnaire indicated that his techniques for

handling conflict basically had not changed.. He continued to

give in to his spouse very frequently' Stroke Survivor #z

realized that collaborating and negotiating hlere useful

techniques but indicated that he was not using them' The

writer cannot be certain why stroke survivor #2's, post test

score on the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule decreased' The

writer speculated that his level- of motivation to deal with

hisdifficultiesmayhavedeteriorated.Hemaynothavefelt
confidentenoughtotryandusetheadaptiveconflict

management techniques.

BIOGRAPHY: Spouse #22

#z lr¡as a retired bookkeeper 'Spouse

GOAL:

OUTCOME: 1.

To increase

this works.

To increase

spouse.

assertiveness with spouse and see how

negotiating ski11s in planning with

Pre test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule

+l_0

Post test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule

+l-5
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Avoid my spouse

Try to understand
my sPousets
point of view

Give in

Try to reach a com-
promise

I^Ihine/ comp J-ain unti I
I get mY waY

Able to coII-
aborate

Pre test Scores on
Conflict Managernent
Questionnaire

NR

NR

Post test Scores on
Conflict Management
Questionnaire

NR

2.

NR

NR

l-

2

NR

1-

l-

NR

Spouse #2's score on the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule

increased by 5. _ Her post test scores on 'the conf l-ict

Management Questionnaire indicated that her techniques for

handling conflict basically had not changed. she claimed that

she tried a little to collaborate or negotiate with her spouse

but fel-t it was not going to work. It seemed that the husband

was not trying out the adaptive techniques and she was trying

to use the adaptive techniques a little but felt they would

not work therefore, the goals they v/ere invited to make v¡ere

not reached. The writer hlas not optirnistic that Couple #Z

would try very hard to resolve their differences.

see Appendix Q for information about couple #3, Couple #4

and Stroke Survivor #5.

In summary, the stroke
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assertive. They were using more adaptive techniques for

resolving conf l-ict with their spouses. There \,'¡as an exception

in this group (See Appendix R). One survivor's score on the

Rathus Assertiveness Schedule decreased and he was not using

the adaptive techniques for resolving conflict. The spouses

had become more assertive. They were also using more adaptive

techniques for resolving conflict r¿ith their spouses although'

one spouse \iúas trying a l-ittle but did not feel the techniques

would work with her husband (See Appendix S).

Generally, both the stroke survivors and their spouses

had improved their interpersonal skiIIs. The nature of l-ife

situations is that people need to use these skil-ls

continuousl-y. In the wrj-ter's opinion, most of the group

members had grasped the skills taught in the group and !,/ere

making progress.
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CHAPTER 5

STROKE SURVIVORS GROUP

BEGINNING PHASE Sess j-ons L t 2 and 3

The leader's objectives for this phase were 1) establish

a sense of trust between the members and between the members

and the leader. 2) to encourage social interaction and group

building. 3) to identify the group's purpose. 4) to establish

norms and 5) attend to the memberts emotional concerns and

assist members towards achieving their goals. A detailed

description of the group process is contained in Appendix T.

The first four objectives of this phase viere reached'

Attending to the mernbers' emotíonal concerns and assisting

members towards achieving their goal continued to be an

objective. Sessions one through three focused on encouraging

social interaction, group building and teaching the concept of

assertiveness. The group had stabilized in terms of the full-

and regul-ar attendance of its five members. This small group

had clarified its purpose, namely, that it was important to

get assistance in saying what you fett, wanted and needed to

your spouse and get support from this group' Also, to

increase one's asserti-veness and conflict management skills so

that one was_more effective in deating with onets spouse'

croup norms had been established, for example,

confidentiality, respect for others (Appendix U)'

The leader's role \,fas that of a facilitator, providing

direction and a focus. AIso, to mod'el interest and caring in
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order to encourage members to be supportive of one another as

they shared their losses, experiences and emotions'

!,ÍIDDLE PHASE Sessions 4, 5 and 6

Each memberrs emotional concerns \^/ere attended to and

they !,7ere encouraged towards achieving their goa1s. sessions

four through six focused on assertiveness and conflict

management slcilI development. The concepts of conflict

management were taught. Members did some role-playing' The

leader modelled behavior, coached and encouraged member

efforts and interaction. Attention was focused on the l0sses

and the changed self image members experienced and their

expression of emotion. The members had a difficult time

talking about their l-osses and identifying and expressing the

feelings associated with these losses. This avoidance l^¡as

demonstrated by their joking, interrupting and changing the

subject.Adetaileddescriptionofthegroupprocessis

contained in APPendix T.

The discovery of shared problems boosted self-esteem and

fostered group identification. common problems and concerns

expressed by the members included ].oss of friends,

ind'ependence, physical functioning and the work ro]-e. They

realized they \^/ere all in the same boat which offered some

relief.
Members tried to avoid talking about issues related to

confl-ict with their spouses. Again, the l-eader observed a lot

of interrupting, joking and changing the subject among the
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members to avoid discussing their relationship concerns and

dealing with the feelings associated with these concerns.

In session six, one member pointed out that stroke

victims lose initiative or energy and lack motivation. The

Ieader's assessment was that motivation and energy l-eveIs may

be too 1ow for members to address their difficulties and needs

and act on them. Some members fel-t depressed at times which

could account f or their l-ack of dr j-ve. Depending on the

degree of depression there could be a tendency towards

dependency and passivity in problern solving and decision

rnaking. They \,Jere already dependent on their wives in many

ways and they may have been looking to them to take the

initiative in negotiating their differences. Since men do not

share their feelings as easily and readily as women, due to

being socialized differently, the mernbers rnay not have shared

their feelings and concerns much before. Also, this group

experience may have been too threatening for them to reveal

themsel-ves any more than they already had. They may not have

been open before the stroke. They may have believed that

personal matters should be confined to the four walls of their

home. Other barriers to furthering self-discl-osure might have

been fear of rejection and avoj-dance of responsibility and

change.

The l-eader observed one of the members emerging as the

internal leader. He seemed to speak for the other members and

no one challenged him. This member seemed to be respected by
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the other members and had some influence on them'

In the leader's opinion, this $/as a cohesive group. The

members vüere attracted to the group, worked r¿ell- together,

\trere learning some skil-Is and felt a sense of security,

stability and belonging. Most of the members hlere high

participators. One member $ias self-conscious about his

slurred speech and accent. His hearing aid was unreliable'

These factors were largely responsible for his l-ow

participation.

ENDING PHÀSE SCSSiONS 7 ANd 8

The men wanted to role-p1ay hypothetical situations using

the negotiating modeI. Members v/ere attentive observors

during the rol-e-playing and some members provided feedback to

the member who role-pJ-ayed. When brainstorrning options, under

step seven of the negotiating model- members required a lot of

assistance from the leader in comj-ng up with ideas. Members

talked about group termination and their feelings related to

ending. Members were hesitant to raise their concerns at a

f inal- j oint session with their spouses . A detail-ed

description of the group process is contained in Appendix T.

SYNTHESIS

In the beginning phase a sense of trust between the

members and between the l-eader and members hlas established and

a comfortable atmosphere existed. Initially, risk taking was

low however, as members got to know each other; there r¡Ias some

mutual- sharing of feelings and members supporting each other.
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Al-1 members participated on a regular basis and compl-eted

the program. There !ùas some feeling of rrwe-nessrr. Members

fel-t free to express themselves. There hlas lots of joking

from time to time and members enjoyed the coffee tirne'

Initially, it looked like there maybe a leadership struggle

however an internal leader emerged during the rniddle phase'

There li¡as no sub grouping and members v/orked together co-

operatively except for a few tiffs between the same two

members. The attention seeking behavior of one of the members

annoyed the others otherwise there was not much tension among

members. Members laughed to rel-ieve any tension when it did

occur. At times interruptions by members decreased group

efficiency.
A supportive environment developed in the group. Members

struggled \,vith their various l-osses and changed self -image '

They had a difficult time looking at the troubled spots in the

relatj-onship viith their spouses. In the ending phase' when

hypothetical situations lvere used most of them identified with

the situations and one member role-played. Members found this

a good learning and practice experience. Even though the men

did not do much in the way of rol-e-pl-aying it was the writer's

opinion that they had a better idea of how the negotiating

modet coul-d be applied to their life situations and its

useful-ness.

During the group several themes emerged: dependency,

their social- Iife, caring, decision making and sex with the
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increase of mutual support and trust. Socialization was a big

issue for the men and it was irnportant to them to have the

chance to share their concerns.

RESULTS

PRE ÀND POST GROUP

fhe mean score on the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule pre

test for the stroke survivor's was -3.0 and the standard

deviation was 9.460. The mean score on the Rathus

Assertiveness ScheduLe post test was 4.2 and the standard

deviation hras 3.962. The post test mean score indicated that

the intervention had resulted in effectively increasing the

assertiveness scores of the stroke survivors. A t-test was

computed. The t score = 2.67, P<.05.

The mean scores \dere calculated for the techniques

responded to on the Conflict Management Questionnaire pre test

and post test. The results include the mean scores for the

f ive group members (TabJ-e 1) .
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TABLE 1 - lfean scores for
Questionnaire

the Conflict Management
pre test and Post test

TECIINI9UE
OVERJALL

MEAN

PRE POST
TEST TEST

STÀIiTDARD
DEVIATION

PRE
TEST

POST
TEST

Avoid my spouse 3.200

Try to understand
my spouse's Point'
of vien l-. 000

Give in 3.200

Try to reach a
compronise l-.200

IÍhine or complain
until I get nY
nay L.ZOO

lfy spouse & I
are able to
collaborate 1-.400

2.000

1-.800

2 .600

2.000

1_.000

2 .200

1.304

.000

l-.304

.447

- 447

.548

l-.000

L.095

t-.1_40

t_. 000

.000

1_. 095

Prior to the intervention, the techniques the survivors

used most frequently for handling conflict with their spouses

were avoiding their spouse and giving in. After the

intervention, the techniques the survivors' v/ere using the

most frequently for handling conflict were giving in and

collaborating so progress had been made. See Appendix R for

the pre and post test summaries on the Conflict Management

Quest j-onnaire.

In comparing the pre test resul-ts with the post test

resul-ts a difference was found. Overall, the survivors were
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using more adaptive techniques to handl-e conflict with their

spouses since the group experience. The post test mean scores

increased for the adaptive techniques and decreased for the

maladaptive techniques. Both the mean scores and the

summaries on the Conflict Management Questi-onnaire changed in

a positive direction.

DURING THE GROUP

After each session, the members completed a session

evaluation form (See Appendix O). One member did not complete

a form for session l- because his hearing aid did not work.

Responses to this questionnaire by the five members \^/ere as

follows: Responses to the first question are il-Lustrated in

Table 2.
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TÀBIJE 2 - lÍas the infornation presented about interpersonal
skills helpful to you in understanding the concepts
of assertive behavior and the collaboration and
negotiat,ing conflict managenent styles?

VERY SOMET{HAT
SESSION HELPFUI, HELPFUL

A LITTLE
HELPFUL

NOT ÀT ALL
HELPFUL

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

J

3

+

4

4

3

l_

2

l-

1

t-

2

l_

The responses indicated that the stroke survivors found

most of the information presented to them about interpersonal

skill-s very heJ-pfu1 in understanding the concepts of

assertiveness behaviour and the conflict management styles in

the eight sessions. These findings assisted the writer in

pJ-anning f or subsequent groups.

The responses to the question: rrWhat information did you

find the most helpful?rr indicated that the survivors found the

explanation of the verbal and non-verbal concepts of the three

styles, the rights and the assertiveness style formul-ae the

most helpful. ÀIso, the benefits of being assertive, the

exercises, the example using the negotiating rnodeJ- and role-

playing (See Appendix V). These findings suggested that the
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information and interventions the writer used

survivors rnlere helpful.

wíth the stroke

Member's responses to the third question are illustrated

in Tabl-e 3.

TABLE 3 - Rate the effectiveness of the leader in this group
sessíon:

SESSION
VERY
HELPFUL

SOIÍEWHÀT
HELPFUL

A I,ITTLE
HELPFUIJ

NOT ÀT AI,L
HEI,PFUT,

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

J

4

4

3

4

4

4

1_

l_

¿

l_

2

l-

1_

1

The responses indicated that most of the stroke survivors

found the leader very helpful in the eight group sessions.

The responses to the question: tfhlhat did you find most

heJ-pfu1 about the group during this session?" indicated that

the survivors found socializing and sharing, lots of

interaction, .examples of the three styles helped with

understanding more about the differences among the styles, the

exercises, shared feelings about losses, being assertive,

sharing of simil-ar problerns and getting support and good

participation the most he1pful. Also, seeing how others cope,
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the negotiating model \¡ras practical, role-playing and the

group trying to apply the problem solving model to our real

life situations (See Appendix V). These findings indicated

that there \tras a good balance between sharing and l-earning in

the group process.

The responses to the question: trWhat did you find least

helpful?r'indicated that the survivors found the steady

complaints of one member of the group and his over-emphasis on

negative assertions the least helpful about the group. A1so,

members interrupting and changing the subject too often (See

Appendix V). these findings suggested that the ]eader needed

to develop and apply strategies to keep these behaviours under

control in the group.

Members responses to the sixth question are ill-ustrated

in Tab1e 4.

TABLE 4 - Overall, rate your satisfaction ¡,rith today's grouP
meeting:

SESSION
VERY
SATISFIED SATISFIED NEUTRÀL

DIS- VERY DIS-
SATISFIED SATISFIED

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

1

3

J

aJ

4

aJ

4

4

J

2

2

2

0

2

l_

1-
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The responses to question six indicated that

survivors were either very satisfied or satisfied with

eight sessions theY exPerienced.

The additional comments the survivors made T^Iere positive

(See Appendix V). Regarding session one, one of the survivors

felt the rnembers should be walking more. The leader explained

to this survivor that in this particular group working on

their physical need.s was not one of the group's purposes and

this need was better met through contact with other resources'

for example, the Stroke Association of Manitoba Inc- The

findings indicated that the survivors found the group

experience to be educational, growth producing and helpful in

meeting some of their emotional needs.

POST GROUP FEEDBACK

A feedback questionnaire (See Appendix P) was distributed

at the end of the last rneeting, to be filled out by the

individual members. The leader provided suggestions and

assistance in filling it out.

In summary, the findings indicated that the survivors

were satisfied with this group experience and they would

strongly recommend this type of group experience to couples

who were adjusting to living with a stroke. In comparing the

post test scores and summarj-es on the Conflict Management

Questionnaire and the post test scores on the Rathus

Assertiveness Schedule as to how the survivors responded to

question five, similarities !ùere found. Four of the members

the

the
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increased their post test scores and four survivors answered

moderately, and one, not at al-I to the question: rrDo you fínd

that you are using these skills that you have learned in the

group in everyday situations?rr The member who answered, not

at all-, decreased his assertiveness Score and is not using the

adaptive confl-ict management techniques since the group

experience (See APPendix W).

POST GROUP TNTERVIEWS

Some informal discussion occurred about the group

experJ-ence prior to administering the post tests. How each

individual- had worked on his pre group goal was discussed.

During this interview, the survivors tol-d the writer that

they did not keep a written record of their progress on the

interaction log (See Appendix G) because it was.too difficult

for them to write. They chose to self monitor by recalling

their experiences. Two used the example copy as a guide in

expressing their feelings, wants and needs to spouse and

significant others.

The findings mean that overall- the stroke survivors had

a positive experience by being involved in this group. Most

of them \¡/ere using or trying to use the ski]l-s that they

learned in the group sessions. The group met some of their

social- and emotional needs as wel,l-
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CHAPTER 6

SPOUSES GROUP

BEGIIINING PHÀSE: Sessions L, 2 and 3

The l-eader's objectives for this phase hlere f-) establish

a sense of trust between the members and between the members

and the leader 2) to encourage social interaction and group

building 3) to identify the group's purpose 4) to establ-ish

norms and 5) attend to the memberts emotional concerns and

assist members towards achieving goals. A detailed

description of the group process is contained in Appendix X.

The first four objectives of this phase \^/ere reached.

Attending to the member's emotional concerns and assistj-ng

members towards achieving their goals continued to be an

objective. Sessions one through three focused on encouraging

social- interaction, group building, teaching the concept of

assertiveness and encouraging members to express and share

their feelings related to their similar problems. Members

related how they dealt with their spouse's crying. The group

had stabilized in terms of the fuIl and regular attendance of

its four mernbers. This smal-1 group had cl-arified its purpose,

namely, that it was important to get assistance in saying what

you fel-t, wanted and needed to your spouse and get support

from this group. AIso, to increase one's assertiveness and

conflict management skills so that one was more effective in

dealing with one's spouse. Group norms had been established,

for example, confidentiality, respect for others (Appendix U).
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The leader's role was that of a facilitator, providing

direction and a focus. Also, to model j-nterest and caring in

order to encourage members to be supportive of one another as

they shared their l-osses, experi-ences and emotions.

I{IDDLE PHASE: Sessions 4, 5 and 6

Each member's emotionaL concerns hlere attended to and

they h/ere encouraged towards achieving their goa1s. Sessions

four through sj-x focused on assertiveness and conflict

management skil-l- development. The concept of conf lict

management \4/as taught. Members started to do some role-
playing. The leader modelled behavior, coached and encouraged

member efforts and interaction. Attention hias focused on

members' feelings about their caregiver role, how they v/ere

coping with their spouse's fosses and their or¡Jn lifestyle

changes. Members were encouraged to raise their concerns so

we coul-d l-ook at how the group could best meet their needs.

A detail-ed description of the group process is contained in

Appendix X.

Mutual aid was a strategy used in this group. Members

were encouraged to interact with one another. This group

developed in a h¡ay that the members needed each other as well
as the leader..

Mutual aid assisted the members in helping each other

express and discuss uncornf ortabLe f eelings. Members r¡rere able

to relate feelings such as anger, frustration, sadness and

helplessness. They v,¡ere abl-e to share ideas, experiences and
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resources which they found helpful in coping with similar

problems. Members shared how they dealt with their spouse's

demanding assistance from them. Members also provided some

emotional support to one another.

The ladies vJere much more open than the men to talking

about personal rnatters. They seemed to be willing to reveal

themsel-ves more than the men. They \^/ere less resistant to

trying to work around their problems. Their motivation was

greater and their avoidance of responsJ-bility and change v¡as

less. The ments having had a stroke accounted for some of

this difference. The ladies may not have felt so threatened.

The genuine cohesion that existed in the group allowed

the members to do some productive work. The members seemed

l-ess dependent on the l-eader than the members'in the men's

group.

ENDING PHASE: Sessions 7 and I

Some of the members role-played with the leader using the

negotiating mode] during this phase. Unlike the men, the

v/omen did not ask the Leader to make up hypothetical

situations to role-play but dealt with their concerns directly

and were eager to problem sol-ve. The members expressed their

feelings about the group ending. Members tal-ked about how it

hras for them to find themselves more in the dominant role in

the marital relationship since the stroke. the ladies hlere

very direct about not wanting to discuss any of their concerns

at a final joint session with their spouses.
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description of the group process is contained in Appendix X.

SYNTHESIS

In the beginning phase a sense of trust developed between

the members and between the leader and the members and a

comfortable atmosphere existed. Risk taking hlas higher

initiall-y in this group and the members opened up much sooner.

AlI members participated on a regular basis and completed

the program. The members concerns were around the various

Iosses their husbands had experienced and how this had

affected their lives. Other concerns v/ere related to their

husbands' emotional state, their husbands' lack of motivation,

their husbands, demanding assistance and how to deal with the

conflict rel-ated to these concerns.

Early in the group process, Spouse #z emerged as the

internal leader making suggestions and giving a littIe

direction to the v/ay in which the group hlas going. No

alliances formed between members. Conflict between members

was minimal however one member remarked to the l-eader that she

felt one of the members \^/as very harsh in her attitude towards

her spouse and that another member kept getting off topic.

The homogeneity of the members was such that a cohesive

group developed which enabled the sharing of feelings and a

number of different experiences, prornoting problem solving and

support. Since most of the members 1¡tere motivated, they put

some effort into achieving their goals and used the role-

playing to practice. Members felt they developed good
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a$rareness of the problems and got some tools to work around

these problems.

The focus \^ras on both the individual and on the group as

a whole. When the focus v¡as on one member an effort was made

to involve the other members in the heJ-ping process, which

facilitated sharing and support. Several instances have been

described to illustrate these dynamics.

on May 7, Lggl both groups met for a joint session.

Stroke Survivor #S did not attend. All group members l¡Iere

reluctant to say much although a few members described very

briefly how they felt the group experience had worked for

them.

After coffee, the leader asked what they felt they would

continue to work on no\,f that the group \^¡as over. Stroke

Survivor #Z stated that he and his spouse v/ere fighting

everyday and that they $/ere still- going to keep f ighting.

This couple directed some accusations at each other. Spouse

#Z indicated that they would have to work on boredom. Members

exchanged names, addresses and phone numbers.

RESULTS

PRE ÀND POST GROUP

The mean score on the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule pre

test for the spouses was -2.50 and the standard deviation \^Ias

13.916. The mean score on the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule

post test was 9.0 and the standard deviation was 6.48t. The

post test mean score indicated that the intervention had
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resulted in effectively increasing the assertiveness scores of

the spouses. A t-test hlas computed. the t score : 2.9L,

P<.05.

The mean scores were calculated for the techniques

responded to on the Conflict Management Questionnaire pre test

and post test. The results include the mean Scores lot the

four group members (Tab1e 5).

TABLE 5 - Mean scores for the Conflict Managenent
Questionnaire - pre test and post test

TECENTQUE
OVERÀLI,

UEAN

PRE POST
TEST TEST

STANDARD
DEVTATTON

PRE POST
TEST TEST

Avoid my spouse 2.250

Try to understand
my spousets point,

r_.500 1. 500

1. 000

3.250

l-. 000

2.250

2.500

1_.000

2 .500

.000

r_.500

.500

.000

.500

.577

.000

.957

.577

.000

1. 000

of view

Give in

Try to reach a
comPromise 1.250

lfhine or conplain
until I get ny
way l-. 000

}fy spouse & f
are able to
collaborate l-.250

Prior to the intervention, the techniques the spouses

used the rnost frequentJ-y for handling conflict v¡ith their

spouses hlere giving in and avoiding their spouse. After the
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intervention, the techniques the spouses used the most

frequently for handling conflict $/ere trying to reach a

compromise, collaborating and giving in so progress had been

made. See Appendix S for the pre and post test summaries on

the Conflict Management Questionnaire'

In comparing the pre test results with the post test

resul-ts a difference h¡as found. OveraII, the spouses were

using more adaptive techniques to handle confl-ict with their

husbands since the group experience. The post test mean

scores increased for the adaptive techniques and decreased for

the maladaptive techniques. Both the mean Scores and the

summaries on the Conflict Management Questionnaire, post test

changed in a Positive direction.

DURTNG THE GROUP

After each session, the members completed a Session

evaluation form. One member did not complete a form for

session #S because she $/as absent. Responses to this

questionnaire by the four members \^Iere as follows:

Responses to the first question are illustrated in Table

6.
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TABLE 6 - IÍas the iuformation presented about interpergonal
skilIs helpful to you in unðerstanding the concepts
of assertive behavior and the collaboration and
negotiating conflict managenent styles?

VERY SOMEWHÀT
SESSION HELPFUL HELPFUL

A IJITTIJE
HELPFUIJ

NOT AT ALIJ
HELPFUL

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

3

3

3

J

l-

l-

2

J

3

2

The responses indicated that the spouses found most of

the information presented to them about interpersonal skills

either very hetpful or somewhat helpful in understanding the

concepts of assertiveness behaviour and the conflict

management styles in the eight sessions.

The responses to the question: rrwhat information díd you

find the most helpful?" indicated that the spouses found

learning how to be assertive, recognizing some of their

rights, the exercises, Iearning the differences among the

three styles and learning the models and applying them to

their situations by role-playing to be the most helpful (See

Appendix Y). These findings suggested that the interventions

the writer used with the spouses v/ere helpful-.
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The memberrs responses to the third question are

illustrated in Table 7:

TÀBLE 7 - Rate t,he effectiveness of the Leader in this grouP
session:

SESSION
VERY
HELPFUL

SO}ÍEI{HÀT
HEIJPFUL

A LITTI,E
HELPFUL'

NOT ÀT AI,I,
HEI'PFUL

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

3

3

4

3

3

2

3

2

t_

1-

The responses indicated that most of the spouses found

the leader very helpful in the eight group sessions.

The responses to the question: ltwhat did you find most

hetpful about the group during this session?" indicated the

spouses found the willingness of the members to share the

difficulties encountered with their stroke spouses and how to

handle these difficulties, learning the differences among the

three styles, role-playing applying the models, exchange of

feelj-ngs and the friendly atmosphere in the group the most

helpful (See Appendix Y). These findings indicated that there

was a good balance between sharing and learning in the group

process.
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The responses to the question: rrwhat did you you find

Ieast helpful?rr j-ndicated that the spouses found getting off

the topic to be the least helpful. one member of the group

found part of session four too repetitive. In the spouses

group some members needed an additional exercise in order to

grasp the differences among the three styles (see Appendix Y).

These findings suggested that the leader needed to develop and

apply a strategy for re-focusing the members who got off the

topic and talked about non related topics'

Member's responses to the sixth question are il-lustrated

in Table 8.

TABIJE I - OveraII, rate your satisfaction llith t'oday's group
meeting:

SESSION
VERY
SATISFTED SATISFIED NEUTRAL

DIS-
SATISFIED

VERY DIS-
SATISFIED

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

2

1

2

1

l-

t_

l_

l-

I

2

2

J

2

2

3

3

1_

l_

The responses to question six indicated that overall the

spouses hlere satisf ied lvith the eighth sessions they

experienced.
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The additional- comments the spouses made v/ere positj-ve

however, one spouse commented that more emphasis needed to be

placed on sticking to the topics (See Appendix Y). This is

the same comment made to the question: rrWhat did you find

Ieast helpful about the group?rr Overall, the findings

indicated that the spouses found the group experience

beneficial.
POST GROUP FEEDBÀCK

A Feedback Questionnaire \^ias distributed at the end of

the last session, to be fitled out by the individual members.

The leader provided suggestions and assistance in filling it

out.

In summary, the findings indicated that the spouses v/ere

satisfied with this group experience and they would recommend

this type of group experience to couples who were adjusting to

living with a stroke. One spouse pointed out rrThe group was

excellent in showing concern and were anxious to assist in

methods of coping and/or practising assertiveness.rr (See

.A,ppendix Z) .

In comparing the post test scores and summaries on the

Conflict Management Questionnaire and the post test scores on

the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule as to how the spouses

responded to question five, some differences hlere found.

Question five asked, do you find that you are using these

skills that you have Learned in the group in everyday

situations. Spouse #2 answered moderately. Her assertiveness

score increased by 5 however, she rarely tried to compromise
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with her spouse. The explanation for the difference may be

that she was trying to use the adaptive techniques with other

people. Spous e #3 answered, somewhat, which is a lower sel-f-

rating than her increase of 21- on the Rathus Assertiveness

Schedule suggested. Her ability to collaborate with her spouse

more frequently, at least when she needed to, suggested that

she was using the skills learned in the group as she reported.

POST GROUP INTERVTEWS

Some informal discussions occurred about the group

experience prior to the adrninistration of the post tests. How

individuals had worked on his/her pre group goal lrras

discussed.

During this interview, the spouses totd the writer that

they did not monitor their progress on the interaction log but

one mentioned the examples were useful- and encouraged her to

practice the skill-s.

The findings suggested that overall being involved in

this group had been a positive experience for the spouses.

They hrere using or trying to use the skills they learned in

this group. The group experience met some of their emotional

and social needs too.

Anal-ysis of the measures revealed a considerabl-e amount

of similarity between the stroke survivors and the spouses

groups. The findings indicated that the interventions,

information, exercises and techniques the writer used to help
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the members of the groups reach their goal were useful- and

effective.
In both groups, members reported being satisfied with

their involvement in the group and found the leader helpful.

Members found the sharing of similar problems and feelings and

trying to apply the negotiating model- to their situations by

role-playing helpfuJ-.

Both groups indicated that getting off the topic hlas

least helpful about the group. The survivors also mentioned

that interruptions \^Iere least helpful and one spouse mentioned

that a second exercise similar to the exercise in the previous

session made part of the present session too repetitious.

Both groups said they would recommend this type of group to

couples who are adjusting to living with a stroke.
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CHAPTER 7

PR.ACTICUI.Í HYPOTHESES AND FINDINGS

There rÀ/ere implicit hypotheses in the design which

warrant examination.

were there gender differences in assertiveness and use of

confl-ict management techniques at pre test between the group

of stroke survivors (males) and the group of spouses

(females) ? A one way analysis of variance with gender as an

independent variable and the pre test scores as the dependent

variable was used. The results indicated no significant

effect. Overall, the findings suggested that the males and

females were similar in their level- of assertiveness and the

types of techniques they v/ere using to handle conflict prior

to the group intervention

lrlere there gender differences in assertiveness and use of

conflict management techniques at post test between the group

of stroke survivors (males) and the group of spouses

(females) ? A one way analysis of variance with gender as the

independent variable and the post test scores as the dependent

variabl-e hlas used. The results indicated no signif icant

effect. Overa1l, the findings suggested that the males and

females were simil-ar in their level of assertiveness and the

type of techniques they lvere using to handle conflict after

the group intervention.

Were there pre-post differences in assertiveness and s/as

this different for the stroke survivors (males) than for the
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spouses (females) ? A one between (gender) and one within (Pre

Post) analysis of variance vJas used. There !^¡as a significant

pre post effect on the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule

regardless of gender. F (1,7) = l-0.1-9, P <.05 What this

means is that both the male and the female scores from pre

test to post test on the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule changed

similarly. Both the male and female scores increased. There

was a significant difference from pre test to post test on the

Rathus Assertiveness Schedule for the nine members of the

group/s. The genders were not done separately because the

number of cases would have been too smalI, five and four

respectively, to detect any effect. There was no significant

difference between males and females on the Rathus

Assertj-veness Schedule from pre test to post test (See Figure

l- on the following page). The findings suggested that the

members of both groups benefitted from the intervention to

much the same extent.

Was there an increase in scores from pre test to post

test on the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule for the group of

stroke survivors (na1es) ? Comparing the mean on the pre test

-3. O v¡ith the mean on the post test 4.2 there was a change, âf,

increase of 7.2.

I^Ias there an increase in scores from pre test to post

test on the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule for the group of

spouses (fenales)? Conparing the mean on the pre test -2.5O

with the mean on the post test 9.0 there was a change, ân

t-0 6



FIGURE 1.

Change in Assertiveness from Pre Test to Post Test
(before and after group therapy)

in Stroke-Affected Couples
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increase of 1i-. 50.

Were there pre-post differences on

Management Questionnaire?

the Conflict

A rnulti-variate analysis of variance !^/as used to look at

al-l- the techniques responded to, taken together at first and

evaluated as to whether there lÄIere changes from pre test to

post test. There v¡ere no significant repeated measures effect

among these techniques. This means that the responses to the

pre and post conflict management techniques were the same.

While normally one woul-d not examine univariate effects

where the multi variate effects l¡/ere not significant, in this

case because some of the variables measured adaptive changes

and some malad.aptive changes the repeated measures effect may

have been obscured. In fact on three of the five variables

that could be tested, significant repeated measures effects

\,rrere f ound.

These r^/ere conflict management technique; avoid Spouse

F(1,8) = IL-26t P<.05

Try to understand rny spouse's point of view

F(l-'8):5-75, P<.05

Give in

. F(l-,8) = Lo.75' P<.05 (See Figure 2 on the

following page) Two variables hlere not significant. These

lfere, try to reach a compromise and able to collaborate. One

variable, whine/complain until f get ny way could not be

tested because the pre and post measures were too highly
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FIGURE 2.

change in use of Responses from Pre Test to post Test
(before and after group therapy)

in Stroke-Affected Couples
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correlated for the anal-ysis to proceed.

In fact the analysis evaluating the differences among the

conflict management techniques was significant confirming that

there hrere differences among the responses. This means the

maladaptive and adaptive techniques did not agree.

F(5,40) :8.28 P<.05

Also, there hras a significant interaction between the

responses and the repeated measures ef fect. The iÀtay the

responses changed from pre test to post test depended on which

question or confl-ict management technique rdas asked. Adaptive

techniques went up from pre test to post test and maladaptive

techniques went down from pre test to post test.

F(5,40) = 8.57 P<.05

Vtas there an increase in the scores from pre test to post

test on the adaptive techniques on the Conflict Management

Questionnaire for the group of stroke survivors (maIes) ?

Comparing the means of the adaptive techniques on the pre

test, try to understand my spouse's point of vj-ew 1-.OOO, try

to reach a compromise 1-.200 and ny spouse and I are able to

collaborate 1.400 with the means on the post test, 1.800,

2.000 and 2 .2OO respectively, there !ùas a change, âD increase

of .800 for all three techniques. The means on all the

maladaptive techniques decreased. The findings suggested that
there was a significant change from pre test to post test.

Irlas there an increase in the scores from pre test to post

test on the adaptive techniques on the Conflict Management
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Questionnaire for the group of spouses (females) ?

comparing the means of the adaptive techniques on the pre

test, try to understand my spouse's point of view 1.ooo, try

to reach a compromise l-.250 and my spouse and I are able to

collaborate 1.250 with the means on the post test I L.000,

2.500 and 2.500 respectively, there was a change an increase

of .25O on two of the adaptive techniques. The means on two

of the maladaptive techniques decreased and one rernained

constant. The findings suggested that there was a significant

change from Pre test to Post test-

on the severity of the sources of conflict,

Dependence/Overprotectiveness, RoIe Change/Role Reversal and

Soci-al- Isolation/Loneliness, since the stroke were there

differences due to gender? A Multivariate. Analysis of

Variance was used to determine if there were any differences

in the severity of conflict on these three measures between

the males and females. This was not significant.

SUMI|ÍjLRY

There v/as no difference between the rnales and femal-es on

the pre test measure of assertiveness and conflict management

techniques. There \,\Ias no dif f erence between the mal-es and the

femal-es on the post test measure of assertiveness and conflict

management techniques.

The treatment had an ef f ect on assertiveness. There r^rere

changes in the group of stroke survivors (maIes) fron pre test

to post test on the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule as the mean
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score increased. There viere changes in the group of spouses

(females)fronpretesttoposttestontheRathus

Asserti-veness Schedule as the mean score increased'

There v/ere changes in the group of stroke survivors

(males) from pre test to post test on the cônflict ManagTement

Questionnaire as the mean scores on all the adaptive

techniques increased. There were changes in the group of

spouses (females) from pre test to post test on the conflict

Management Questionnaire as the mean scores on two of the

adaptive techniques increased'

The lack of a multi variate effect may be attributable to

the fact that some of the variables assessed changes in an

adaptive direction and some in a naladaptive direction'

Sincethegroupexperience,memberswerehandling

confl-ict in a more effective waY, part of which required

tatking about ones, feelings in an assertive manner' The

highest possible score a member could get on the Rathus

Assertiveness schedule vias +45 and the mean pre test score for

the nine group members was -2.78. The Writer's assessment of

these couples was that they needed to learn adaptive

techniques to handl-e conflict, part of which was to increase

their level of assertiveness. The writer speculated that the

stroke survivors may have been more assertive prior to their

having experienced a stroke. Most of the members have

increased thelr assertive responses since their invol-vement in

this group/s.
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The research findings supported Keller and Hughston's

(l-981) claim that the elderly need assertiveness training to

handle difficul-t interpersonal situations competently. The

mean pre test score on the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule was

-2.78 which was quite Iow. Like Fernandez-Ballesteros et al
(1,988), Franzke (L987 ) and Toseland and Rose (L978) | the

writer found that the assertiveness responses of the elderly

could be increased by training. This research suggested that

assertiveness training and conflict management training with

the elderly in a group setting, using an active role-play
approach emphasizing practice was an effective j-nÈervention.
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CHÀPTER 8

CONCLUSTONS

A treatment group approach $tas an effective method of

intervention for stroke couples since they were al-l dealing

with losses and changes in their life style and relationship.

There !,tas an need f or these couples to receive help with

identifying and copíng with their emotions. A1so, there was

a need for the couples to receive help in opening up and

communicating about dependency issues, roles, their social

l-ife, decision making, sex and caring. They required support

to accomplish these tasks.

MutuaI aid and support facilitated the sharing of common

emotions, problems and l-osses therefore, disburdening some of

the isolation these couples frequently experience. Members

\Â/ere abl-e to receive and give support to each other rel-ated to

identifying and coping with their emotions.

The literature review helped dÍrect and predict the needs

of these couples. The knowledge that these couples often have

common problems, losses and difficulties in dealing with life

style changes helped in developing the interventions used with

them in this practicum.

The benefits of usi-ng a group intervention with the

elderly were numerous. Loss v¡as a contmon theme for this

population and social isolaÈion and loneliness were common

concerns for many elderJ-y people therefore, a therapist could

attend to the needs of several- clients at once which was more
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economical and tirne saving than individual therapy. The

elderly had an opportunity for peer involvement which

decreased social isolation. Generalì-y, the elderly were good

at providing social stinrulation among themselves. Listening

to how others had coped with their losses could inspire

clj-ents towards better adjustrnent. In a group setting the

elderly began to realize they were not alone in experiencing

problems. AIso, to learn that others had the same feelings

and experiences could be very reassuring.

There vJere some weaknesses in using a group approach.

The elderly experienced probJ-ems getting to the group sessions

on time because of their dependency on public transportation

which was not a1r^tays relj-ab1e. It was important to include

all members in the sessions. Various sensory losses required

exquisite handling by the leader as elderly people with such

losses withdrew from the group if the l-eader did not draw them

into the process.

A member in one of the groups was accusing and

bel-ittl-ing. It was suggested to the couple to have some

individual counselling. The leader agreed to have a separate

session with this couple or make a referral. Another member

tended to go on and on a lot and get off topic. The leader

needed a strategy to cut her off. A hearing impaired person

was a problern in the group, he withdrew into himself and the

leader needed to keep bringing hirn into the group.

Although, members did learn from their exposure to the
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assertive and negotiating skiIls some more than others, basic

communication skills appeared to be l-acking especially in the

stroke survivor,s group. Some members had difficulty replying

to the open ended questions, what does that mean for you?,

What does that mean for your life? The spouses woul-d have

liked longer group sessions. The stroke survivors did not and

two said they would have liked shorter sessions.

Due to the above factors, the v¡riter would recommend the

groups run for a longer period of time with the initial

emphasize on basic communication skills. If some members feel

the group v/as not covering much ground in just dealing with

basic communication ski1]s, the leader woul-d have to be

fl-exible and take individual skill Levels into consideration

in determining when to move forward to more adVanced skills'

The stroke survivors could meet twice a week for one and one-

half hours. The spouses could meet once a week for three

hours. once these basic skills had been developed

sufficiently in the members, the leader could move forward in

assisting them with assertiveness and confl-ict management

skill- develoPment.

In the writerrs opinion¡ â couple are two unique

individuals who have to learn to negotiate their differences

and the model- used in this practicum \t¡as very practical. To

be good at using this model took lots of practice, effort and

time and in fact was ongoing.

All members benefitted from the interventions in several
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ways. Most couples had made an effort and continue working

towards reaching their goal. This also applied to the stroke

survivor who attended without his spouse. one couple v,ras

either not using the skills much to resolve their differences

or felt they would not work. Putting these skills into use

when needed $/as ongoing for all people.

Members did share their common problems and received

support in their efforts to work around some of the changes

they needed to deal- with. Some members practised skills by

exercises, rol-e-playing and rece j-ved f eedback from others.

Mutual aid and support in the group setting all-owed the

sharj-ng of negative feelings about their problems and losses.

Members benefitted from ventilating their emotions. Members

appreciated the social- contact with others who'were dealing

with simil-ar problems and some meaningful relationships

between members developed.

This has been a very significant task for the writer to

develop this practicum and see it to íts completion.

Designing the study and several questionnaires plus adapting

a few questj-onnaires specifically for the study was a

challenging experience for the writer. To find appropriaLe

and helpful conceptual frameworks for the intervention was

t j-me consuming. Finding a suitable setting to do the study

and then enough participants hras dif f icul-t and very time

consuming for the writer.

The writer had benefitted from this whol-e practicum
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process in several ways. The implementation of this practicum

had a]]owed the v¡riter to experience in practice most of the

theory in the literature review. It had given the writer a

very broad, clinical experience by working v/ith .both the

disabl-ed and non disabled elderIy, males anðl fernales, couples

and caregivers. AI1 this had been a nev¡ and challenging

experience for the writer.

Since this hlas the writers first experj-ence organizing

and establishing a treatment group, the writer \^/as able to

learn and apply group leadership and other skills necessary to

operate an effective treatment group.

some of the specific ski1ls, the writer gained from

running the groups v/ere invaluable. Linking group members by

pointing out shared losses, feelings and experiences assisted

members in seeing their common concerns, which facilitated

identification between members and established social

interaction. Secondly, the writer learned how irnportant it

was to attend to scanning the whole group to see where the

varj-ous members were ât, so that they did not tune out'

Thirdly, the writer l-earned how important it vlas to develop

strategies to get members re-focused who got off the topic.

In addition, early in the life of the group the writer changed

her style of role-ptaying with the members thus she felt more

comfortable and as a result the members benefitted to a

greater extent.

The writer learned how to help these couple',s cope'
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ventj-l-ate their feelings and apply skill-s to enhance their

ability to cope with the stroke and their changed

relationshiP.
Thispracticumexperiencehadbeenapositiveand

meaningful experience for both the group members and the

writer.
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Appendix A

AN ASSERTIVE STYI,E
B.E.S.T. UETHOD

Formulae:

$lhen you
Nonjudgrmental description of the other
person's behaviour

I feel
Describe your feetings about the other
personts behaviour

What I would like
Your request

What I will do
Your intention - If You are willing
to give some he1P, You can tell the
other person v¡hat you are prepar.ed
to do

Source: Schulz, W. (i-989) . Making Friends, Peguis Publishers
Lirnited, ialinnipeg , Manitoba . 51- .
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Appendix B

NO-LOSE PROBLE}Í SOI,VING I.ÍODEL FOR NEGOEIATING

An Àssertive Sty1e
B.E.S.T. Method

Formulae:

I feel
Describe your feelings about the other person's

behaviour

when you
Nonjudgmental- description of the other person's

behaviour

What f would like
Your request

lrlhat I will- do
Your intention

A No-Lose problem sol-ving model for Negotiating
Eight steps are involved:

1-. Identify the problem and what I want

2. Select an appropriate time and place to speak to the
other person

3. Using an assertive style describe the problem and your
needs to the other person

4. Ask for feedback to make sure the other person knows what
you are saying. This ensures that they understand you.

5. Ask the other person, rlWhat do you want or need?r'

6. Let thern know what you have heard to be sure you
understand their need.
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7. Negotiating a solution

a) identify and define both person's problem and needs

b) brainstorm solutions/options and do not judge them

c) evaluate these solutions/options

d) choose one which is workable

8. Follow-up the sol-ution

Think about how wel} the sol-ution/option chosen turned
out.

Source: Schu1z, W. (1989). Making Friends, Peguis Publ-ishers
Linited, Winnipeg, Manitoba . 51- .

Ad1er, R.B. & Townê, N. (L984) . Looking Out Looking In.
4th Edition, New York,' Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
348-355.
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Appendix C

-VERBAL

NON-ASSERTI\rE

Apologetic words
Veiled meanings
Hedging; failure to come
to point
Rambling; disconnected
At loss for words.
Failure to say what you
really mean.
"I mean, "You know."

Actions instead of words,
hoping someone
will guess what you want.
Looking as if you don't
mean what you say.

Weak, hesitant, soft
sometimes wavering

Avert,ed; downcasti teary
pleading

Lean for support; stooped;
excessive head nodding

Fidgety, fluttery, clammy

L.2., Cobur, K. and Pearlman,

I. NON-VERBAL
GENERAL

VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL COMPONENTS OF BEHÀVIOURS

Specific
L. Voice

2. Eyes

3. Stance and
posture

4. Hande

Source: Bloom,

Statement of wants.
Honest st,atement of
feelings.
Objective vrords.
Direct statements, which
say what you mean.
'r I r' -- messages.

ASSERTTVE

Attentive listening
behaviour
General assured manner,
communicating caring
and strength.

f irm, \,rarm, well--modulated,
relaxed.

Open, frank, direct, Eye-
contact, but not staring

WeIl-balancedi straight-on;
erect, relaxed

Relaxed motions

"Loaded" words.
Accusations.
Descriptive, subjective
terms
Imperious, superior words
"You" -- messages, that
blame or label.

AGGRESSIVE

Exaggerated show of
strength
FIippant, sarcastic style
Air of superiority.

Tense, shrill, loud, shaky
cold, "deadly quiet";
demanding, superior,
authoritarian.

Expressionless i narror^¡edi
cold; staring; not really
"seeing" you.

Hands on hips; feet apart
Stiff & rigid; rude
imperious

Clenched; abrupt geeturee;
finger-pointing; fist
pounding.

J. ( 197s )
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Appendix D YoUR LEGITIMÀTE RIGHTS

you did not have much choice about which traditional aseumptions you
were taught as a child. Now. however, you have the option of deciding
whether úo continue behaving according to assumptions that keep you from
being an assertive adult. Eàch of these mistaken assumptions violates one
of your Ìegitimate rights as an adult:

Mistaken lraditiona)- Assumptions Your Legitimate Rights

1. It is selfish to put your You have a right to put
needs before otheis' needs. yourself first, eometimes'

2. It is ehameful to make mistakes. You have a right to make
You should have an aPProPriate mistakes'
response for everY occasion.

3. If you can,t convlnce others You have a right to be
thal your feelings are reason- the final judge of your
able, then they must be wrong, feelings and accept
or maybe yo,r are going crazy. them as legitimate.

4. You should respecÈ the views You have a right to have
of others, espècially if they your ovrn opinions and
are in a posilion of authority. convictions'
Keep you differences of oPinion
to yourself. Listen and learn.

5. you should always try to be You have a right to
Iogical and conèistent. change your mind or

decide on a different
course of action.

6. You should be flexibte and You have a right to
adjust. others have good Protest unfair.treat-
r"áson= for their actions and ment or criticism.
it's not polite to question
them.

7. you should never interrupt You have a right to
people. Asking questions reveals interrupt in order to
loui stupidity-to others. ask for clarification.

8. Things could get even worse, You have a righÈ to
don't rock the þoat. negotiate for change'

9. you shouldn,t take up others' You have a right to ask
valuable time with your problems. for help or emotional

support.

10. People don't want to hear that You have a right to
you feel bad, so keep it to yourself. feel and express pain.

11. When someone takes the time to You have a right to
give you advice, you should take ignore the advice of
it very seriously. They are others.
often right.
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12. Knowing that you did something
well !e ite own reward. PeoPIe
don't like show-offs. Successful
people are secretly disliked and
envied. Be modest when comPli-
mented.

13. You should always try to acconìmo-
date others. If you don't they
won't be there when you need them.

14. Don't be anti-eocial. People are
going to think you don't like them
if you say you'd rather be alone
instead of with them.

15. You ehould always have a good
reason for what you feel and do.

16. Wherl someone is in trouþ1e, you
should help them.

I7. You should be sensitive to the
needs and wishes of others, even
when they are unable to tell you
what they want.

18. It's al-ways a good policy to
stay on people's good side.

L9. lt's not nice to put people off.
If questioned, give an answer.

Source: Davis, M. Eshelman, E.R. and McKay, M. (L988).
Stress Reduction Workbook. Third Edition New Harbinger
]-34.

Keep in mind that assertiveness com¡nunication is based on the
assumption that you are the best judge of your thoughts' feelings, wantg
and behaviours. Nobody is better informed than you regarding how your
heredity, history and current circumstances have shaped you into an unique
human being, therefore, you are the best advocate for expressing your
position on important issues. Because of your uniqueness, there are many
times when you differ with significant peopJ-e in your life. Rather than
overpower the meek or give in to the aggressive, you have the right to
express your position and try to negotiate your differences.

You have a right to
receive formal recognition
for your work and
achievements.

You have a right to eay
ttno".

You have a right to be
alone, even if others
would prefer your
company.

You have a right not to
have to justify yourself
t.o others.

You have a right not to
take responsibility for
someone else's problem.

You have a right not to
have Èo anticipate
others' needs and
wishes.

You have a right not to
al-ways vrorry about the
goodwill of others.

You have a right to choose
not to respond to a
situation.

The Relaxation and
Publ-ications. 133-
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Appendix E

3 .'OPTIONS'' EXERCISE

Hi, I would like to ask a favor. Since you are going out of town for a
week, I wonder if I could borrow your car? (This person is a cl-ose friend
and you know plenty about his or her driving habits. )

PASSIVE

AGGRESSIVE. . .

ASSERTIVE

You are in the midst of eating dinner. The telephone rings. It is your
sister who starts the conversation with: "I know this is a bad time to
call you, but I have an important decislon to make soon and I just have to
talk it over with someone.

PASSIVE

AGGRESSTVE. . . .

ASSERTIVE

you are standing in a long tine at a movie theatre. When you are near the
front of the line, a man approaches you and asks you to buy tickets for
him. You reply:

PASSIVE .....

AGGRESSIVE. . . .

ASSERTIVE

You have had the interior of your home painted. As you begin movlng the
furniture back into place you notice that there is paint splattered aII
over the floor. You are angry. You decide to call the painter-

PASSIVE

AGGRESSIVE....

ASSERTIVE

you are sitting in a movie theatre. The person next to you is emoking and
you find this very annoying and distracting. Your reply:

PASSIVE

AGGRESSTVE. . . .

ASSERTIVE

Source: Unknown
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Appendix F
DISCRIMINATION: ASSERTIVE,AGGRESSM, PASSI BEHAVIOUR

AaP

Situation:

1. You have set aside 4-5:00
for things you Ì¡rant or need to
do. Someone asks you at that
time to visit with you. You
aay:

2. A women gets silent, instead
of saying what is on her mind.
You say:

3. Your partner has criticized
your appearance in front of
friends, you say:

4. A friend has often borrowed
small amount of money and does
not return as asked. She again
asks for a small loan which you
would rather not give her. You
say:

5. A neighbour has been
constantly borrowing your
vacuum. The last time she
broke it. !{hen she asks for it
again, you say:

6. A woman is being interviewed
for a job, in the process of
which the interviewer looks at
her leeringJ-y and say "I'm sure
you have aI1 the gual-ifications
for the job". She responds:

7. Your mate vrants to go out
for a late night snack. You
are too tired and say:

8. You are walking to the copy
machine when a fellow employee,
who always asks you to do his
copying, asks you where you are
going. You respond:

9. A parent is - talking with
married chiLd on the telephone
and would Iike the child to
come for a visit. The parent
says:

Response:

WelI, eh, I can Eee you at that
time. ft is 4:00 Monday then.
Are you sure that ie a good
time for you?

Here it comes. The big silent
treatment. Would it kill you
to spiÈ it out just once?

I realIy feel hurt when you
criticize my appearance in
front of people. If you have
something to say, please say it
at home before we leave.

I only have enough money to pay
for my funch today.

I am sorry, but I do not r,rant
to lend my vacuum anymore. The
Iast time I Ìoaned it, it was
returned broken.

I am sure I am quite capable of
doing the work here.

I realJ-y do not feel like going
out tonight. I am too tired.
But I wiII go.

I am going to the Celtics ball
game. Where does it look l-ike
f am going?

I had a funny dream last night.
I dreamt that the grandchildren
came to visit me.

Source: North Island Women's Society (L984). Workinq Toqether for Chanqe
' Copywright 1984, 70
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Appendix G

CLIENT NAME:

INTERACTION LOG (ADAPTED)

DAY AND DATE:

Source: Bloom, M & Fischer,
Prentice-Hall Inc.

!'TAS YOUR
BEHAVIOR ASSERI-

IVE? DID YOU
COLLABORÀTE OR

J. (L982) Evaluating
Englewood cliffs, New

Practice: Guidelines
Jersey.190

]-34
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Appendix H
Example Copy

CLIENT NA}IE:

199 1
Mar 29 at home My wife and I

or husband
and I

INTERACTION LOG

APr' 4 at home 
H Ët;"$:"å
and I

When you are My lateness
continually really bothers
late I feel you.
irritated and
angry. I would
like you to be
ready when we have
to leave to go
somewhere.
I will tell you
1l hours before
we have to leave so
you can be on time.

Source: Janzen, C.G. (1990)

DAY AND DATE:

t,lhen you go out
to movies with
your friends
and do not
include me, I
feel left out.
I would like you'
to include me
sometimes.
I will tell you
when this bothers
me.

WAS YOUR
BEHAVTOR ASSERT-

IVE? DID YOU
COLLABORÀTE OR

Yes, are you
willing to try
and be on time?

I did not Yes,
realize you like
were feeling
left out when
I go to the
movies with my
friends. Let's
go to a movie
together sometime
this week.

Yes.
Collaborated
as wife/husband
agreed to this
pIan.

I would Yes
t,o do that. Collaborated.
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Appendix I

.A,PPLICATION OF THE NO LOSE PROBLEM SOLVING
MODEL FOR NEGOTTATING

An example of a conmon problem for a stroke couple and how
these frameworks are applicable: The spouse wants ,to go out
to concerts, movies, sþrts events, and restaurants but the
survivor wants to reitrict their social 1ífe to having friends
and relatives visit in the home.

B.E.S.T. Method: Survivor says to spouse:
When you insist that I go out to movies, concerts, and other
community activities, I feel annoyed because I am

uncomforlable being out in public. I would like us to have
friends and relatives over more often for meals, barbecues,
birthdays, special occasions, grames, etc- I'Il try and let
you knoú when this annoys me. I am open to suggestions about
our social life.

No-Lose Problem Solving Model for Negotiating: l

1-. Problems and needs
Survivor and sPouse

survivor needs a large
restricted to the home.
concerts, movies, for
community.

have unfulfill-ed social needs. The
portion of his social activities
The spouse needs to get out more to

Iunch and other activities in the

2. They select a time when they are both available and have
their irivacy at home. The timing is convenient for both and
they ¡-otn have the inclination to tatk about the problem at
hand and are not tired.

3. Using an assertive style describe the problem and your
needs to the other person. Survivor says to spouse.
When you insist that I go out to rnovies, concerts and other
community activities,
f feet annoyed because I am uncomfortable being out in public.
I would likè us to have friends and relatives over more often
for meals, barbecues, birthdays, special occasions, games,
etc. Ir11 try and let you know when this annoys me. I am

open to suggestions about our social life.

4. The survivor asks his spouse to tell hiin what he has just
said so he is sure she understands his needs. The spouse Says
rryou need to be involved in social activities at home and want
more company over. rr

5 . The survivor asks his spouse rrwhat do you need?rr the
spouse says rrI need to social-ize more in the community.rl
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6. The survivor paraphrases her response to make sure that he
has understood her need. rrYou need to get out more and be
involved in activities in the community.rl
If both people's needs can be met at this point; by the couple
knowing each others needs and agreeing on a plan very easily
they have collaborated therefore, the seventh step of
negotiating is not necessary.

7. Negotiating a solution:
a) Both people have unfulfilled social needs. The

survivor needs a large portion of his social
activities restricted to the home. The spouse needs
to get out more to be invol-ved in community
activities.

b) Brainstorm solutions/options:
Rent movies and watch sports events on TV together
at home.
Order in restaurant meal-s and have them delivered.
Have more people in for meaIs, parties and barbecues
and play cribbage and other games.
Survivor attends restaurant with spouse for every
time she hosts a party or barbecue at home.

Survivor and spouse find some activities in the
community which they both enjoy so they can get out
together more often
Spouse will go to concerts and lunch twice a week with
friends if survivor will agree. Spouse will arrange
to have more people over.

c) The couple evaluate the solutions from b.

d) The couple choose the last solution because they feel
it may be workable.

8. Follow-up the solutions
The couple will appÌy their chosen solutj-on and think

about how well, their choice turned out.

Problems such as the above r^Iere role-played in both the
survivor's group and the spouse's group.
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Appendix J
COMMON PROBLEM OUESTÏONNAIRE

PRE STROKE

FOR STROKE SURVIVOR CLÏENT'S NA-ME

INTERVIEW DATE

This questionnaire is designed to measure what life was
like with your spouse, prior to your stroke.

Dependence / Overprotect ivenes s
Would you telI me how you managed to get these self care

activities done?
Bathing:
Grooming:
Dressing:

How much confl-ict do you feel this caused between you and
your husband/wife?

l-234
Little or no Some Moderate Strong

conflict conflict conflict confl-ict

Role Change/Role Reversal
How was the family income earned?

How were the bilIs paid and the budget balanced?

How were the household repairs handled?

How were the car repaj-rs looked after?

How was the cooking and shopping done?

How much conflict do you feel this caused between you and your
husband/wife?

1234
Little or no Some Moderate Strong

conflict conflict conflict conflict

Social Isolation/Loneliness
How uras your social life, your visits with friends,

neighbours and relatives and getting out to social- gatherings?

How much conflj-ct do you feel this caused between you and your
husband/wife?

l_234
Litt1e or no Some Moderate Strong

. conflict conflict confl-ict conflict

Source: Janzen, C.G. (L990)
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Appendix J
COMMON PROBLEM OUESTIONNATRE

PRE STROKE

FOR SPOUSE ET,TENT ' S NAME

TNTFRVTET,V DÀTF:

This questionnaire is designed to measure what life was
like with your spouse, prior to his stroke.

Dependence / Overprotect ivenes s
I{ould you teII me how your spouse managed to get these

self care activities done?
Bathing:
GroomJ-ng:
Dressing:

How much conflict do you feel this caused between you and
your husband/wife?

l-234
Litt1e or no Some Moderate Strong

conflict conflict confl,ict conflict

Role Change/Role Reversal
How was the fanily income earned?

How were the bilIs paid and the budget balanced?

How were the household repairs handled?

How were the car repairs looked after?

How was the cooking and shopping done?

How much conflict do you feel this caused between you and your
husband /wife?

1234
Litt1e or no Some Moderate Strong

conflict conflict conflict conflict

Social Isolation/Loneliness
How rì/as your social l-ife, your visits with friends,

neighbours and.relatives and getting out to social gatherings?

How much conflict do you feel this caused between you and your
husband /wife?

1234
Little or no Some Moderate Strong

conflict conflict conflict conflict

Source: Janzen, C.G. (l-990)
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Appendix K
COMMON PROBLEM OUESTIONNATRE

SINCE STROKE

FOR STROKE SURVIVOR CT,TTINT ' S NAME

INTERVIEI^I DATE

This questionnaire is designed to measure what life was
like with your spouse, since your stroke.

Dependence / overprotect iveness
how you are managing to get these self

care activities done?
Bathing:
Grooming:
Dressing:

How much confl-ict do you feel this causes between you and
your husband/wife?

r234
Little or no Some Moderate Strong

conflict conflict conflict conflict

RoIe Change/Role Reversal
How is the familY income earned?

How are the bills paid and the budget balanced?

How are the household repairs handled?

How are the car repairs l-ooked after?

Ho\,ü is the cooking and shopping done?

How much conflict do you feel- this causes between you and your
husband/wife?

1,234
Litt1e or no Some Moderate Strong

conflict conflict conflict conflict

SociaI Isolation/Loneliness
iaf life, Your visits witn friends,

neighbours andl relatives and getting out to social gatherings?

How much conflict do you feel this causes between you and your
husband/wife?

L234
Little or no Some Moderate Strong

conflict conflict conflict conflict

Source : Janzen, C. G. ( 1-99 0 )
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Appendix K
COMMON PROBLEM OUESTIONNAIRE

SINCE STROKE

FOR SPOUSE CLIENT' S NA}ÍE

TNTERVIEW DATE

This questionnaire is designed to measure what life was
like with your spouse, since your stroke.

Dependence / OverProtect ivenes s
@ teII me how your spouse is managing to get
these self care activities done?
Bathing:
Grooming:
Dressing:

How much conflict do you feel this causes between you and
your husband/wife?

1-234
Little or no Some Moderate Strong

conflict conflict conflict conflict

Role Chancre/RoIe Reversal
How is the fanilY income earned?

How are the bills paid and the budget bal-anced?

Hov/ are the household repairs handled?

How are the car repairs looked after?

How is the cooking and shopping done?

How much conf l-ict do you feel- this causes between you and your
husband/wife?

1-234
Little or no Some Moderate Strong

conflict conflict conflict confl-ict

Social- Isolation/Loneliness
áf Iife, Your visits with friends,

neighbours and relatives and getting out to social gatherings?

How much confl-ict do you feel this causes between you and your
husband/wife?

L234
Litt1e or no Some Moderate Strong

confl-ict conflict conflict conflict

Source: Janzen, C.G. (l-990)
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Appendix L

CONFLICT }ÍANAGEMENT OUESTIONNAIRE (ADÀPTED)

Cl-ient' s Name :
Interview Date:

How do you usually handle confticts with your spouse?

After each of the following techniques, indicate whether you
use it.

l-. Never NR: No rePonse
2. RareIY
3. FrequentlY
4. Very frequentJ-Y

l-. Avoid my spouse

2. Change the subject

3. Try to understand rny spouse's poj-nt of view

4. Try to turn the conflict into a joke

5. Admit that I was wrong even if I do not
believe I am

6. Give in

7. Apologize

8. Try to find out specifically what !üe agree on
and disagree on to narrow down the conflict

9. Try to reach a compromise

l-0. Pretend to agree

l-l-. Get another person to decide who is right

1-2. Threaten mY spouse

1-3. Fight it out physicallY

1,4. PJ-ay the martyr, give in, but let rny spouse
know how much I am suffering

15. Whine or complain until f get my \^/ay

. 16. My spouse and f are able to collaborate

Source: Haid, J (1988) Assertiveness Training Inlorkshop
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Appendix M

RÀTHUS ASSERTMNESS SCHEDULE (ADAPFEDI

Indicate how characteristic or descriptive each of the
foll-owing staternent is of you by using the code given below.

+3 very characteristic of me, extremely descriptive
+2 rather characteristic of me, quite descriptive
+t- somewhat characteristic of me, slightly descriptive
-1- somewhat uncharacteristic of me, slightly nondescriptive
-Z rather uncharacteristic of me, quite nondescriptive
-3 very uncharacteristic of me, extremely nondescriptive

2.

1-. When the f ood served at a
satisfaction, r cornPlain
waitress.

ff a salesman has gone to
me merchandise which is
difficult time in saying

restaurant is not done to mY
about it to the waiter or

considerabl-e trouble to shor^¡
not quite suitable, I have a

nNor. *

of sounding

that I will

To be honest, people often take advantage of me.*

I enjoy starting conversations with new acquaintances
and strangers

5. I will hesitate to make phone calIs to business
establishments and institutions. *

6. I find it embarrassing to return merchandise.*

7. If a close and respected relative l¡/ere annoying me,
I would smother my feelings rather than express my
annoyance. *

8. I have avoided asking questions for fear
stuPid. *

9. During an argurnent I am sometimes afraid
I wiII shake all over.*get so upset that

10. When I have done something important or worthwhile,
about it.I manage to l-et others know

l-1. I am open and frank about ny feelings.

L2. f of ten have a hard time saying rrNorr . *

l-3. I tend to bottle up my ernotions rather than make a
scene. *
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1_4. If a couple near me in a theatre or a lecture hrere
conversing rather loudly, I would ask them to be
quiet or to take their conversation elsewhere'

l-5. I am quick to express an opinion.

a Total- score obtained ny adding numerical responses to each
item, after. changing the signs of reversed items'

* Reversed iterns.

Source: Rathus, S.A. (1,973) A 30 item schedul-e for assessing
assertive behavior Behavior Therapy, 4, 399-400.
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Appendix N

SUM}I.ARY RECORDING FORM FOR GROUP SESSIONS

Group Name: Beginning Date:

Social $Iorker's Name: Termination Date:

Date of Session:Session Number:-

Members Present:
a,¡, - ..

Members Absent:

Purpose of the GrouP:

Goal-s for this session:

ActivÍties to meet these goals:

Social- worker's analysis of the session:

Plans for future sesslons:

Source: Toseland, R.W. & Rivas, R.E. (L984) An Introduction to
Groups Work Practice. MacMillan Publ-ishing company. 3l-o
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Appendix O

CLIENT'S SESSfON EVALUATION FORM

l-. I¡tas the information presented about interpersonal- skills
helpful to you in understanding the concepts of assertive
behävior and the collaboration and negotiating conflict
management stYles?

very helpful somewhat
helpful

2. I{hat information did You

a litt1e
helpful

find the most

not at all-
helpful

helpful?

3. Rate the effectiveness of the leader j-n this group session:

very helpful somewhat a litt1e
helpful helpful

did you find most he1Pful about the

not at al-l
helpful

group during this4. What
session?

5. What did you find least helpful about the group?

6. Overall, rate your satisfaction today's group meeting:

5

with

42

very satisfied
satisfied

neutral dissatisfied very dj-ssatisfied

7. Additional comments:

Source: Toseland, R.W.
To Group l,lork Practice.

& Rivas, R.F. (l-984)
MacMiltan Publ-ishing

An Introduction
Company. 31,4
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Appendix P

FEEDBACK OUESTIONNÀIRE

Your feedback and candid eval-uation of the group you just
experienced wilI assist me in rnaking future improvements.

1-. To what extent \^¡ere your expectations of the group met?
(circle one)

not at all moderatelY completely
l-2345

2. Which aspects of the group fell- short of your expectations?

3. !'lhich aspects of the group exceeded your expectations?

4. To what extent do you perceive a change in your
assertiveness and conflict management skilIs as a result of
your participation in the groups? (Circle one)

not at all moderatelY cornPletelY
!2345

5. Do you find that you are using these skills that you
learned in the group in everyday situations? (Circ]e one)

not at all moderatelY comPletelY
1,2345

6. Rate the helpfulness of the leader. (Circle one)

not at al-l- a litt1e somewhat very
helpful heIPfuI helPful helPfu1

7 . lrlhat did you f ind most helpful about the group? What made
. the group successful?
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8. What did you find least helpful about the group? How could
this group be irnproved?

9. overall, rate your satisfaction with the group.

very dissatisfied neutral- satisfied very
dissatisfied satisfied

l-0. I would recommend this type of group to couples who are
adjusting to líving with a stroke.

strongly disagree disagree agree strongì-y ag:ree
1234

Source: Janzen, C.G. (1990)
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Appendix Q

INFORMATION ABOUT TIIE COUPLES

Coup1e #3

couple #z had been married 3 years. This was a second
marriage for the husband and a first marriage for the wife.
fhe huJband, Stroke Survivor #3 was 63 and his wife, Spouse #3
hras 47 years o1d. She was ernployed part time.

According to Stroke Survivor #3 before the stroke there
was no conflict regarding the three common problems. Some

changes had occurred since the stroke. There was Some

contÍict with regards to dependence/overprotectiveness.
Stroke Survivor #3 lotd the writer the following inforrnation.
He hras bored in the house, liked to get out but could not
drive. He did not like depending on his spouse to drive hin
around. AIso, there wa! nodérate conflict with social
isolation/loneliness. Some of his friends had stopped calling
and visiting because they did not know how to handle his
disabitity and he had been hurt by this neglect. He did not
like going to church, large gatherings, bowling banquets or
visitíng nis wife's mother weekly but his wife liked going to
alI theãe things. He felt uncomfortable seen in public using
a cane because his wife v/as Young.

According to spouse #l before the stroke there was no
confl-ict regarding the three common problems. Changes that
had occurred sincã the stroke were: there hlas some conflict
with regards to dependence/overprotectiveness. Spouse #Z
reporteð the following information. Her spouse was dependent
on her to drive him ãround. He did not l-ike to use Handi
Transit that much because it was inconvenient. He was bored.
This worried her the most. There was moderate conflict with
regards to social isotation/Ioneliness. She l-iked to go out
soóialty and felt uncomfortable going to church alone.
Sometimãs her spouse had pain and he did not want to go ou!.
He felt she wouta be ashamed or embarrassed being with him
because he used a cane as she was a young wife.

The source and intensity of the conflict was basically
the same for both spouses. Both experienced some conflict in
the area of. dependence/overprotectiveness and moderate
conflict in the area of socj-al isolation/loneliness. He was
bored and this worried his spouse. It appeared that she
thought he should be finding things to do on his own and using
tlandi Transit when she worked rather than depending on her.
She felt badly that some of his ol-d friends had dropped him.
She wanted to see him more active socially in things that were
of interest to her or both of them.
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BIOGRAPHY: Stroke Survivor #32

Prior to Stroke Survivor #3's retirement, he v/as
ernployed in several occupations as a teacher, real
estatã agent and administrator. He had a right CVA,
eighteen months ago. He walked with a cane and
could see on the right side on1Y.

GOAL: To be more assertive regarding my social
dissatísfaction witfr large gatherings.
To try and negotiate with spouse so both
most of our social- needs met.

needs and

of us get

OUTCOME:

Avoid my spouse

Try to understand
ny spousets
point of view

Give in

Try to reach a com-
promise

Whine/complain until
I get rny waY

Able to coll-.
aborate

1. Pre test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule

-1,6

2. Pre test Scores on
Conflict Management
Questionnaire

Post test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule

+l-

Post test Scores on
Conflict Management
Questionnaire

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

Stroke Survivor #3ts score on the Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule increased by 17. His post test scores on the
Conflict Management Questionnaire indicated that he did not
avoid his spouse but he still- gave in frequently. He tried to
understand his spouse's point of view frequently and was able
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to coll-aborate with his spouse. stroke survivor #3 indicated
to the writer that since the group he was attenpting to
collaborate with his spouse when- he saw it as needed and it
went we11. His goal wãs ongoing and the writer believed he

woutd continue tó work at accomplishing it'

BIOGRAPHY: spouse #3:

Spouse #3 v¡as employed part time as a nurse'

GOAL: To
To
of

be more assertive regarding rny social- needs '
try and do some negotiating with spouse so both
us get most of our social needs met'

OUTCOME:

-L6

2. Pre test Scores on
Conflict Management
Questionnaire

Avoid mY spouse NR

Try to understand
my sPousets
point of view NR

Give in 4

Try to reach a com-
prornise 2

whine/comPlain until
I get mY waY NR

Able to coII-
aborate NR

Spouse #3rs score on the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule
increased by 2L. Her post test scores on the conflict
Management Óuestionnaire indicated that she gave in less
freqúently and v/as able to collaborate with her spouse'

l-. Pre test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule

Post test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule

+5

Post test Scores on
Confliqt Management
Questionnaire

NR

NR

NR
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spouse #l indicated to the writer that she did collaborate
rñ"., something was important to her and it went well however,
that she and her spouse had not needed to collaborate or
negotiate much. Coriple #3 $tere working on their goals which
r"i" ongoing. eoln had increased their assertiveness
dramaticáffy-and were doing more social activities together.

CouPIe #4

couple #q had been married over 30 years. This htas a
second märriage for the husband and a first marriage. for the
wife. The nu-sþana, Stroke Survivor #+ \^/as 77 and his wife,
Spouse #4 hlas 61 Years old.' ecàording to Stroke Survivor #4 before the stroke there
r¿ras no confliót regarding the three conmon problems-. Since
the stroke the onfy sóurce of conflict was related to
dependence/overprotectiveness. He said there $¡as Some

"o-rlfti"t i; this area because he hlas a lot slower doing his
self care activities and getting around. He indicated that
ni=-"p"*se did not like it when he dernanded she get him things
he coutd get himself and was unco-operative'

According to Spouse #A before the stroke there 1¡ilas no
conf l-ict rega-raing the three common problems. Since the
stroke the only source of conf lict r¡tas related to
dependence/overprätectiveness and there vras moderate conflicL
in this area. õft" said her spouse demanded she help him when
he could do things and get things for himself'

The source of conflict for the spouses was basically the
same atthough, she saw the intensity of the conflict as more
severe than he did. Both realized that his demanding behavior
put a strain on their relationship.

BIOGRAPHY: Stroke Survivor #4

Prior to Stroke Survivor #4's retirernent, he r{Ias

employed as a machinist. He had a left cVÀ five
yeärr- ago. Stroke Survivor #q walked with a quad
èane. Hè could not use his right hand therefore, he
had-a great deal of difficulty writíng. Stroke
Survivor #4 was hearing irnpaired and wore a hearing
aid in his right ear. He had slurred speech and
spoke with an accent.

To try and negotiate with spouse when she is upset
with my demands or wants my co-operation.

GOAL:
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OUTCOME: 1.

Avoid rny spouse

Try to understand
my spousets
point of view

Give in

Try to reach a com-
promise

Whine/comptain until
I get rny waY

Able to coll--
aborate

BTOGRAPHY:

Pre test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule

2. Pre test Scores on
Conflict Management
Questionnaire

Post test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule

+5

Post test Scores on
Conflict Management
Questionnaire

-1-

NR

NR NR

Spouse #4:

Spouse #4 was a housewife.

To be more assertive when spouse is demanding
and unco-operative and attempt to do some
negotiating.

NR

Stroke Survivor #4's score on the Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule increased by 6. His post test scores on the Conflict
Management Questionn-aire indicated that he v/as avoiding his
spouÁe and giving in l-ess f requently and vras trying to
cãmpromise .tia *.ã able to col-laborate. He totd the writer
that he tried to negotiate and did not fly off the handle at
his spouse as much as he used to. He tried to think more
about what his spouse needed and wanted.

GOAL:
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OUTCOME:

Avoid my spouse

Try to understand
my spouse's
point of view

Give in

1. Pre test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule

-13

2. Pre test Scores on
Conflict Management
Questionnaire

Post test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule

+2

Post test Scores on
Confl-ict Management
Questionnaire

NRNR

Try to reach a com- 1 3

promise

Whine/complain until
I get my waY NR NR

Able to colI-
aborate NR 3

Spouse #4, s score on the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule
increased by l-5. Her post test scores on the Conflict
Management Questionnaire indicated that she did not avoid and
give in to her spouse nearly as much. She had tried to reach
a compromise and was able to collaborate frequently. Spouse
#q reported to the writer that it h/as easier for her to
negotiate and she took time to look at her spouse's point of
view. She said there v/as less arguing between them and her
spouse r¡/as more considerate. This couple had j-mproved their
rêl-ationship and it appeared they would continue working on
their ongoing goals.

Stroke Survivor #S had been married for over 30 years.
He was 61 years ol-d.

According to Stroke Survivor #5 before the stroke there
was no conflict regarding the three common problems. Since
the stroke the only source of conflict was related to social
isolation/toneliness. He reported that there was some
conflict because his spouse would Like them to be doing more
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activities together
The najor conflict
was their decrease

BIOGRAPHY:

and he did not feel uP to it at times.
between Stroke Survivor #S and his spouse
in joint social activities.

Stroke Survivor #S

Prior to Stoke Survj-vor #5's retirement, he $tas
employed as a rnachinist. He had a right CVA three
yeãrs- ago and as a result he used a wheelchair to
árnbulate. Stroke Survivor #5 was able to walk short
distances using a quad cane. He could not use his
Ieft hand. Stroke Survivor #S r¿'las a diabetic who
took seizures and spoke with an accent.

To be more assertive when something is
bothering me and attempt to collaboraLe/negotì-ate
with spouse especiaÌIy related to doing more things
together.

GOAL:

OUTCOME:

Avoid ny spouse
Try to understand

my spousets
point of view

Give in

Try to reach a com-
promise

Whine/complain until
I get my way

AbIe to co1I-
aborate

l-. Pre test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness
Schedul-e

+4

2. Pre test Scores on
Conflict Management
Questionnaire

Post test Score on
Rathus Assertiveness
Schedule

+t-0

Post test Scores on
Conflict Management
Questionnaire

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR
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Stroke Survivor #5's score on the Rathus Àssertiveness
Schedule increased by 6. His post test scores on the Conflict
Management Questionnaire indicated that he no longer avoided
his spouse but tried to understand her point of view and reach
a compromise about their social life. He reported to the
wrj-ter that he tal-ked more to his spouse about his wants and
needs regarding their social life. Stroke Survivor #5's
spouse confirmed this and said he was making more decisions.
His goal was ongoing and the writer believed he would continue
to work at accompl-ishing it.
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Appendix R

respectivelY:

Gaveinalot,gotangryandavoidedthesituationandsaid
nothing.

Didnottrytocompromise,collaborateornegotiate
differences.

Gave in a lot; did not atternpt to collaborate, compromise or
negotiate.

vle raised our voices very loudJ-y and then it was al} over'

Avoided things when they did not see eye to eye'

Post test summaries for Stroke Survivior #l- #2 ' #3 ' #4 and #5

respectivel!¡:

Spouseinitiatedsomeproblemsolvingbuthedidnot.He
lñought it \^/as good that she did this as they \^rere able to
collaborate sometimes.

Realizedthatcollaboratingornegotiating.wereuseful
tecnniques but he did not use them. He claimed his spouse \'tlas

not so fierY, had cooled down a bit'

Attempted to collaborate with spouse when needed and it went
well however, not needed very often'

Tried to negotiate if needed using handout from the group' He

did not fly off the handle at spouse as much. He thought more

about whaC she needed and wanted'

Talked more to spouse about his wants. and needs regarding
ùneir social- Iife- and tried to compromise with her' Spouse

"ã.riir*"d 
this and said he was rnaking more decisions'
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Appendix S

THE SPOUSES' PRE AND POST TEST SUMMARTES
ON THE CONFLTCT MANAGEMENT OUESTTONNATRE

Pre test summaries for Spouse #L, #2, #3 and, #4 resoectivelv:
rf something r,üas important enough she spoke up about it butissues did not a)-ways get resolved

Did not feel she shoutd have to compromise, col-raborate ornegotiate. she described herself as pigneaded, stubborn andobstinate.

IrIe gave in a lot of the time rather that compromising,negotiating or col-laborating.

lrle argued a lot, \uhen spouse was demanding and insisted r help
hj-m when he was abte to do things for himjelf, for example gelhis own jacket.

Post test summaries for Spouse #1, #2, #3 and 44 respectívefv:
Attempted to col-raborate and negotiate. she said she took
some initiative.
Tried a little to collaborate and negotiate with spouse butfelt it was not going to work

Had not needed to coll-aborate or negotiate much but hadcollaborated when something v/as inportánt to her and it wentwelI.

Easier for her to negotiate, took time to look at spouserspoint of view too. Had been less argumentative arìa morecoLraborating and negotiating. spouse was more consj_derate.
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Appendix T DESCRIPTION OF THE GROUP PROCESS.
STROKE SIIRVIVORS GROUP

BEGINNING PHASE March 5 - 19, L991-

Session 1: The first session was attended by five members.
The leader began by welcorning them to the group, introducing
them to one another, telling thern what to expect regarding
coffee breaks, washroom facilities etc. Members were given a
handout with norms (See Appendix U) and we v¡ent over these as
a group. These norms vrere taken from Toseland and Rivas's
(1984) treatment group contract and nodified. The wríter
called it tips for Good Group Membership and did not sign this
as an agireement or ask members to do so. Some wording was
changed, left out or added to the statements so they were not
patronizing and fit the specific needs of the group and the
leader. An additional statement |tallow each member to speak
without interruptionrr was incl-uded with the member¡s norms and
the last statement was ornitted from the leader's norms. Next,
the purpose of our group sessions, how we would deal with our
work, the function of the leader and how the leader would
assist them to meet their goals was discussed.

In order to help members to get to know each other on a
more personal level, to encouragie social interaction and to
build the group, members vùere asked to get' into pairs.
Members vùere asked to tel-I their partner their strengths, good
qualities and what they liked about themselves and were good
at. Members v/ere informed that after they finished talking to
their partner they woul-d be asked to introduce their partner
to the whol-e group.

The mernbers shared with each other their life's work,
hobbies and Stroke Survivor #Z his feelings of anger and
frustration over loosing his driver's l-icence. He was
legitimately angry and this was val-idated by the leader.

Session 2z The second group session l¡/as attended by five
members. The atmosphere ltas congenial. The leader introduced
the components of the three interpersonaf styles (See Appendix
C) using a flipchart. After each style was reviewed; an
example of a wife relating to her husband in that specific
style was provided. Members were asked rrCan you remember a
situation where you acted passiveJ-y and how you felt about
it?tt This same procedure followed for the other two styles in
order to make the topic relevant to the members. Stroke
Survivor #3 recall-ed his passiveness in his not wanting to go
out and do things. Stroke Survivor #S talked about his
inability to build baseinents, an ability he used to possess.
The leader acknor¿ledged his loss. Members did not offer any
situations where they acted aggressively or assertively. The
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theme of loss had emerged.
The leader introduced members to the legitinate rights

(See Appendix D) explained why it was important for the group
to become familiar with them and asked if members felt these
woutd help them feel more comfortable asserting themselves.
These rights stimutated some discussion. Several members
asked queêtions. Stroke Survivor #3 commented rrthat .people do
not wañt to hear about your pain.rr Stroke Survivor #t told
about an experience ne nàd reCently. He cailed a neighbor for
help and wãs turned down but realized his neighbor had the
right to say No. Stroke Survivor #Z saw this neighbor as
exercising right #l-O. Stroke Survivor #S expressed rrThat
sometimes he wanted to be alone; did not want to go to
socials. rr He saw this as exercising right #td, -

There was a lot of interaction among members throughout
this session. Members did not give each other feedback or ask
f or it. There v/as a lot a shari-ng going on and members
supporting each other.

Session 3: Alt five members attended. The three
interpersonal styles \¡/ere reviewed brief ly by using the
printèd material on the fJ-ipchart. Members were encouraged to
óomplete an exercise (See Appendix E) oratly which did help
thern differentiate among the three styles. Members were asked
how they felt this exercise fit in with the three styles and
the legitinate rights we talked about. Replies were.: rrMakes

sense, fits in well, the exercises are good, I find this
deeprr.

The leader presented the assertive style formulae (See
Appendix A) and applied this formulae using the following
siluation: When a person has had a stroke it was not unusual
for friends to stop calling and visiting. This generated a
lot of the member'J emotional concerns over the l-oss of their
former friends and relative contact since their stroke and
other losses. The leader attended to the emotional concerns
by getting the members to express their frustration, hurt,
anger and other rel-evant emotions regarding their losses.

stroke survivor #s who had expressed the loss of his
ability to build basements seemed to have completed the
grieving process. He said this s/as rrpast tense. rr Stroke
Survivor #t expressed his hurt and disappointment about
loosing his driver's licence and not being able to work on his
motor and clock repairs. He said rrGreater loss than I want to
adrnit, feel downhearted, terrible. "

stroke survivor #z naa difficulty saying directly that he
rrüas angry about not being able to get his driver's licence
back but fina1J-y said he \^/as angry at the system. Stroke
Survivor #q seemed to have completed the grieving process
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related to the loss of the use of his right hand and had
accepted the change, rrMain thing is that I can manage so OK.
I can handle chairs so that is good enough for me.rr Stroke
survivor #z expressed his concern about the. loss of love
between he and his spouse, rtloving went out the windowrr When
askedrrHow do you find that?rrHe answeredtrlt does not bother
rtê, I do my ovrn thing. Itrs her vtay or the high¡n¡aYi f have
no'choice.i The leaáer said pointing to the assertive style
o" the flipchart rrThis style witl èertainly help you with
that. rl

The members shared concerns and feelings and a supportive
atmosphere developed among the members. The leader praised
thern 

-for beÍng oþen about their personal situations. One

member gave feãa¡àcX to two of the members. He told one that
he was þassive and the other that he was too aggressive. At
this point, there seemed to be a leadership struggle between
two members.

MIDDLE PHASE (March 26 - April 9, l-991-)

Session 4: During this phase the leader encouraged members
towards achieving their goals and establishing supportive
interaction. Thã three interpersonal styles liüere reviewed
briefly by using the printed material on the flipchart.
tttemberê goi into pairs to complete an exercise'(See Appendix
F) . After its completion the members reassembled and I^Ie

discussed these situations in the exercise ora1ly. This
exercise stimulated a fair amount of discussion especially
around loaning tools to friends which lead into how members
felt about saying No and the risk of toosing a friend. The
members felt Lniå exercise gave them an even better idea of
the differences in the three styles. Expressions of affection
$/ere observed between several of the members.

Members talked at length about their loss in the area of
physicaJ- abilities and acknowledged that it was hard to deal
wiln these changes. Stroke Survivor #3 compared the symptoms
of having a stroke to when a spouse dies, YoU wonder why and
he said ir1¡rs almost like a death.tr Stroke Survivor #Z and
Stroke Survivor # 5 saidttWhy me?rr Stroke Survivor #t
interrupted and changed the subject twice and said how he
loved puttering in the garage and would like to be back to
where he was. The leader validated that it was hard to have
to deal with changes in our lives especially when they have
something to ao with foss and that it took quite a while to
get over the hurt and sadness. Stroke Survivor #t said he
ielt like gardening but quickly changed the subject and joked.
The leader asked ¡rWhat is it like for you to think of havi-ng
to give up gardening?" stroke survivor #z told a joke and
Strõke Suivivor #t did likewise which interfered with Stroke
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Survivor #L's expressing his loss and the feelings that go

with it. The members \^/ere uncomfortable talking about their
losses and how this had been for them'

The l-eader tried to stimulate discussion about the
benefits of iearning to be more assertive and to get.the
members to see how ãnd when they could be more assertive'
éirãx" survivor #z v¡as experi-enJing difficulty telling hi"
rpá"=" that frã-wås in pain- and did not want to go out' The

fãaaer tried 1o get hiin interested in role playing but he
denied this v/as a -problem. stroke survivor #5 did a role play
*itn-tnã Laaer rãgarding his diff iculty telling !i= spouse
and others that ne ãiA nót want to go out to social events'

Stroke Survivor #Z acted in a very aggressive. manner
during this session. His attention seeking behav.ior was

demonstrated by put downs, ans!üering for and interrupting and
teasing other- members. This behavior annoyed the other
members.

The leader handed out the interaction 1og with an_example
copy (see Appendix G and H) so they would underst'and how to
ããñi,r"i" it^ånd explained the purpose and the best time to do
it. This ru= "" optional- exercise to monitor their own

progress.

Rol-e that deveJ-oped through interaction arnong the group
members were:

Stroke Survivor #t

Stroke Survivor #2

Stroke Survivor #z

Stroke Survivor #q

Stroke Survivor #5

opinion Giver
Tension Reliever

Information Seeker
opinion Giver
Tension Reliever
Trust Builder

Communication HelPer
Information Seeker and Giver
opinion Giver

opinion Giver

opinion Giver
lnfornation Seeker and Giver

session: 5 The leader encouraged the members to express their
feelings about their changed sãIf-inage and tell the group how

they vrere coping with tneir losses and changed life style.
Members were ericouraged to open up. The idea here r¡ras to
froviae support for the m"mber= ãs they heard how their
cohorts had coped and what survival strategies they had used'
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Stroke Survivor #Z described hinself as recovering from
slurred speech and swearing. The change in his social Iife,
long time- friends droppinq him, which he never expected had
beeñ the hardest to béãr. He said "this has been difficult
but I have to get adjusted to it.rr The leader tried to get
him to express ñis teéfings about this but he just nodded when
the leader commented, rrI Sense you are very disappointed
because friends have dropped you.tt

Stroke Survivor #t !{as able to Say rrI feel so useless,
cannot get up and do anything. I have a couple of hobbies,
cannot ão eittter of theml need both hands to do it, cannot fix
a clock or motor with one hand. rr Stroke Survivor #t talked
about his neighbor helping him. The leader asked rrAre you
saying you feér rather-dependent on other people?'r He said
ryls. i When asked t'What has that meant f or your Lif e
generally?" He replied rrGives me a little contact with the
outsi-de world. rl

Stroke Survivor #Z said !rNo use complaining nobody
listens anyway.n Stroke Survivor #Z showed support for hím
when he saia l'Iook, Wê are aII listening when you talk. $Ie

are all in the Same boat.rr The leader reassured Stroke
Survivor #Z that he was cared for and about by our group.

The leader inquired ItHo\¡/ have things been for you sj-nce
your stroke, Stroke Survivor #4?" He indicated rrNot to bad,
tningr I did before I cannot do now otherwise, things are OKrl

and he went on to say that he had accepted this.

Stroke Survivor #5 said he felt, rrJust useless, cannot do
what I have done, I am just usel-ess.rr The leader asked him
I'What does aII that mean for your life right now?r' He replied
rrI try doing things on my oh/n. I can handle steps.rr Stroke
Surviîor #2 said, lnat the stroke v/as shattering because he
could not work anymore. He missed working and all he did now
was watch TV.

several- members mentioned that they struggled vtith
depression. Stroke Survivor #3 did not like his wife working
p.tt time but he did not want to tell her this was hard on
iri*. He found this lonely and difficul-t to adjust to but
denied role reversal \,.tas a source of confl-ict. The self image
question received much attention during session four.

The l-eader attended to the member ' s emotional- concerns by
trying to get them to express theír sadness, anger,
früstiation ãnd disappointment. This I{Ias done by a direct
question, rrAre any of you angry because You had a stroke?rl
Strolce Survivor #2 admitted that he hlas bitter about it and
Stroke Survivor #Z said he was more frustrated than angry.
Stroke Survivor #s denied his feelings and Stroke Survivor #t
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arrd #4 t^Iere silent.

The leader said to Stroke Survivor #1, rrl,ast week you
mentioned that you would like to be doing what you v/ere doing
before. You u=èa to enjoy puttering in the garage'rr Stroke
Survivor #t expressed now ne felt about not being able to
drive anymore. He indicated that it was quite a blow when he
first heãrd he had l-ost his licence.

The leader presented the No Lose Problem-Solving Model
for Nãgotiatinf lsee Appendix B) and explained i!'= goql to
the members .ttá pto.tidðd a relevant example (See Appendix I)
;¡ it's application and explained how couples could use this
model. stroke survivor #2 claÍmea that his spouse was alright
as long as she was the boss aII the tirne. He expressed his
anger ãnd frustration about his stormy relationship with his
;pá;;" indirectly. Stroke Survivor #: was supportive and said
that he understoõa Stroke survivor #2's frustrations' Several
members agreed to this model's usefulness. Stroke Survivor #2
joked a Iót and said he was in a no win situation.

Session 6z We started off looking at assertiveness and
negotiating and determining how these fitted into the members
own lives and how they might want to use these skill-s in their
iefationship with their sþouses. Stroke Survivor #1- indicated
that he v/as not doing aJ many things with his spouse as he
would like to because he cannot do some of the things he used
to. He missed going for walks to the park with his spouse.
The leader suggãsteã that he and his spouse could use the
nãgotiating moáäl to think of options that both of them night
want to look at.

stroke survivor #z arrived l-ate. There was 10ts of
joking and members were avoiding talking about the
íelationship concerns they had with their spouses' After
coffee, thJ leader left the topic open. Stroke Survivor #Z

=rrgg"rl"d a taboo subject, sex and expressed his frustration
ináírectfy. Stroke S'urvivor #z v/as ásked how he woul-d like
things to be different and he did not know. stroke survivor
#S táffeA about being bored and Stroke Survivor #q suggested
he join the Adult Day Program at Lions PÌace'

The leader checked out with the members what their
thoughts hrere-about what they could do next session and where
they l^¡ere at in terms of applying assertiveness and
.r"gäti.ting to their own l-ife situations. Stroke Survi-vor #3
waã emergiñg as the internal leader. He sugges.ted that the
Ieader make up some hypothetical situations for discussion and
ãppf ication Ë""un=. -members did not r^¡ant to discuss their
pãrsonaf lives. No one objected to Stroke Survivor's #Z

äuggestion. Stroke Survivor #Z indicated that this vüas too
aeéÉ for most of them however, flo one challenged this. Some
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of the others nay not have agreed but may not be all that
motivated to try.

ENDING PHASE (April l-6 - Aprit 23, 1991-)

Session 7'. Stroke Survivor #Z came in ten minutes late and
attention v/as focused on a fight he had with his spouse' The
Ieader did some role-playing with Stroke Survivor #Z around
their disagreernent about her-driving habits. stroke survivor
#z was aggressive in this interaction but did not seem
concerned 

-about the manner in which he rel-ated to his spouse '

The leader referred to the negotiating model and
introduced a hypothetical- situation and asked members to try
and use tne moáåt. The situation was: 70 year otd Peter with
muttiple sclerosis, who cannot use his left hand and was
confined to a v¡heelchair. His wife, Peg tutored high school
students eight hours per week. Peter and Peg used to do a lot
of thíngs €ogether ãnd lots of these things he cannot do
ã¡y*or" tr wiÉn difficulty. He missed these joint activities
anã =o did she. They both needed time to be alone'

The l-eader coached and encouraged the members to try by
askingquestionssuchaS||I¡IhatdoyougentIemen
problérnftt, How do you think Peter could tell his wife, using
Lh" .=""riiv" stylã how he felt about their not doing things
together as tnr-,cñ as they used to? and Can 'you think of
ár,ótft"t option that Peter and Peg might look at for something
to do together?" The leader modelled how Peter night use the
assertivé style and coached by making comments such as rrThe

idea here is to brainstorn options because there maybe things
they can do together but you have to think of new activities'

stroke survivor #t strongly identified with Peter's
situation. When looking at the options that Peter and Peg
might consider he said rrI sa\^/ something at Oakview: a game,
tick-tack-toe. I can play it. I can sit in my wheelchair and
do it with one hand. This game would take my spouse away from
her knitting. "

A second hypothetical- situation was looked at which
follows: 60 yèär o]d Jack with arthritis had retired
recently. He rnissed working. Jackts. driver's licence hlas
suspendèd three months ago due to irnpaired driving. . Because
ot ñis arthritis he had sõme pain and discomfort in his joints
but gets around using the public transportation system. JiIl,
nis -wite hlorked in ã bakêry. He had a lot of tirne on his
hands and was lost for things to do. JiII Ì^Ias upset because
Jack did not have enough to do and fel-t down.

The leader used the same techniques as in the first
situation to help the members apply the negotiating model to
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Jackrs situation. Stroke Survivor #2 identified with Jack's
situation when he saidtrl don't have enough to do and even if
I had sornething to do I wouldn't do it.rr I don't like it.rl
The leader indlcated that what Jack was real-Iy saying is that
he wanted to get more things in his life to keep him busy.
Stroke Survivolr #Z indicateã that he found tirne long on his
hands since he retired. Stroke Survivor #4 mentioned a number
of I,\¡ays he kept himself busy. He hlas a good model -for the
membeis as ne fraa adjusted well to the btroke. When the
members brainstormed options to keep Jack busy they needed a

lot of assistance from the leader in comÍng up with ideas.
The leader and members talked about the group ending next
week, our socj-aI and our feelings about ending.

Session 8: The l-ast session started with lots of joking and
laughing. stroke survivor #t and #z arrived late. the
folÍowiñg hypothetical situation IÀIas role-played: 60 year old
BiIl feli tóó aependent on his wife, Elizabeth and felt badly
about this. Bill was in a car accident and broke his left arrn
and Ieg. He used a quad cane to ambulate and his left arm t¡as
in a =Íing. His balánce was very good. Elizabeth would like
to see him try and become more independent.

Stroke Survivor #2 was BilI and the leader was Elizabeth.
Stroke Survivor #2 identified with BiIl's situation and he was
real]y himself in the role-pIay. Stroke Survivor #Z gave
feedbáck as to how the role play was going and suggested ItIe

needed a mediator and assumed this role.

i¡lhen asked what they thought they }earned from this group
experj-ence the comments &lere: ItI have learned to be a litÈIe
rnore tolerant. I have changed, not that I l4/anted tott, rrI
think it was too deep for most tlst', I think we have learned
how to communicate in new situations because since the stroke
it has changed so we have to l-earn to communicate in a new
situationrr, I learned something f did not knorn¡ before, very
goodrrand rrI have learned. a l-ot. I do much more around the
house, making more decision.r'

when asked what do each one of you think you are taking
ahray with you the comments hlere: rrfrj-endshiptt, ttWg learned a
lot of thingstrand We learned how others are coping. I^Ie do
not feel alone in it.rr

The l-eader introduced the idea of having one joint
session with their spouses to discuss what the group
experience had meant for each one of them. The members v/ere
agreeable but one member did not think they should raise any
cóncerns and no one said they disagreed with him.

Part of this session was used. for completing the Feedback
Questionnaire with the assistance of the l-eader. We
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celebrated with lunch at the Lions P1ace Restaurant with their
spouses and a special cake decorated with the wording
ItCongratulation to a Great Grouprr.
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Appendix U

TIPS FOR GOOD GROUP MEMBERSHÏP

Tips for Members:

l-. Try to attend each group sessj-on or call on day
prior to the group meeting to let me know you will
be absent.

2. Try to arrive on time for each group session.

3. Not talk about anything that occurs in the group
to anyone outside the group, unless it applies
only to myself and no other group member.

4. Complete the interaction 1og between group
sessions.

5. Al1ow each member to speak without interruption.

6. Participate in exercises, role plays and other
simulations conducted during group sessions.

Tips for the leader:

1-. Be prepared for each group session.

2. Try to begin and end all group sessions on time.

3. Provide refreshments and program material- needed for
each session.

4. Discuss the group only with my MSW Committee
associated with the University of Manitoba and
Brenna Shearer, ât work and not outside of the
educational/work context.

5. Evaluate each group session to ensure that the
group is meeting the expectations and is personally
satisfying to aII grouP members.

Source: Toseland, R. & Rivas, R.F. (1-984) An Introduction to
Group Work Practice. MacMillan Publishing Company.
1-33.
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Sessíon 2: exPlanation
of the 3 stYles and the

Appendix V

SESSION EVALUTATTON FORM

The following are the responses to: What inforrnation did you
find the most helPful?

session 1: not answered because it was not relevant to this
session.

of the verbal and non-verbal concepts
rights.

Session 3: assertiveness style formulae, review of differences
between the 3 stYles.

Session 4: exchange of ideas, benefits of being assertive, the
exercise.

Session 5
model.

exchange of ideas, example using the negotiating

Session 6; talking about changes and how h/e have coped,
information on problem - solving which applied to my problem.

Session 7 z hypothetical- situations and how one can problem
ãotve, tatki-ng about feelings etc. about ending, general
discuåsion, uslng hypothetical situations vlas helpful.

Session 8: Bill and Liz role-play, tatking about wh3,t_we have
l-earned from this group experience, role-playing Bill helped
apply the skills lde are trying to learn'

The following are the responses to: vùhat did you find most
helpful abou{ the group during this session?

Session l-: Socializing and sharing, getting to know the others
in the group and the l-eader.

Session 2: Lots of interaction, each had a chance to say how
he feels, exarnples of the three styles helped me understand
more about thè difference among the styles, to be more
assertive, learning about the 3 styles and their differences.

Session 3: Shared feetíngs regarding losses, the exercise,
group discussion and exercise, talking about losses, gTood to
express feelings.

Session 4: Being assertive, talking to one another, sharing of
similar problenã and getting support, the exercise, liked the
v¡ay most members participated and the hlay the leader
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encouraged the 10w participants to get involved.
session 5: Being open to suggestions, the negotiating model isvery useful- and the example herped me ú underétand it,support r received from arl-, talking about our changed. seliesteem and how we have been coping, don't feel so aIoñe, goodparticipation by everyone, tarring about how each copeá ,íitntheir changed serf irnage, negotiai.ing model_ is practical.
Session 6: Being with other stroke survivors and a leader thatunderstands ilê, see how others cope, rooking at a hray toproblem solver. they \4¡ere very open, neiped ne tó get stuff offmy chest, seei_ng how f can resolve a problem

sessÍon 7: Program was very good, sharing experiences, furl_participation of the grouþ, dearing wiÉn päter and pegrs
situation got me thinking -about usiig the modej_ in my ov/nmarital rerationship, gr-oup trying 1o appfy the probremsolving model to our real 1ife situãtions.
session 8: sharing of opinions about what \¡/e learned frombeing Ín the group, the role-play wÍth Birl and Lí2, ror-e-playing-using the negotiating =Lirr=, being togetner, tarkingabout alL kinds_of things, doing the rorã-prãying,' sharinfeach others feelings about our group experieni"e "ána rol_e-playing

The following are the responses to: what did you findleast helpful about the group?

session l-: rmmobirity, that we are alI at a big disadvantageafter the stroke.

Session Zz Nothing.

session 3: steady complaints of one member of the group andhis over-emphasis on ñegative assertions.
Session 4, S, 6: Nothing.

session 7z rnterruptions, members changing the subject fordiscussion too often, coffee was not stiong enough.

sessi-on 8: Loss of efficiency of each group member in coping
There v/ere additional comments for sessions !,3 | 4 ,5,7 and g.

rn session 1-, the comments were: r feer we shourd be warkingmore than we are. By warking more it would improve our.nobility and reach our goal betÈer and faster. rts'- good forus to see others., how they cope, some are r^¡orse off etc. andr think the session went vèry werl_. session i r"=-rrãrprrrr to,
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attitudes, the exercise is educational and helped me learn to
communicate my feeì-ings and needs to other people. The
comments about Session 4 & 5 were: the l-eader addressed our
feelings quite wel-l, the negotiating model is very practical,
our feãaer is very patient and very good at explaining the
different situations to us. For Session 7 &. I I have found
our l-eader very good and most satisfactory, role-play $/as
satisfactory ana helpful and the leader has given a lot of
caring and help in problem solving.
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Appendix W RESULTS oF THE FEEDBACK OUESTTONNAIRE
FOR THE STROKE SURVTVORS

The results are as follows:

l-. To what extent were your expectations of the group met?
Two answered moderately and three, completely

2. l{hich aspects of the group fell short of' your expectation?
Of the two members who answered moderately to the first
questJ-ons answered lack of nobility and communication skills
are lacking among stroke members.

3. Which aspects of the group exceeded you expectations?
Friendship and openness of the group members, appreciation for
each other, chance to learn ner¡r skills and be with other
stroke people and to see they have the same feelings is
reassuring, expressing feelings, good to share with others
loss of your physical capacities and role plays using the
skills and expressing your feelings.

4. To what extent do you perceive a change in your
assertiveness and conflict management skil-l-s as a result of
your participation in the groups? One answered somewhat; two
moderately and two completely.

5. Do you find that you are using these ski.lls that you
l-earned in the group in everyday situations? One anshrer, not
at all, and four moderateJ-y.

6. Rate the helpfuJ-ness of the leader. Two found her very
heIpful, three found her somewhat helpful.
7. I{hat did you find most helpfut about the group? What made
the group successful-? Discussions about losses and how to
problem solve, small group and the l-eader hras most helpful,
understanding and sensitive to our feelings and needs.
Àppreciation of the group's growth in friendship, a small-
number of people is good and the handouts \^/ere useful, a small
number of participants, flipchart and handouts were useful-
because my hearing is poor, learned some useful skilIs,
members and l-eaders openness to discuss problems. Ro1e-p1ays
v/ere very useful- and helped me learn good skiIls.
8. I¡ihat did you f ind l-east helpfur about the group? How could
this group be improved? Meetings h/ere too long could be l_5
minutes shorter, Bê more specific in topic discussions, more
exampÌes of role prays, and session could be one hour instead
of two.
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g. Overall-, rate you satisfaction with the group. Three were
very satisfied and two were satisfied.

l-0. I would recommend this type of group to couples who are
adjusting to living with a stroke. Four strongly agreed and
one agreed.
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Appendix X DESCRIPTTON OF THE GROUP PROCESS,
SPOUSES GROUP

BEGINNING PHASE (March 6 - 20, 1991)

Session l-: The first session was attended by four members'
The leader neéan Uy wetcorning them to the group, introducing
thern to one "'"ãtnËt, 

telliné thern what to expect regarding
coffee breaks, washrôom faciÍities, etc. Members were given a

handout with normr (see Appendix u) and we went over these as
a group. Next, the purpõse of our group ses-cio-ns' how $¡e

roúra åeat with our wðrk, tne function of the leader and how

the leader would assist them to meet their goals was

discussed.

In order to help members to get to know each other on a
more personal level, to encourage social interaction and to
build the group, rnembers v/ere asked to get into- pairs '
Members were asXLa to teII their partner their strengths, good
qnãiiti"= and what they liked abbut themselves and were good
at. Members were informed that after they finished talking to
their partner they would be asked to introduce their partner
to the whole group.

spouse #t shared her sadness with regards. to her
husbandrs looåing his ability to be affectionate. This seemed

to trigger spouse #z into expressing her.frustration and anger
about ner fruêUand's lack of ãftection, his blarning her for all
his problems and his lazj-ness. she also expressed that
so*etim"s she felt r'like packing it int'. Spouse #L. showed her
support by =uying sometiïes ',í feel like You, like walking
oul, my sþouse does absolutely nothingt''

Session 2z This session v/as attended by four members' The
atmosphere was relaxed, congenial and friendly. T.h9 ladies
shared a l-ot about their feelings associated with their
husbandrs doing a l-ot of crying since the stroke. The leader
sensed that iú was very impoitant to let each one of them
share this experience €nat they had encountered with their
spouse.

The leader introduced the components of the three
interpersonal-.stytes (see Appendix c) using flipchart.
After each style ïu= r".tiewea;- an example of a wife relating
to her husbanâ in that specific style was provided' Members
were asked rrCan you remember a situation where you acted
passively and how you felt about j-t?" This same procedure
fotlowed for the other two styles in order to make the topic
relevant to the members. Spouse #2 and Spouse #Z gave
meaningful examples. Spouse fu had difficulty identifying
ñersefi using t-hese styies and tended to get off topic and
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carried away. spouse #+ vJas an active listener.

The Leader introduced members to the legitirnate rights
(see Appendix D) explained why it was important for the group
to ¡ecóme familiar with thern ãnd asked if members felt these
would have helped them feel more comfortable asserting
themselves. tliese rights stirnulated some discussion and
mernbers appeared to undêrstand this connection.

session 3: ALl four members attended. Members got it!" pairs
to complete an exercise (see Appendix E) to rtglp them
differeitiate among the three styles then reassembled for
discussion. There was excell-ent párticipation and discussion
by all members about the assertive style's effectiveness'

The assertive style formulae lÁ/as presented to the members
and applied using the fol-Iowing situation: when one's spouse
has náa a stroke, one could find her spouse became very
demanding and "*p"'ct"d her to do things for him that he could
do for himself.

The leader raised the concern rnembers had about their
husbands crying a lot since the stroke. spouse #.2 used to
talk to the doótor about this and he told her to ignore the
crying. Vühen asked if she ever felt a sense of helplessness,
shä =ái-4, 

ttNo, it does not upset me.rr Spouses #t was asked
how it hras for her when her husband cried and how did she
feel. She remembered her husband being at his sister's place
ãna crying because he could not dance and went on to say if it
had been any other tirne r would have cried with hirn. I knew
I had to keep on going. spouse #+ responded. to the same

questions by åaying-'rAt firsC f tett sorry for him because he
oiu= always êtrong. Now, r am used to it'rr

spouse #I's concern about her husband's inability to be
affectionate v/as explored. With assistance from the leader
she was able to gef in touch with her feelings and said rrI

find it hard to throw off. ft really hurts.rr Spouse #f totA
the group about when her husband $/as hospitalized he spent
time-in ine company of a female patient even when she vtas

there to visit ni-m. she said rrI was so hurt I just about
diedu I think this was what made me sick, iust the end of the
stravJ.rr Spouse #1 seemed to be struggling with her suspicion
that her husband \â/as unf aithful. AIso, she appeared
frustrated and angry that her husband gave her a real hard
tine when she was Leãcning piano and indicated that she would
not be telling anyone elsé ãbout it. The leader mentioned to
her that she ñad €old the group that she fett like walking out
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and was asked v/hy she had never walked out. She replied rrI
have too much to loose. " Spouse #2 iuríed to be supportive but
at the same time she r^¡as diagnosing and telling Spouse #t what
to do. Spouse #L took a big rÍsk in telling the group about
the tensions in her marital relationship.

Spouse #2's concern about her husband's lack of
rnotivalion and her frustration over him not getting his
driverrs licence back and her feelings about packing it in
were explored. Her frustration and anger v/ere centred around
her hus-band's procrastination and laziness. She vented her
anger. It cane out in her tone of voice and statements like,
rrI don't care if he stays in bed all day and rots. He wants
everything done for him. He depends totally on me. rl

Spouse #3rs feelings about her husband being easily hurt,
sensitive and suspicious \"/ere dealt with. She said rrI cannot
change that, with time I think he heals. we both cried. I
encourage him to crY. rl

No leadership struggle emerged. Two of the members
expressed their anger and hurt over their burden of caregiving
anã the deterioration in the marj-tal relationship. Spouse #I
tried to dominate by keeping the group focused on her
concerns. At this point, there appeared to be an alliance
forning between Spouse #L and #2. The members benefitted one
another by sharing

MIDDLE PHASE (YlarcÌI 27 - April 10, l-991-)

Session 4z During this phase the l-eader encouraged members
towards achieving their goals and establishing supportive
interaction. Members got into pairs to complete an exercise
(See Appendix F). Two of the members had difficulty
differentiating among the three styles and asked the leader
severaÌ questions. After the members completed the exercise
they reassembled. There was excell-ent participation in the
exeici-se and it stirnulated a lot of discussion. In going over
the benefits of learning to be more assertive, the leader
tried to stimulate discussion by asking the members open ended
questions. There vras a high level- of participation ín this
discussion.

In looking at the assertive style formulae and how one
coul-d use it in their own l-ife, the leader asked rrDoes anyone
have a recent situation were they think they would like to be
assertive?n With Spouse #4 Ei.;re leader made the comment rrso if
your spouse asks for things he can get for hirnself do you
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think you could use this formulae at all?rr The l-eader showed
Spouse #4 how she might use it by running through the formulae
applying it specif ically to her situation. Modelling li¡as used
to help the members see where and how they night use this
formulae.

Spouse #t stated that her spouse could be very demanding
and when asked how was that for you when he was like that, she
replied rrI have found it hard. He reminded me once that it
htas my duty and r real-ize it is my duty and that he was not
demanding things he coul-d do f or himself . rr

Spouse #2 found it very frustrating when she wanted to go
somewhere and her spouse was not ready. The leader tried to
get her to see how she could use the assertive style formulae
here and tried to get a role-play going, however, she felt it
v/as no use trying to be assertive with her spouse as he is too
stubborn. She also found that he did not care how others fel-t
and it did not bother hím to be l-ate. The leader model-l-ed how
she could use the formul-ae with her spouse. Spouse #2 stated
rrYou have to do everything, I am so used to doing everything
without a husband so nothing has changed. I' The leader
inquired rrV'lhat does that mean for your l-ife, all that burden
you are carrying, yoü are carrying the full weight now?rr She
clairned that neither she nor her spouse worried. It hras
difficult for her to get in touch with how she felt.

The leader handed out the interaction log with an example
copy so they woul-d understand how to complete it and explained
the purpose and the best tirne to do it. This was an optional
exercise to rnonitor their own progress.

Spouse #t and #S felt the pace at which the group was
moving vras right for them. Spouse #Z felt we Ì^/ere not
covering much ground. Spouse #Z fel-t the group needed to be
more sympathetic towards their spouses. Members felt we kept
on track better this session.

Roles that
members were:

Spouse #1-

developed through interacÈion among the group

Trust Bui-l-der
opinion Giver
Information Seeker

Trust Builder
Opinion Giver
Information Seeker
Tension Reliever

Spouse #2
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Spouse #3

Spouse #+

opinion Giver
Trust Builder

Opinion Giver
Iñformation Seeker and Giver

Session 5: The leader encouraged the members to express their
feelings regarding the losses- their husbands had exþerienced
and teíI thé grouó no* they v/ere coping with these losses and
Iif e style cnánges. Each 

-nernber talked freely about -how she
nãã-"ãpåã witn Éne 1osses her husband had experienced due to
the stroke.

Spouse #3 relayed that she felt gyped because she thought
one should. have at least ten years of rnarriage.without health
problems. In the beginning sne feltrrlike a bird in a cage'rl
The leader asked uHow does that feet?tr Spouse #Z said ltlike
you want out and there is no way out.rr _The leader said rrThat

must be very difficult. How do you feel about that?rr spouse
#z repli_ed "I cry a 1ot, I do not v¡ant to go out and meet
peopfã. Syrnpatny is the l-ast thing you want and that is all
i neea to ètart Èhe tears again. You see that you are better
off than a lot of people.r' -spouse #g aanitted that she thinks
she felt very angiy. She said rrlt's just like a death.rr The
l-eader asked nei ir it was hard for her to deal with her
feelings. She reptied ttFor me there !üas no choice for getting
ãut oi this. H. is so good to me. There is so much

ão*p.nionship and the love factor has not changed. Friends
havä asked hõw is it sexually?rt When asked what has it meant
;;r- t;; Iife, your husband's having had a stroke, she
indicated that her husband did not like going out .to social
functions or to relatives and she missed the socia]-izing. He

did not l-ike her seeing her single male friends in the
Single,s Cl-ub because he was afraid of the competition' She

had to reassure her husband that she would still choose him'
She admitted that she wore a mask a lot of the time but was

not always hurting.

when, spouse #z was asked how it had been for her,
deal-ing witn ãf f tfr" Iosses her spouse had experienced, first
sne ináicated that it did not bother her that much as she had
already lost a husband and that the stroke v/as hard on her
spouse. He was the one going through the anger of s/hy me.
Sãcondly, for.me this ninor stroke was nothing. I don't feel
it h7as 

-any hrorse than if my spouse had to have a hernia
operation, You cope, You had to.

Spouse #t told the group how h"f spouse. had a heart
attack and then three strokes. hrhen asked how it was for her
going through all these experiences, she said rrI think I was

frrepárea foi tnis al-I these years because my spouse had had a
heart attack years before the strokes.rt The leader asked her
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I'Hor¡/ has this affected your life?r' Spouse #t said rrI jgst
fel-t he h/as uitãV= stirf here, hê \^ras not dead, sti11
something to live ior." She went on to teII the group about
her spouãe being angry because he had to go. upstairs when she
rãã tä""hing piáno. - ðn" said 'rrhe problem is me, r have not
been abl-e to take him out . T don't drive . rr The leader
indicated that the No Lose Problem solving Modet \^te \^tere going
to look at would be good to use to handle this situation that
$/as bothering her.

The leader presented the No Lose Problem Solving Model
for Negotiating,' explained its goals to the members and
provideã a relevant example (see -A-ppendi.x .I) . - 

of its
ãppfi-cation ana explained hõw they could use it in their own

fiïes. Spouse it \^/as able to see how one could help
themselves-Uy using this modeI. spouse #3 claimed she and her
spouse l¡/ere already using this model '

spouse #z tol-d the group that hgt spouse h.9 low self
esteem which nãa Ueen *agniti"a since the stroke. She claimed
that he wanted to become more dependent and this v/as like
nã"i"g u kid again. spouse #z thought her spouse felt that
=n"-*ãt going tó leave frin. She complained about her spouse's
lateness-. The leader suggested to spouse #2 that we could do
some role-playing using the negotiating n9del _next week.
AIso, the 1äadär én"our.ged the members to think of situations
where they wanted to try putting this model into practice.

Session 6: The leader encouraged the members to think about
how assertiveness and conflict management fitted for them
right now and what it meant for them in their lives. Also, to
think about how they rnight be abl-e to use assertiveness and
confl-ict management 

-witn-their spouses. The leader encouraged
them to raisã any other concerns or indicate what their
greatest concerns were at present as.it would be good if $/e

{.alked about that and hov¡ tnis group night be able to meet any
of their unmet needs.

spouse #z said rrwhere do we go from here, thi-s group is
something ny spouse looks forward to each week. What else can
v/e start? He gets bored so easily.tr There was a lot of
discussion abouÉ the various activities available to seniors
in the communitY.

The leader asked rr5 I hearing you correctly that one of
your greatest concerns is that your husbands are bored?rl
'Spor=J #Z said rrYes , I think so, hard to motivate him. rl

Sþouse it and #Z nod.ded their heads up and down. Spouse #A

*ä= asxèa directly, rrv/hat about you, do you fi"9 youf spouse
is bored or are his days quite ful-I"? She indicated to the
group that her spouse read and played chess all day.
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The l-eader asked if there v/ere any other concerns that
they felt v/here real-Iy important and invited feedback as to
how the members hlere tninXing and feeling. After a minutes
silence, the leader asked directì-y I'Is there anything you
would like to talk about, something you think is important?rl
Members had difficulty deciding. One member told the group
she would like a maid. Everyone laughed. This lead into a
discussion about how little their spouses did and how each had
a supportive network to turn to for help.

spouse #1 volunteered to rol-e-play using the negotiating
model ã= a guide. Her spouse did not like her teaching piano
lessons as he resented the time she spent at it because he
felt neglected. Teaching vùas very irnportant to her. The
leader was Spouse #L's husband in the role-p1ay.

one of the members gave some direction to spouse #1- as
she attenpted to role-play. the leader stimulated discussion
by asking the members if they could think of something this
cóup1e rnight be able to do together that would cut down on the
resentment. We ]ooked at options together. Members g'ave
positive feedback regarding the usefulness of the role-
playing.

spouse #z talked about her spouse's lack of initiative
and how he woul-d not do a thing if he could get others to do
it for him and that he would not even try. It'was suggested
that she might want to rol-e-ptay next session to help her deal
with her situation.

ENDING PHASE (ApriJ- L7 - April 24, L99l-)

Session 7: The leader and some of the members expressed their
feelings freely about the group ending next week, then we did
some role-playing. Spouse #Z raised her concern about her
spouse not- having respect for time and her frustration in
trying to d.eal- with this situation. She said she did not
think it was possible to negotiate with him because he did not
care if she disl-iked his lateness. We talked about how
irnportant it was in negotiating that both people cared about
thé other person's feelings and hlere considerate of their
point of view. Spouse #2 role-played with the leader and the
other members.suggested options to help problem so1ve.

Again, Spouse #Z expressed her concern that her spouse
did not show much initiative in arranging his own activities.
The leader pointed out that last week the greatest concern
that all of them had mentioned, Spouse #4 being an exception,
rÁ¡as that their spouses \^Iere really bored and they felt they
were not showing rnuch initiative to get involved in activities
and other things. The leader indicated that in the men''s
group the husbands had expressed these Same concerns and we
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had tooked at a couple of situations related to these concerns
and went tnroutn tfie rnodel. The leader went further and said
that one or tie things we did look at were activities that
your husbands could áo, various activities they could get
ín.róf.r"a in if they chose, in the community and a number of
options came uP.

Spouse#ttalkedabouthowsheandherSpousehada
loving'ràt.tio.,ship and how he had lost his sexuaf capacity
and that he took tnis out on her. The l-eader said rrThat must
;;-";;t- difficult.rr She went on to say that :1". told her
spouse that sex \^Jas not the last thing in the world but he saw

i'ni"q= differãntly. She indicated that her spouse could be

;;;ty-*iift ni= worã= and gave an example, "Anything I -d" is no

;;;ã: Ã"Vtni"g I say is io good,.rr . The leader asked her rr¡re

íã" sayin| that your spouse ís blaming you for a 1ot of things
because some "i his abilities have deteriorated?rr she
answered rrHe l-ikes to think I am going to go under_too. I
;;iá-i got mixed up between Wednesdãy anA Thursday and he said
to our áaughter, y-o.tr mother is always getting mixed up in the
d.ays. r Spouse 

' #i complained that her spouse do_es not know
what to say or how to be nice to her to take the place of sex'
she cannot understand why a man who can recite poetry and has
such knowledge with word! cannot say a kind something to her
sometimes. The }eader validated her loss by saying "Big loss
to you.rt and spouse #L acknowledged her disappointment. The
leaded asked rrHe is bitter about 100sing his sexual capacity
isnrt he?rr she indicated that the doctor told her that v/as

the case. lrlhen asked how does that affect your life, she said
rtI just go out of my rnind, what else can I do.rr The leader
conti-nued I'That he i-s taking his frustrations out on you and
that is hurtful?rr She .ep1i"a rrYes, Do good getting angry
about i-t.rr The leader askãd herrrHave you ever said when he
is nasty to you that you really feel f"f!? Have you ever been
able to say Lnat to him?" Spoüse #7 indicated that No she did
not think so' The reader modelled if you say to him 

-'

rrwhen you talk to me like that I feel- hurt". She sai-dttI will
just gä to Oakview Home. He knows that hurts me. rr The leader
ásked- how is that for you? Spouse #t said 'rr just don't
ans$¡er because j.t does hurt me.'i Spouse #Z said to her rrYou

wear masks a lot too.rr Spouse #3 agieed. The l-eader tríed to
;"4- Sfouse #t to expresJ her feelings about the burdens she
án.r"ä with us but she continued focusing on her grandparents.

spouse # 3 talked about her spouse asking to go with her
to her bowling banquet. This was a break through because he
had not 1iked-goin{ to social-s with her since his stroke and
she loved going out but not alone.
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spouse #+ and the leader role-played a situation that
caused tension between she and her spouse. Her spouse did not
co-operate when she tried to vacuum. Members offered some
options to Spouse #+.

Spouse 11- opened up and revealed more of herself than the
other rnembers anã had been quite willing to risk talking about
areas of her life that were very difficult to talk about. She
did have difficulty identifying and expressing most of her
feelings. There was much less joking, interrupting and
changiñg the subject in this group. The ladies vtere more
willlng to look at their concerns, d.eal with their emotions
and try and problem solve.

Session B: This session began with Spouse #Z and the
Ieader role-playing regarding Spouse #2's concern that her
husband was too dependent. Spouse #2 and the leader reversed
roles on one of the member's suggestion and Spouse #2's
agreement. One member commented that stoke victims had a
cómmon denominator, that v/as, they lack ambition. The leader
validated this statement. Another member got off topic
several times and the leader had to get the group re-focused.

Spouse #Z mentioned that she had to handle both jobs
since her first husband's death. At this point, the leader
commented rrsince your husbands have had the stroke, Yoü
probably have found yourselves more in the domi'nant role and
I am wondering how that has been for you. How have you found
that, have you found it a burden and stressful?rr Spouse #Z
said No, because her first husband died young and left her
with four children to raise and that was stressful but with
her present husband,s stroke, she did not find it hard, he was
responsible for himself. Spouse #3 said she had assumed the
dominant rol-e and it was not that difficult to adjust to. She
rtlas single and independent for many years and it was a break
to have Someone else responsible for her for a year but when
the stroke occurred she could pick up the dominant role right
a\^tay. She had to make all the decisions but she consulted
with her husband even though he had appointed her interim
manager. She found this overwhelming at first, as she did not
expeðt it that soon after she married. Spouse #S indicated
that before the stroke she made the little decisions herself
and consulted with her husband about the big decisions. For
her nothing had changed, she was driving and rnaking the
payments. Spouse #I had to do everything after her husband's
third stroke and at first she found this really hard-
Neighbors and relatives did things for her and when she felt
overwhel-med she just dids the best she could.

lrÏhen asked what they thought they learned from this group
experience, comments vtlere: trThat people have worse problems
thán me and that ny life has changed", rtI am in agreement with
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virhat people say being a common problem support group l-s

nãfpfnf " j I'The 'gro.,p just reinf orced my ovrn feelings that I
donrt have to bãcone á sl-ave to this guy just because- he had
a strokert and rrLearned more understanainã óf stroke and how it

affects people and how others cope' I think I spoiled
;;;;;;; i t'ninr he can do more, r do things f or f iT and
e'xpects me to do it. I should let him struggle a bit."

vlhen aslced what do each one of you think you. are taking
away with you comments were: I'It hãs helped rne identify ny
i""iirrg=r,, rThat it could be worse, the circumstances could be
hrorse, yes the strokett, rtJust this kind of sharingrr and rrMore

""ã"råtãnding 
of stroke and how it affects people and how

others coperr.

The leader introduced the idea of having one joint
session with their spouse to discuss what the group experience
had meant for each õne of them. One member did not like the
idea because she was afraid the men might find out \^/hat they
had said about them, and she indicated that she woul-d not open
up at all-. Another said she woul-d not open up and ^did not
wänt to discuss anything because she only felt comfortable
talkíng about her husband to women. Another member said she
would not say anything. The ladies made it very clear that
they did ¡.,o¡] wunt to -discuss any of . their concerns at this
="=åio¡, hov/ever, they agreed to a joint session on May 7 |

L99L.
Part of this session was used for completing the Feedback

Questionnaire with the assistance of the leader.

my
he
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Appendix Y RESPONSES OF THE SPOUSES TO
THE SESSION EVALUATION FORM

The following are the responses to: I^ihat information did
you find the most helPful?

SESSION ]-:
session.

not answered because it was not relevant to this

SESSION 2z finding out what assertiveness consisted of and
how to be that waY, aggressiveness is wanting to order
everyone around, and-recognizing some of my legitimate rights.

SESSION 3: exercises to learn the differences between and
among the 3 styles, how to use the assertiveness approach
rather than passive or aggressj-ve, examples of the 3 styles
used v/ere veiy much what you meet in daity living and easy to
relate to, atã th" forrnulãe showing us how to be assertive.

SESSION 4: knowing the assertive style formulae that one can
appty to any difficutt situation with her spouse,
a-ssertiveness ãxercise , I need some repetition in order to
have this information about Assertiveness stick in my mind,
differentiating between passive and assertive and the benefits
of assertiveness.

SESSION 5: getting the other person to give ieea¡acX, that
others have really more problems than rny ovün' the method to
use when negotiating a solution to problems.

SESSION 6z sharing Spouse #L's problems, negotiating model
helps you understand the other person wel-], doing tÞ" role-
play tñat applied the negotiating model to my situation.

sESSION 7: role-playing, the role-playing, our problems are
mutual and listening to the other member's concerns.

SESSION 8: role-playing, ho\tr to accomplish the assertive
role, that other people have problems too, sharing others
feelings and finding they are very sirnilar.

The following are the resPonses to:
What did you .find most heJ-pful about the group during this
session?

Session l-: willingness to share experiences with spouses, the
freedom to express a common concern, Very friendly, talking
about problems and feelings.
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Session 2: learning the distinction between the 3 styles was
useful, they are friendly and easy to talk to, the open
sharing of difficulties encountered with stroke spouses,
willingness to share experiences relating to behavior.

Session 3: l-eader listened to ny feelings without being
judgemental and is interested in how I am coping, the sharing
of òther spouses of stroke victims of their problems and how
to handl-e same, co-operation, Iearning the difference between
non-assertive, assertive and aggressive and how to express our
feelings and needs to our spouse in an assertive manner so $/e

can improve the relationshiP.

Session 4z discussion about the ansl^Jers to the exercise,
learning about the benefits which can help us want to be more
assertive, very personaJ- about their problems, exchange of
personal feelings, the common sharing as v/e compare what
strokes have done to our partners.

Session 5: personal situations make re]ating easier, the
personal feelings of others and how it has affected their
lives, the sharing with others on coping with spouses
handicap.

Session 6: role-playing, Spouse #L's willingness to rol-e-
play, everyone is very understanding and friendly and takes
time to listen

Session 7z role-p1ays are helpful, they are sympathetic and
Iisten, role-plays that apply the assertiveness and
negotiating, learn other people's problems are much like my
o\,ün, the common sharing of a common concern in regards to
stroke.

Session 8: role-pJ-aying, each person tol-d what the sessions
meant for them and al-so the role-pfay, the role-playing mode1,
willingness to listen to others problems.

The following are the resPonses to:
What did you find least heJ-pfut about the group?

Session 1: Drawing out the past in a total- stranger.

Session 2z Too much time spent talking about non-related
topics, getting a\^ray from the subject matter, nothing.

Session 3:
nothing.

Session 4z

Session 5:

No complaints find the rest of group interesting,

Too repetitive.

We are hesitant to open up.
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Session 6z Filling out this form is difficult, none.

Session 7 z

Session 8: Nothing, straying from the topic, agreeing on date
for next meeting.

Their additional comments v¡ere:

Session i-: Interesting to meet other people with the same
problems:

Session 2: I feel the tiine has been spent very weII. ft has
been worthwhile coming out, more emphasis placed on sticking
to the topics.

Session 3:

Session 4z The company has helped rne a great deal-.

Session 5: I enjoy the company of the other ladies.

Session 6z f have appreciated the opportunity to be in such
a group.

Session 7: Everybody spoke and told of their problems and we
discussed overcorning them

Session 8: Discussion about bringing the two groups together
was useful-.
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Appendix Z RESULTS OF THE FEEDBACK
OUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE SPOUSES

The results were as follows:

l-. To what extent were your expectatj-ons of the group met?
Two answered moderatety and two quite a bit.

2. Which aspects of the group felI short of your
expectations? ioo short in length of session, maybe longer
seäsion and less weeks. The sessions I'tlere rushed so there was
not enough time to listen to the whole problem or concern.
Longer sássions, three hours would have given more tÍrne to
problem solve. Nothing.

3. Vthich aspects of the group exceeded your expectations?
people, s wiùingness to share their personal lives and
proLl"tnt. UnderJtanding of the three personalities by acting
Lne ro1es. The group l^¡as excellent in showing concern and
$/ere anxious to assist in methods of coping and/or practising
assertj-veness. I found it reassuring to learn that others had
the same feelings and experiences I have and Some have more
problems. Good to unloád ny burdens, express my. feelings,-support I received from thg leader and members in coping,
Ieãininq assertiveness and negotiating skill-s of value, rofe
plays v/ere especiallY heIPfuI.

4. T'o what extent do you perceive a change in your
assertiveness and conflict management skitls as a resul-t of
your participation in the groups? One answered somewhat; two
moderately and one quite a bit.

5. Do you find that you are using these skills that you
learned in the group in everyday situations? One answered
somewhat, two moderately and one quite a bit.

6. Rate the helpfulness of the leader. All four members
f ound her very heJ-pful.

7. What did you find most helpful about the group? what made
the group successful? The ability to share experiences'
ernotibns,- etc. Learned useful skills, the group h¡as Small'
attending once a week was good, kindness towards each other,
regular áttendance of members, nice roon with good lighting
aná air conditionj-ng, the time of year and day tíme was good,
group smal1 in number, everyone coul-d say what iva? on their
frearL and mind, very comfortable, preferred the winter, one
session a week was good, small group size was excellent,
flipchart \ÀIas Very good and so \^¡ere the handouts, good air
conditioning and lighting.
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8. What did you find least helpful about the group? How

could this gtoúp be Ímproved? set up subjq"! q" be discussed
with a time Limit and better parkiñg facilities- Sessions
could be three hours instead of two hours. The group leader
did all she could. The sessions could be lengthened to three
or f our hours in the rnorning.

g. overall, rate your satisfaction with the group. A1l- four
members lr¡ere satisfied.

10. I would reconmend this type of group to couples who

ãájusting to living with a stïoke. One strongly agreed
three agreed.

are
and
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Appendix a PERMÏSSION FOR OBSERVATION

In utilizinq the services of Carolyn Janzen, B.S.W. group

members are participating in the Practicum Research Project of

a Masters of Social Work student at the University of

Manitoba.

l-) That information obtained from initial interviews,

questionnaires, the orientation meetirg, evaluation

forms and group sessions, or follow-up questionn-

aires may be shared with Carolyn's clinical
supervisor and with her MSW Committee members during

meetings r'

2) That informatj-on, whether on paper or computer

record, is shared sole1y for the purposes of aiding

treatment, contributing to student training, and

University of Manitoba adrninistration and research;

3) That all information is kept under strict conditions

of professional confidentiaJ-ity;

4) That observation and/or audiotaping or videotaping

of a group session/s may be required. The tapes

will be used by rnyself and my supervisor on1y.

Read and agreed to:
Name of Member(s):

Signature of Member(s) :

Date

Signature of Student Social l,Iorker
or Other t{itness
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